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Odie ‘had a huge heart’
■ 2he GVSU community
Sidewalk messages
are an everyday scene

9
^

for GVSU students.
The Office of Student
Life is trying to come
up with a policy to
govern sidewalk
messages and wants
your help.

Laker Life

has been dealing with the
loss ofRob Odejewski,
uho died on Friday.
Rachel Izzo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

For almost a week, Rob Odejewski
has not been in the lives of the people
who love him. His desk in the Grand
Valley State University athletic depart
ment is being cleared off, and his chair
sits empty, waiting for someone who is
not coming back.
Odejewski, assistant athletic director

of marketing and promotions, died
Friday night, leaving a void in the hearts
of everyone he touched.
Odejewski was overcome by carbon
monoxide fumes while working in the
basement. According to Grand Rapids
police, he had been using a gas-powered
saw to cut cement in the enclosed area.
He was found by Lisa Sweeney, a friend
and co-worker in the GVSU athletic
department, who went to his home to
exchange the trucks they had borrowed
from one another. The Grand Rapids Fire
Department was called to the scene in
response to a possible electrocution.
Three firefighters, three American
Medical Response workers and Sweeney
were treated for carbon-monoxide poi
soning. Carbon-monoxide levels were
reported at dangerously high levels.

■ Gayle Davis was
on campus Monday
tonegptiatea
contract with GVSU.

A&E

Wendi Hailey
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Adam BirdI

U.S. Attorney General delivered a speech on Grand Valley’s Pew Campus
last Thursday, seven months after he was originally slated to visit the city.

Ashcroft visits GVSU
■ HewasinGRto
^ Little clay
sculptures can be
seen in the Student
Services building.
The sculptures
were made by Art
Appreciation
students instructed
by Joyce DeVires.

Sports

12

Laker baseball had
a tough week,
winning one of five
games, but the
Lakers look to
bounce back this
weekend against
Findlay.

Downtown

m

“He was fun to work with, but even
more fun to hang out with,” said student
senate president Ben Witt. “He was so
full of life and energy. He was amazing.”
“He had a huge heart,” Selgo said.
“He was full of energy and would do
anything to make Grand Valley better.
We’re all taking it very hard. We loved
him very much. There’s no questionwe’re going to miss him greatly.”
“His personality was captivating,”
said Angie Vena, a student in
Odejewski’s sport promotion class. “It
was just his energy and his spirit when
you were around him. Whether it was in
the classroom or out on the football field,
you could just feel his energy and every
thing he brought to working with him
PLEASE SEE ODIE, 2

Murray picks Davis

Do you check the
labels on food
before you eat it?
You might be sur
prised what your
eating out of the
vending machine.

6

“The
fumes caused
him to pass
out and then
the saw kept
running,” said
,* jr. i *
Athletic
Director Tim
Selgo.
Odejewski
was declared
dead at the
scene.
Who was
Odejewski?
Aside
from being a husband, marketing direc
tor, assistant football coach, teacher, and
friend, he was also a light of enthusiasm
to the students and staff he worked with.

honor the region ’s
anti-terrorism task
force.
Wendi Hailey
Grand Valley Lanthorn

“1 was seven months late for
school this morning,” joked U.S.
Attorney General John Ashcroft
while visiting Grand Valley State
University last week.
The Pew Campus was
swarming with security guards,
FBI agents, attorneys, and the
press Thursday afternoon as
Ashcroft held private meetings
with local law enforcement
agents and later a press confer
ence. He came to town exactly
seven months after his original
attempt, which was abruptly
aborted after he received news of
the terrorist attacks.
On Sept. 11, Ashcroft’s air
plane just passed over Grand
Rapids when he received a phone
call informing him of the attacks.
He was on his way to Milwaukee
and was scheduled to come to
town later that afternoon.
Instead, he stopped for fuel and
headed back to Washington,
eventually escorted by fighter
jets.

“So today is an opportunity
for me to complete a journey
which I started seven months
ago,” Ashcroft said. “It’s with
some sense of achievement that I
complete my trip to Grand
Rapids.”
Ashcroft came to honor
members of West Michigan’s
anti-terrorism task force, which
was created along with numerous
others after Sept. 11. The task
force, headed by the U.S. attor
ney’s office, interviewed about
60 men in West Michigan on
temporary visas. The men come
from countries with large A1
Queda presence.
The group was commended
for its performance, in which it
interviewed 98 percent of the
people on its list. Ashcroft said
one
interviewee
was
so
impressed with the task force and
its mission, he asked to join the
FBI as a language interpreter.
“I must say this community
led the way,” Ashcroft said.
“Both the citizens and the public
servants in western Michigan
have distinguished themselves by
cooperating in ways which have
made America a substantially
safer place. I am grateful.”
Several GVSU professors
and students were able to attend
the press conference.
PLEASE SEE VISIT, 2

since 1994, Davis has been in
charge of the academic affairs
and research budget. She also
assists in tenure and promotion
decision, serves as a liaison in
faculty grievance cases, and
works with personnel records
management systems, among
other duties.
Kirk Lancaster, president
elect of Wichita’s faculty sen
ate, said Davis is a strong, fair
leader.
“Overall, I found her to be
guided by the rules of the insti

ate about liberal arts education
and I think that that is good for
Grand Valley.”
Many faculty members also
liked that Davis is an active
scholar.
“She seemed much more
than an administrator,” said
management professor Barry
Castro, who has been at GVSU
for 30 years. “I was really very
impressed. I would have felt
much less optimistic with the
other two candidates.”
The faculty senate chose

After the majority of faculty
members voiced their opinion
that Dr. Gayle Davis should be
the next provost of Grand
Valley
State
University,
M
President Mark Murray has
asked her to join his administra
The prospects
tion.
“I am very pleased to
of the
announce that I have offered the
university's
position of provost and vice
president for academic affairs to
advancement
Dr. Gayle Davis of Wichita
State University,” Murray said
are excellent
in a prepared statement. “Her
skills and energy will be a great
GAYLE DAVIS
benefit to Grand Valley. I look
Provost-elect of GVSU
forward to many years of part
nership with her in ensuring
---------------------Grand Valley’s continued
ascent as an outstanding univer tution, to be personally friendly, Davis over Walter Harris and
and to listen to others,” Barbara Dixon after an open
sity serving West Michigan.”
Davis, 55, is currently the Lancaster said. “If she has to forum was held April 5. They
associate vice president for aca make choices, she’ll make then sent a letter to President
Murray stating they wanted
demic affairs and an associate choices.”
Many GVSU community Davis as provost or the search
professor of the center for
women’s studies at Wichita. members were won over by reopened.
“It sounds like what the fac
She has a doctoral degree in Davis’ congenial demeanor, as
American studies and a mas well as her passion for and ulty said made an impact,” said
senate chair Patrick Thorpe. “I
ter’s in art history from knowledge of Grand Valley.
“I think that Dr. Davis will don’t think this could’ve
Michigan State University, as
well as a bachelor of arts in be a very good provost,” said worked out any better than it
French
from
Muskingum student senate president Ben did.”
Witt. “She seems very compe
Castro, who is also the
College in Ohio.
As associate vice president tent and has a lot of desire to be "
PLEASE SEE DAVIS, 17
here at GVSU. She is passion
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POT 6000 POLICY

Combining loans is good
investment for graduates
■ By consolidating
GVSU, the GR
Community Media
Center and
Alliance for
Community Media
sponsored a
regional
conference on the
media last week.

Photo Pages

10-11
C.A.R.E sponsored
Relay for Life last
Saturday GVSU
raised more than
$24,000 for the
American Cancer
Society.

i

loam now,
graduating students
can guarantee low
interest rates.
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn
As the graduating seniors of
Grand Valley State University
walk across the stage and take
ahold of their diplomas, most of
them will also take ahold multi
ple loans that have been looming
in the background throughout
their academic careers.
One of the possible weapons
to winning the loan war is con
solidation.
Loan consolidation is a
process in which people can take
all of the loans they have com
piled during their college years
and combine them.
By combining the loans,
graduates can lock in one interest
rate for the combined loans
instead of paying interest on mul
tiple ones.
“Consolidation is good for a
student, because what it does is it
takes all the various loans that

they have borrowed from differ
ent sources and it brings them all
together into one consolidated
loan payment,” said Ken
Fridsma, director of financial aid.
“So if they borrowed through a
bank and through the federal
direct loan program, or through
the university or actually the
Perkin’s loan program, they can
bring all those loans together into
one repayment.”
Many students reconsolidate
their loans, but graduating sen
iors and some upperclassmen this
year will get a bonus because of
the extremely low interest rate.
“There are a lot of students
doing it now because of the low
interest rate. So the big advan
tage of consolidating it now is
that the interest rate is low. It is
the lowest it has been as long as I
have been in here in financial aid
and that has been a long time,”
Fridsma said.
This year interest rates are at
5.39 percent. If students don't
consolidate their loans under a
certain fiscal period, loans would
be paid off at different interest
rates, which costs more in the
long term.
Even though some students
are looking to pay off their loans
by doubling payments or paying
PLEASE SEE LOANS, 2
k
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Students took time to take a moment of silence on April 10 in front of Zumberge pond to show their support
for domestic partner benefits at the university.

Silent protest stirs up issues
Rachel Izzo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Last Wednesday a group of Grand Valley
State University students stood on the edge of
Zumberge Pond outside of President Mark
Murray’s office for an hour and did
not say one word.
They held a banner stating that
they did not appreciate Murray’s
decision about domestic partner
benefits on campus, and they wore
brown paper grocery bags that
were made into masks to cover their
faces.
“The masks symbolize that if
they don't recognize the faculty and
the staff as gay and lesbians then
their not really recognizing those
people,” said Tracy VanSlooten, a
member of Out and About, the gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transsexual
support group at GVSU. “It is kinda
representing a faceless mask that
they’re shoving to the side.”
The students were from campus
groups including Out and About,
Students Against Sweatshops and

Focus On Rethinking Gender and Education,
and they were honoring the National Day of
Silence for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transsexual, and Questioning Issues.
“People all over the country don’t speak
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. to show the silencing of
the community,” said Jessie
Yedinak, the president of FORGE.
“The bags symbolized the fact that
gay or lesbian people are not rec
ognized as individuals.”
The silent protest began at 3
p.m. on Grand Valley’s campus and
was a way for students to state that
they wanted to see changes at
GVSU. They wanted to see an end
to discrimination and harassment
of GLBT student, staff and faculty.
The issue on Grand Valley’s
campus that the students were
protesting for was Murray’s deci
sion not to extend insurance bene
fits to the gay, lesbian and bisexual
faculty and staff members. This has
been a issue surrounded with ten
sion for almost two years at GVSU.
In the fall of 2000, former
PLEASE SEE PROTEST, 2
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Located in Family Fare Plaza
895-6692

CINEMARK • GRANDVILtE

1 st Visit Free

•Early Brt Spaa*
‘Bargain MaOwn
•Studant discount i

Students:

For tickets and showtimes visit

5% off all tanning packages
10% off all lotions
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vw drivers wanted

cinemark.com

vw drivers wanted

and interacting with him.”
Many remember Odejewski
because of his love for Grand
Valley. He was a Laker at heart.
He graduated from Grand Valley
in 1993, where he played foot
ball and became an assistant
coach. He eventually settled
into marketing director for the
athletic program and was even
married on Grand Valley’s cam-

vw drivers wanted

Drivers wanted

GVSU Graduate Purchase/Lease Plan
From Crown Volkswagen
Congratulations college graduates! Crown Volkswagen is offering a special Purchase or Lease
program on a new Volkswagen just for you. Here are the details.
Purchase financing is available for 12 through 60 month terms. Visit Crown Volkswagen for purchase
financing details.
Special College Grad Lease Offer
College graduates who qualify under this program will have the first monthly payment paid by manufacturer and the
security deposit waived by Volksu’agen Credit.

Eligibility Requirements:

•You must be within four months of graduation or graduated within 24 months of credit application date, from a 2 or 4
year accredited U.S. or Canadian college or university with one of the following degrees:
•Associate's
• Bachelor's
•Master's
• Doctoral
•Nursingdegree (RN or LPN)
•Monthly payment cannot exceed 25 percent of gross monthly income.
•Employed full-time or have verifiable commitment of employment from future employer.
• No credit history required.
I .... ...................................
“
1 Must provide phone number of school's Registrar's Office.

Bonus
Discount

Special Bonus for Grand Valley Stale University Grads
With this program qualified candidates will receive a $300
Bonus discount from Crown Volkswagen applicable on either a
purchase or lease of a new Volkswagen.

Visit Crown Volkswagen for details on purchasing or leasing a new Volkswagen.

pus.
His wife, Amanda, was in
Maryland visiting relatives at
the time of his death.
”He knew what it was like to
be a student here, and he wanted
to do the most for students,”
Vena said. “He really cared
about what was best for the stu
dents’ and that’s what made a
difference. He loved this univer
sity and his student here. He just
loved every minute and every
thing he did.”
Vena is also the president of
Spotlight Productions, and she
had worked with Odejewski on
coordinating events before foot
ball games. When she heard he
was gone she did not believe it.
“I was fine at first and then I
think it kinda set in and I was a
mess. 1 cried for about two
days...and a half,” she said. “I
just couldn't believe it was real
ly true.”
Witt had been trying to get a

PROTEST
continued from page 1
GVSU President Arend D.
Lubbers was considering the
implementation of domestic
partner benefits; however, the
story was leaked to The Grand
Rapids Press before he could
publicly announce it, and sever
al donors of the university
became angry.
Lubbers then decided not to
extend domestic partner bene
fits to same-sex couples stating
that there was not a consensus
in the community on the matter.
During the fall of 2001,
Murray promised a decision on
this issue again.
Just before Christmas break,
Murray also decided to reject
the benefits.
Recently Murray said he
believes gays and lesbians
should be able to be open about
themselves and their sexual ori
entation, but he declined to
comment on questions concern
ing domestic partner benefits.
“Grand Valley must always
be a place where every individ
ual can be who they are a
receive respect,” he said. “ Gay
and lesbian students, faculty

@!WN W VOLKSWAGEN
VISIT
11260 Chicago Dr.
616-393-0400

pa4UD/W SJdAUp AAA

Holland, Michigan

continued from page 1

800-473-5953

“1 thought his speech gave a
positive outlook on the war
against terrorism and gave local
and state-wide law enforcement
officials the recognition thqy
deserve for their hard, work f\
the past seven months,” said
Amanda Tweddale, a graduate
assistant for the criminal justice
department.
“1 feel any news regarding
the war our country is engaging
in is affecting each of us per
sonally. I don’t believe citizens
in the United States realize the
serious and long-term ramifica
tions this war is entailing,” she
said. “We need to be aware of
what policies our country is
supporting, including question
ing all those who are from coun
tries with high A1 Queda pres
ence.”
The task forces work in con
junction with the U.S.A. Patriot
Act, which was adopted in
October. The act expands the
surveillance and intelligence
gathering powers of federal
authorities, increases wiretap
ping capability and strengthens

pajUDAA SJdAUp AAA
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Camous West Apartments
64th Street Townhouses
Apartments
•

Two bedroom units offered

•

Modem kitchen and applicances including
dishwashers

•

Air conditioning

•

On-site laundry facility

•

Phone and cable in every room with up to 4
separate lines

•

Our newest feature: Deluxe apartments in Quiet
Building!

•

Many amenities including basketball and
volleyball courts

Townhouses - New Units for Fall 20021
•

4 different floor plans available between

LOANS
continued from page 1
as they go through school, peo
ple seem to agree that loan con
solidation has good benefits.
“1 plan on doubling my pay
ments,” said Mark Post, a jun
ior.
“1 have not consolidated at
all yet, but I have thought about
it,” said Justin Patterson, a sen
ior. “I think it will help. The
last thing I want to do is pay a
million different places.”
“I have been able to pay it
off as I go,” said Christine
DeLeeuw, a junior. “If I were to
have a loan or multiple loans I
would consider consolidation
before doubling payments.”
Another option that some
students have is that if they take

hold of Odejewski on Friday to
go over information about a res
olution they had been working
on.
“I want people to know he
was the most student-friendly
administrator on campus,” Witt
said.
Odejewski worked with sen
ate on a number of issues oyer
the years including getting
Grand Valley stadium lights for
the football field, re-working
Louie the Laker from the “old
man in the sea look” to the cur
rent look and, most recently,
helping senate to purchase free
tickets for the student body
before the football play offs
began in the fall.
The funeral service was to
be held yesterday morning at St.
James Church in Grand Rapids.
Grand Valley also was to hold a
memorial service in the
Fieldhouse arena at 3 p.m. yes
terday.
and staff at Grand Valley are
valuable members of our cam
pus community.”
Some community members
do not feel the issue is getting
enough attention.
“At Grand Valley gays and
lesbians are not being recog
nized as individuals when they
are not being given benefits,”
Yedinak said.
Nicole Skylis is a senior at
GVSU and former member of
the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and
Transsexual Task Force created
by GVSU to ensure equality for
those individuals. She believes
that the university administra
tion is just not listening to the
university community.
“Same-sex benefits is a
human rights issue and an
equality issue, and the universi
ty is not listening,” Skylis said.
“They seem to be listening to
only a few select people in
power. 1 think especially con
sidering the university has a cer
tain statement that says that they
believe people that work for
them and go to school here
deserve equal rights. I think
generally, seeing as how we are
implementing that, we are going
against our own set standards.”

penalties for anyone found
guilty of helping terrorists.
The act also provides ways
of sharing information between
various law enforcement agen
cies at all levels and standardiz
es procedures.
“The, Patriot Act is in
response to Sept. 11, as well as
in response to * technological
lag,” said Dr. David Billiard, an
assistant professor of criminal
justice. “There's a lot of debate
on the Patriot Act. Some look at
it as an infringement on civil
rights. Other people, including
myself, will look at it as an
adjustment to this threat.”
Ballard said many agencies,
such as the department of agri
culture, will now be included in
the nation's homeland security.
Many Grand Valley students
may become involved with the
movement after they graduate.
“After Sept. 11, we have a
lot of agencies...that are going
to be involved in anti-terrorism,” he said. “These are the
places our students are going to
work. Eventually a lot more
people arc going to be
involved.”
out another loan after they have
consolidated their loans they
can reconsolidate if interest
rates drop further. The catch is
to consolidate now. Students
have an exclusive interest rate
option.
“The government has what
they call an in-school interest
rate and that is 5.39 percent,
and then when your loans go
into repayment, it is .6 of a
point higher right now, that is
5.99 percent. So certainly when
a student is in their in-school
period, or during their grace
period, because you get a six
month grace period after you
graduate,” Fridsma said.
To learn about loan consoli
dation, people can call the
Financial Aid office at (616)
895-3234.

2 different sites
•

Spacious living with over 1331 sq. feet

•

Washer and dryers available in most units

•

Central Air/air conditioning

•

Modern kitchen and appliances including
dishwashers

•

Phone and cable in every room with up to

congratulations to our

outstanding
employees

6 separate lines available
•

Many amenities including basketball and
volleyball courts

895-5904

James Zavesky
BevCrandle
Danielle Pillar
Lynn Beno

River Landing
Courtyard Cafe
Kleiner
Food Court

4832 W. Campus Drive, Allendale, Ml 49401

nominate those who give great service - fill out a comment
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Sidewalk chalk policies to be set

Campus
from press reports

fI

GVSU names the
minority scholarship
Helen Jackson Claytor, 94, will be
honored by Grand Valley State
University as a lifelong champion of
civil rights in West Michigan and
nationwide. GVSU will be giving
her a recognition that will highlight
her important work in the Communi
tyPresident Murray recently
announced that GVSU’s minority
scholarship fund that totals $ 1 mil
lion will be named in honor of
Claytor. The scholarship will be used
to advance the education of minority
students.
Claytor was selected to have the
scholarship named after her by the
recommendation of a 10-member
committee consisting of members of
the Grand Valley faculty and staff.
Alumni Association and a represen
tative from the community.
Claytor is best known for her work
on behalf of the Young Women’s
Christian Association, that she
became a part of in 1928. She began
working at the YWCA and in 1949
she became the first African
American woman to serve as the
president of the Grand Rapids
YWCA.
Claytor will be formally honored
at a ceremony on May 29. She con
tinues to be active with the YWCA
and in her church and community.

McLogan appointed to
board of directors

Melissa Dembny
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Walking around the Allendale campus
many see the chalk messages written on
sidewalks and other cement. Some of
these messages are just announcements
from student organizations and others are
propaganda or just vandalism.
LeaAnn Tibbe, special events coordi
nator for the Office of Student Life, said
there are no printed rules on sidewalk
chalking, at least for public view.
However, the Office of Student Life is
working on a policy this summer to be
posted on a Web page.
“We are looking for feedback on this
issue,” Tibbe said. “I want students and
faculty to tell me what they want to see.”
Tibbe said the unwritten rules are that
all markings must be done with chalk
only, no paint or markers, they must be
away from building entrances where rain
can wash it away and no markings can be
made on brick walls.
“We need to think, what is the mes
sage we are putting out there?” Tibbe
said. “Where do we want to see the chalk
or do we want to see it at all?”
Many different colleges and universi
ties have seen some problems with side
walk chalk when the messages become
inappropriate for the campus community.
Also, there have been problems with stu
dents claiming university officials ban
ning sidewalk messages is a violation of
their freedom of speech.
A representative from the Office of
Student Life at Western Michigan
University said Western has a strict poli
cy on sidewalk messages. There are six
rules students must follow: only non

toxic chalk can be used,
only registered student
organizations can chalk
and they must include
their name by each mes
sage, must be in a place
that is fully washable, 20
ft. away from all build
ing entrances, only on
horizontal surfaces and
not permitted on steps or
other sculptures.
“All violators of
these rules will be
charged with destruction
of property or vandal
ism,” the representative
said.
In
North
Manchester, Indiana at
Manchester
College
there are no rules gov
erning sidewalk mes
sages.
Students can
even buy sidewalk chalk
at the university’s book
store. The Grand Valley
State
University
Bookstore
on
the
Allendale campus also
carries sidewalk chalk.
Manchester seems to
encourage
sidewalk
messages by holding a freshman chalking
competition. However, things do heat up,
for example, when students who are boy
cotting Taco Bell wrote messages about
the chain not paying tomato pickers
enough.
GVSU’s Students Against
Sweatshops also is participating in this
boycott.
Parker G. Marden, president of
Manchester College is quoted in The

GVSU’s Vice President for
University Relations Matthew
McLogan has been appointed by
Gov. John Engler as one of the seven
members of the Board of Directors
of the Michigan Broad and
Authority.
The authority was created by legis
lation that was signed last month,
and it’s purpose is to provide lowcost financing to broadband
providers. It will also help with the
construction of additional units of
high speed communications infra
structure in Michigan.
McLogan has spent more than 30
years in the field of communications
and in public utility issues. He was a
member of the Michigan Public
Service Commission, and for the
past 10 years he has been chairman
of the Utility Consumer Participation
Board, a state board that funds inter
vention in utility rate cases for con
sumers.

Chronicle of Higher Education saying,
“Part of the reason we’re very liberal
about this is that we can't control it.”
Marden says that Manchester is a bet
ter college when people share ideas.
“If you don’t like somebody else’s,
then bring up your own chalking,”
Marden said.
Not all schools feel so free with the
subject as Manchester does. At Wichita
State University in Wichita, Kansas

chalking is not allowed on university
grounds. There are concrete kiosks
throughout the campus for students to
post signs instead of chalking the side
walks.
GVSU’s Office of Student Life is
looking for the community’s opinion on
this issue. Please send any ideas or feed
back
to
LeaAnn
Tibbe
at
tibbel@gvsu.edu.

take you over

Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lantliorn

GVSU makes deal with
iJET
Grand Valley State University has
recently become involved with iJET
Travel Intelligence to support the
university’s study abroad programs
with travel intelligence and emer
gency assistance services.
iJET provides real-time travel
information to world travelers, com
panies, educational institutions and
the travel industry.
GVSU students will be provided
with iJET’s Worldcue Traveler serv
ice before, during and after their
trips. The service will include moni
tored itineraries and sends relevant
travel alerts and advisories about
events that could impact their trip
with recommendations for minimiz
ing disruptions. Alerts range from
whether condition, transportation
delays, health risks, strikes and civic
disturbances. Medical and travel
assistance is available through iJET.

AIDS quilt comes back to
GVSU
The AIDS Memorial Quilt will be
arriving at Grand Valley State
University for the second year in a
row from May 9-12.
This is the Midwest’s, and possibly
the nations, largest display of the
AIDS Memorial Quilt this year, and
it includes 1,500 panels that will be
included for viewing.
Cleve Jones, founder of the
NAMES Project Foundation, which
started the AIDS Memorial Quilt 15
years ago in San Francisco, will be
speaking at the opening ceremony on
Thursday, May 9 at 7 p.m. Viewing
times will be on May 9 from 7-10
p.m.; May 10 and 11 from 9 a.m.-9
p.m. and noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday,
May 12. Closing ceremonies and the
dedication of new panels will take
place at 5 p.m. on May 12.
The public is encouraged to attend
and admission is free.

GVSU prof to testify at
U.S. House hearing
Criminal justice professor David
Ballard is slated to testify before the
House of Representatives committee
on transportation about terrorist
attacks against nuclear waste ship
ments. He has been writing on the
subject for the past eight years, and
is one of the world’s leading experts
in the area.
He said that nuclear waste is often
transported down Michigan's high
ways. The state has five nuclear
plants.

Alcohol
deaths
increase

Grand Valley Lantliorn / Hrad Klosner

Bailamos: Mexican folklore dancing broke out like wildfire in the Grand River room last week. The Mexican dancing celebrates the rich history of
Mexico’s culture and people. The bright costumes and hats only add to the richness of the dancing and celebration.

When
misconception
involve alcohol, it can lead to
death.
|
A new study put out was
one of 24 commissioned by
federally supported Task Force
on College Drinking, a panel of
college presidents, scientists
and students convened by the
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism. The
groups found some startling
numbers. An estimated 1,4(X)
students aged 18 to 24 are
killed every year in alcoholrelated accidents.
To put the number into
broader terms, half of the World
Trade Center casualties are hap
pening every year in our col
leges and universities because
of alcohol, according to Mark
Goldman, a psychology profes
sor at the University of South
Florida.
Nancy Harper, who is the
head of Grand Valley State’s
Passport Program, and Director
of the ALERT program on cam
pus said she is not shocked by
the numbers, and said it might
be
even
underestimated
because some cases might go
unreported.
"One of the main reasons
PLEASE SEE INCREASE, 17

GVSU senators wrap
up the year’s business
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lantliorn

The Grand Valley State
University’s student senate is
just finishing up the last leg of
its term, but they are still forg
ing to the finish line.
Last week’s general assem
bly meeting of senate included
a talk from GVSU President
Mark Murray, the resignation
of a senator, a senate-elect
meeting, vice president nomi
nations and the conclusion of
the budgeting process.
President Mark Murray
started off the meeting. During
his address the president spoke
about many subjects. The
National Day of Silence,
which commemorates GLBT
(Gay, Lesbian. Bisexual,
Transgender) issues, the ‘Next
Grand Valley,’ and this year’s
senate, along with the incom
ing senate were all issues cov
ered in the president’s talk.
“President Murray gave a
very nice address to the senate
last week,” said Ben Witt, stu
dent senate president. “1

thought that he was very ener
getic and optimistic about the
changing campus environ
ment. I just hope that the pres
ident is keeping in mind the
tradition of the university as he
leads us into the 'Next Grand
Valley.’”
Also in the meeting was
the resignation of Executive
Vice President Ann Marie
Klotz.
Although the former sena
tor was not present at the meet
ing, she submitted a letter to
the senate outlining the rea
sons for her resignation. Two
main reasons were given in the
letter. The first was that the
executive vice president had
accepted a job offer which
obligated her to move and pre
pare for the job before the end
of her term. The second reason
listed pertained to the student
senate election controversy.
Although not taking full
responsibility for problems in
the process, she does take
responsibility for the outcome.
“Sometimes you have to
PLEASE SEE SENATE, 17
»

Grand Valley keeps the environment,
campus clean through stewardship
Mark McGarry
Grand Valley Lantliorn

David Cox Safety Manger at
Grand Valley State University
said Grand Valley State
University is not only concerned
about regulating waste, but also
dealing with the things that are
thrown away.
"The university has an over
all philosophy of environmental
stewardship, not just focused on
regulating waste but also deal
ing with the stuff we throw
away."
When Cox refers to environ
mental stewardship, he is refer
ring to individuals and corpora
tions reducing the amount they
throw away. It also refers to
keeping hazardous waste out of
the environment.
Hazardous waste is waste
that docs not leave the environ
ment once introduced into it.
Chemicals used in chemistry
labs, paint thinner, gasoline, and
heavy metals like mercury arc
just some examples of items
considered hazardous waste.
Cox explained how Grand
Valley practices this steward
ship toward the environment.

"The number one method is
to
comply
with
the
Environmental
Protection
Agency’s hazardous waste
requirements," he said.
Cox illustrated this point by
indicating that this January,
Grand Valley had their first ever
EPA inspection, and received no
citations for violation of the
EPA regulations.

According to Cox, the uni
versity has done so well in their
stewardship that the EPA gave
Grand Valley the best possible
classification for businesses or
schools that produce hazardous
waste. Cox contributes gaining
this classification to several
PLEASE SEE EPA, 17
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A life to learn by
The loss of a symbol of wbat Grand Valley
stands for is a bard thing to live with, but as
a community we must use Odie’s life to keep
the spirit strong at our university.
Rob Odejewski embodied everything that a Grand
Valley official should, and while it is now too late to
watch and learn, others can reflect on his life and
accomplishments and follow suit. Odie had a magnetic
personality, and that trait drew many people to him. His
passion for the university and students was contagious,
and he spent his time here striving to better Grand
Valley every way he possibly could.
Although Odie was employed in the athletics depart
ment, his accomplishments reached beyond that bound
ary to touch lives and inspire change. Some of the
largest things he brought to Grand Valley include the
luxury boxes and lights in Lubbers Stadium and the stu
dent tailgating lot. But it was the little things that Odie
did that made him so admirable. He was not above
doing the thankless, laborious tasks, such as putting up
the signs at each entrance of campus to let people know
a game was coming up.

A

TRUE

LAKER REMEMBERED

GVL I SPEAK UP
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:

What are your summer plans?

Tm working for my brother at
his pizza place back at home."

"I'm studying abroad, taking
classes through GVSU in
Mexico."

"Preparing classes for next fall
and working on finishing up con
struction of my house."

Latoya Gates
Junior
Spanish and Secondary
Education

Peter Taylor
Photography Professor

"I have to work full time,
because I'm a poor college stu
dent"

"Taking classes here at Grand
Valley and working part time for
Sears."

"I'm working as a soil conser
vationist in Freemont."

Beth Vander Maas
Sophomore
Legal Studies

Jesse Ovlasuk
Junior
Health Science

Justin Kozak
Sophomore
General Business

One of the most memorable things about Odie is the
way he related to students. Students were a priority for
him, and he spoke frankly and honestly with them. He
treated them like equals, while providing leadership and
guidance. Odie did everything for the good of the stu
dents who attended Grand Valley.
Odie is true example of what Louie the Laker and
school spirit stands for. He gave this university the pep
and pride it needed. He was the biggest cheerleader this
university had. And while his name might not be on a
building, although it should be, he will be remembered
for the things he accomplished as a Laker.

GVL | OPINION POLICY
The Ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of inter
est to the Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehi
cles of expression for reader opinions:
letters to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must be signed and accompa
nied with current picture identification.
Letters will be checked by an employee
of the Grand Valley Lanthom.
Letters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for for letter length is
one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for

length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing hand
written letters.
The name of the author is usually pub
lished but may be withheld for com
pelling reasons.

Watch for this computer icon. It points to
special on-line extras. Just one more way we
are trying to get you the news!

Send letters to:
Editor - Grand Valley Lanthorn
100 Commons
Grand Valley State University
Allendale, MI 49401-9403
Or e-mail them to:
editorial @ lanthorn.com

Rebekah Beckman
Senior
Biology

www.lanthorn.com
www.lanthorn.com

-get your news!

GVL I STUDENT OPINION

Ail angel with the face of Louie the Laker
Ben Witt

writes for the
GVL Student
Opinion. His
views do not
necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.

Last week the Grand Valley community
lost one of its best. Rob Odejewski died of
carbon monoxide poisoning while working
in his home. “Odie,” as he was called by so
many of us at GVSU, was one of the most
devoted and dedicated men that 1 have ever
met. He had a passion for this school that
transcended his role as the assistant director
of athletics for marketing and promotions.
Odie was dedicated to making GVSU the
best that it could be. He was an alumnus of
Grand Valley and a former football coach
for the Lakers. In my opinion, Rob
Odejewski was the embodiment of what a
“Laker” is.
First of all, there is the obvious. Take a
look at our mascot, Louie the Laker. Do
you see that cleft on his chin? Do you see
those furrowed brows and dark hair? Do
you see that jaw set in a tough and defiant
way? Those same features were, uncannily,
also present on Odie’s face. He joked with
me once during the controversy over the
Louie logo and its challenge by the Peoria
Rivermen hockey team that an argument
could be made by GVSU that he was the
model for Louie the Laker. He even told a

friend and I once, before his wedding in the
summer of 2000, that he wondered how his
bride-to-be, Amanda, would react to Louie
the Laker (in full costume) being the ring
bearer at the ceremony. That never hap
pened, but I think it shows how much this
man cared for this university. Every time I
see our logo, I know that I will be reminded
of one of the most enthusiastic and dedicat
ed men I have ever known.
Next, there are all of the physical things
that he brought or helped bring to our cam
pus. Tailgating at GVSU is among the best
in the State of Michigan and the concept of
the “Louie’s landing” lot was a brainchild of
Odie. Next, there are the stadium lights that
illuminate our world-class football team
each week in the fall. I guarantee that they
would not be there if not for Odie’s persist
ence with President Emeritus Lubbers to
have them put in. In their first year, those
lights coupled with the success of the 2001
football squad led to the best year ever in
GVSU Laker football. The stadium boxes at
Lubbers Stadium were also an Odie-led suc
cess story and fans that watch games from
them are sitting in boxes that Odie not only

fundraised for, but also helped to build.
These arc only three of my personal favorite
things that Odie gave to our campus; the
entire list would be far too extensive to print
here.
Odie also brought an intangible to this
campus, that I would say that it was his
greatest contribution, and that was his conta
gious enthusiasm for this University as a
community. Odie could have been short
sighted and only looked out for the athletic
department, but he was not. Odie saw
GVSU as a community and he always want
ed to see that community strengthened. I
worked with Odie in my role as President of
the Student Senate on a ton of projects that
were designed to unite and build our entire
community. Odie helped put on the student
farewell to President Lubbers last year, he
was at every campus life collaborative meet
ing that I ever attended hearing how he
could help integrate the various facets of the
campus, he came to housing staff meetings
trying to get RA’s and MA’s to get their resi
dents out to events, and he just always
seemed to be in the room anytime a discus
sion was being had about how to enhance

campus life for the students of this
University. Whatever he was doing, howev-;
er, Odie was outspoken and he was enthusi- ;
astic. He loved this campus and he truly
cared about making it the best it can be.
In closing, I cannot express how deeply !
saddened I am at the passing of my friend, ‘
Rob Odejewski. He was an avid supporter ;
of this school, a hard-working administrator, <
and one of the best friends of the entire stu- !
dent body that we have ever had at Grand )
Valley. He will be missed and my thoughts ;
and prayers are with his family and his
widow at this time. I know that somewhere !
in Heaven, a guy who looks like Louie the !
Laker will be looking down on us every fall ;
Saturday that football is played under the
lights, at every match our volleyball team •
wins in the Fieldhouse, at every shot that is •
taken by a GVSU basketball player, and he \
will also be watching every round of golf J
that we play at the Meadows without him *
now. Odie will be missed. GVSU is weak- t
ened by his death; but strengthened by the !
life that he lived here and fortunate to have J
had him give so much of himself to make
this University a better place.

OP/ED
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Graduates: you don’t have to grow up yet
Spring is here. The zest of sunshine
after months of dreary winter. The fresh
smell of wet grass and flattened worms,
emerging after the first spring showers.
Ah, the change of the seasons.
Signaling the birth and rebirth of all things,
especially college students.
Like moles coming into the sunlight,
students will be graduating, emerging from
college bleary eyed from studying and
alcohol, emerging into the haze of the real
world.
What a terrifying idea. After 16 to 17
years of school, the world, jobs, marriages
and mortgages loom like winters squalls.
Fight back. Graduating seniors will be
leaving the utopia of college and will have
to become responsible adults. Don't be.
Graduate and become responsible kids.

Adam Bird
writes for the
GVL Student
Opinion. His
views do not nec
essarily
represent those of
the
newspaper.

In the spring of departure from educa
tion, take advantage of your knowledge
and continue to be curious. Work hard,
make money and play.
Knowing those who have graduated
before me, and seeing their lives, it's too
easy to get sucked into working for the
house, the car, the private school. And
they forget to play.
Worry about getting that job, working
in your field and advancing your career.
The inter-office politics keeping you from
that promotion. These things become larg
er then life, distorted when you forget the
other things.
College had taught us to be better pro
fessionals: teachers, businessman, scien
tists and artists. But it has also taught us
about that time in Canada when 19 was

everybody’s age, and there was nothing to
do that weekend.
College taught us to go for walks in the
ravines with friends, to rollerblade around
campus when the sun was setting. It
taught us how to meet people at 3 a.m. in
the residence halls, how to find a 24-hour
diner with unlimited dollar-a-cup coffee.
Don't lose these things.
We all hear our parents talk about how
college will be the best years of our lives.
College should be the appetizer, something
to whet your appetite for the entre of life.
After graduation, there are no more
nasty homework assignments, no more
tests to cram for last minute. For most
people work will be at work, and every
thing else is everywhere.
If you are stuck at work at 2 a.m. in the

morning, remember college, and get to
know your co-workers. If you have to fill
in for an evening, take a 20-minute break
and rollerblade in the parking lot.
Experiment during lunch breaks, and visit
a different restaurant every day.
When degrees are handed out, it's easy
to get lost like those before us in the pace
and electricity of our culture and work.
College has prepared us, in varying
degrees, to handle the workload.
We have been fortified to deal with the
professional challenges of our lives. Don't
forget the other type of education that col
lege gave you, the knowing how to let go,
how to play, to party, to be spontaneous
and fun.
All you graduating seniors - after you
graduate, don't forget to play.

GVL | LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A better person because of Odie
The Grand Valley State University community has
lost a wonderful friend in Odie's passing but 1 would
like to reflect how he influenced the Greek community
at Grand Valley. I had the chance to be touched by
Odie, like many other students, and I am a better per
son because of it. Odie was infectious; he was so pas
sionate about everything that he did.
He worked with the Greek system to forage a new
relationship between the athletic community and the
Greek community. Odie was the man behind the stu
dent tailgating lot, and he first looked to the Greek
community for support. He realized the Greeks trav
eled in large numbers and he wanted to increase the
number of people who attended games. So it seemed
like a natural partnership.
However, Odie was more than that, he was always
there if we needed assistance. I could always count on
Odie for ideas for fundraising, T-shirts, or new games
to try during Greek Week. Odie was the man who
knew it all. Odie was always willing to work with the
Greek community with any new idea or plan. He was
a truly special man who I cannot even put into words
how much an entire community will miss him.
On behalf of the Greek community, 1 would like to
send my deepest sympathies to Rob’s family and close
friends and assure them in our heart's and minds, Odie
will never be forgotten.

«

Erin McNally
President
Greek President's Council

Boycotting Taco Bell is hypocritical
I am surprised by the recent protesters and posters
around campus who are urging us to boycott Taco Bell.
Apparently Taco Bell's tomato pickers only make
approximately $.40 to $.50 per bucket of produce
picked. To boycott Taco Bell over this is rather hypo
critical. Nearly every type of produce available in
your local supermarket is picked by underpaid migrant
workers. The last time anyone purchased apples,
strawberries, blueberries, lettuce, cabbage, cucumbers,
pickles, asparagus, or cherries, the same crime that was
committed by Taco Bell was committed by the con
sumer.
The workers who picked that produce, often times
right here in Michigan, were paid similar wages as
Taco Bell's tomato pickers. Because these workers are
often allowed into this country on work visas it means
that they are not citizens. This means that they do not
have to be paid based on federal minimum wage stan
dards and are often paid by the bushel, bucket, or

pound of produce picked. This is not the fault of Taco
Bell.
As a business they are required to purchase materi
als at the cheapest possible rate in order to compete.
Any business that wants to compete does the same
thing. Taco Bell is not the one that should be protested
against...try the Immigration and Nationalization
Department of the Federal Government.

Matt Kroll
Boycotting Taco Bell is hypocritical
I just wanted to commend the students of the
Student Environmental Coalition for their hard work
on Saturday, April 6, 2002. Especially the students
who stayed an extra hour. Unfortunately, the SEC and
Lanthom got their signals crossed and there wasn't any
coverage of this worthwhile event. Hopefully, more
students will get more involved in environmental
issues, not just on campus but around the western part
of the state. It seems that no one really gives a shit
anymore about the environment. As citizens we need
to take more of a stand on this issue, due to the fact
that we have a president who is not making the envi
ronment a priority. Thanks for your time.

Damian Polack
Enough of the Wild Geese pieces, please
Please, do us all a favor. One favor, that is all I
ask. Please quit publishing stories about this Wild
Geese Party. Honestly, it sounds like a bunch of high
school kids, running for student council. It sounds like
one group is calling out the other, constantly.
Yes. 1 had to call them "groups" because 1 don't
know if there are other parties at this school. Are
there? The students aren't informed enough about stu
dent senate. 1 know absolutely nothing about student
senate, what they do, and what they have done in the
past.
Hopefully when the votes, names, and student
numbers were posted on the Web site, the people in
student senate saw my votes. I voted for a guy that 1
went to high school with and I wrote in a roommate, a
friend, and a fake name. That is how much 1 care
about all of this. I just voted, to vote. 1 know
absolutely nothing about student senate.
Back to the point though, everyone's bickering
about Wild Geese and geese droppings and whatnot.
Who cares who runs for student senate? Seriously. 1
have no idea what they do, so it doesn't matter to me
what they are doing. They could bring in Palestinians,
the Green Party, the nWo, and 10 apes. I wouldn't
know the difference, nor would 70 percent of the other

students here at Grand Valley State University. None
ot us know what is going on. We are here to get an
education, not to vote for what sounds like a popularity

contest.
Please, do not run anything else about this. Put in
something about the 25th-ranked baseball team. They
are top 25 in the nation and they get less than a blip in
the paper. They are obviously deserving of news, so
give it to them. Wild Geese and complaining do noth
ing for me, except give me a reason to want to start
hunting.

Tony Nicol
I don’t advocate the abridgment of
free expression
I would like to respond to associate professor of
English Kathleen Blumreich's response to my previous
letter about hateful sidewalk messages.
First, I don't recall advocating the abridgment of
free expression, as she maintains I did. Also, 1 had
another look at my Bill of Rights as she suggested.
What I found may surprise her. Using a purely lib
ertarian interpretation, something the Supreme Court,
Congress, all 50 states, and most universities in the
country do not use, I discovered that if the university
had prevented the writers from expressing themselves
(something 1 did not advocate) they would have violat
ed the First Amendment as applied through the 14th
Amendment. However, the Bill of Rights does not
preclude me from expecting people to conduct them
selves with some level of decency. It may be unpopu
lar. but it is morally and legally defensible.
Also, if people found my conclusion "patently
offensive," as Dr. Blumreich claims, that is unfortu
nate. However, the difference in their offense and
mine was that they took offense to something that was
not (quite clearly might I add) hateful. That is some
thing I can not help.

David Hansma
Thanks for the open-minded letter
This letter is in response to Matt Olger's letter fea
tured in the Lanthom on April 11.
As I peruse the Lanthom each week, there are a
few things that I never fail U\rpad: letters to the editor
opinion polls, comics, and the front-page headlines.
Then, after completing the scan, 1 go back and actually
read the things that interest me, or the articles that may
help me to become an informed student.
Last week, however, I didn’t get farther than the
letters to the editor when I decided to stop and say
“Kudos;” kudos to you. Matt Olger, for not being
afraid to say what you believe. In a larger sense

though, I commend you for being
open-minded enough to say that what you
believe isn’t the only way to believe.
Many times people have an opinion and although
they may listen to others opinions, it’s obvious that
they’re not really hearing them. We, as a nation, seem
to sometimes take for granted that everyone has free
speech. Yes, that means even the people who don’t
hold the same opinion as you do, or who express them
selves in a manner that may not appeal to you. The
acceptance and acknowledgment of these beliefs are
what creates peace, yet it also can create war.
The best view, in my opinion (which seems to be
shared by Mr. Olger), is best summed up by a quote
from Whitman's Song of Myself. The quote itself is
taken from the 1881 version and comes from a Canto
in which Whitman speaks of many different gods from
a multitude of religions. He says to take “them all for
what they are worth and not a cent more.” To me, this
quote is the essence of the American belief system.
Let each person believe what they want, and realize
that you have a choice. You can believe too, or not, but
either way know that beliefs are only worth the value
that people put into them.

Amanda Clemons
Human rights demonstrators need to
change way of life first
Upon reading and noticing the pictures in the
Lanthom, I became quite intrigued with the Human
Rights demonstration pictures placed in the paper.
What I became astonished to find was the demonstra
tors are not thinking completely clearly on the matter.
1 was brought up with the understanding that if you
want to change something in the world, you must
change your way of life first. What I noticed is that
these demonstrators are not. Front and center was a
demonstrator sporting a Columbia jacket. I believe
that most Columbia jackets are made in Malaysia and
the jeans that everyone wears around campus, unless
they're Lucky or some other brand that most college
students can not afford, are made in a foreign country
more than likely in a sweatshop. Before demonstrating
against sweatshops, sbopld.we take a look aLwbal. .
hang;> in our closet or gpts syiffed in our drawers'? ' .
Don't get me wrong. I'm for human rights aWl’
against the cruelty that goes on in sweatshops. But I"
believe that in order for the cruelty to stop, we must
stop supporting them with our weekend excursions to
the mall purchasing the clothes that will support the
sweatshops.
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Worst
(Food

with

50%

fat or more)

It’s five minutes before you’re next class and there is no way
you are going to make it to the food court. As you walk to your
class you pass a vending machine that catches your eye. You put
your money in the machine and make your choice. The whole
process is simple, but are you really thinking about what you are
about to put in your body? Did you look at the nutrition facts on
the wrapper? Do you know how to read the label? Most people do
not.
According to the USDA, just by looking at the Percent Daily
Value column you can see if your food choice is healthy or not. If
you want to limit fat, saturated fat, cholesterol or sodium try to
choose foods with a lower Percent DV.
As a general guide foods with 5 Percent DV or less contribute
a small amount of that nutrient to your eating pattern, while foods
with 20 percent or more contribute a large amount. Always check
serving sizes on the top of the label to determine the correct nutri
tional value.
“Look for something low in fat, three grams of total fat or
something less than 30 percent of calories from fat,” said Brenda
Reeves, director of health, recreation and wellness.
To find the percent of fat in food divide the calories from fat
into the total calories.
“Pack healthy snacks to eat rather than going to the vending
machine,” Reeves said.
Reeves said as a guideline to limit yourself 100 calories per
snack.
“Sometimes it’s just making the better of the choices,” Reeves
said. “Most calories in vending machine food are from fat or
sugar.”
Even though some vending machine food may have less than
30 percent of calories from fat, it may be high in sugar and low in
nutrients. These calories are called empty calories and do not bum
as fast as calories from healthier foods.
“Anytime you eat a candy bar it’s going to be loaded with fat,”
Reeves said. “Moderate what you eat to make sure you are not
overeating.”
Reeves said healthy snacks, such as fruits, vegetables and
whole grain foods are much better for you to eat while in class
because you do not burn that many calories when you are sitting in
class all day.
“In terms of making you feel full, most of them items (in the
vending machine) will make you feel hungry in an hour,” Reeves
said.
In addition to the story the items on either side were all pur
chased outbf a vending machine on campus. All of the foods were
rated by finding the total fat in each of the foods (see below right).
The top five best and worst foods are highlighted.
However, this does not mean these foods are healthy. Some of
these foods are very high in sugar and sodium and low in nutrients.
Therefore, a healthier snack is suggested.

5
Animal
Crackers
13% fat

55% fat
.

Food Guide Pyramid

To find
calories
from fat:

A guide to daily food choices

Fats, Oils & Sweets
Use sparingly

Milk, Yogurt, &
Cheese Group
2-3 Servings

HOW TO READ A NUTRITION
FACTS LABEL
Macaroni ft Cheese

Meat, Poultry, Fish,
Dry Beans, Egg* and
Nuts Group
2-3 Servings

roup

Fruit Group
2-4 savings

Brood, Cereal, Rl
4 Paata Group
4-11 Servings

Calories
from fat

Source: USDA

What counts as a serving?
Brood, Cerool, Rice 4 Pasta Group
1 slice ot bread
About 1 cup of ready-to-eat cereal
1/2 cup of cooked cereal, noe o* pasta

Calories

MUk, Yogurt and Chooeo Group
1 pup 01 m* or yogurt
1 1/2 ounces of natural cheese
2 ounces of proceeced cheese

VOgotoMo Group

Meat 4 Beans group

1 cup of raw leafy vegetables
1/2 cup of other vegetable*-r*w or cooked
3/4 cup of vegetable Juice

2-3 ounces of cooked lean meat, poultry or fish
1/2 cup of dry beans or tofu*l or. of lean meat
2 1/2 ounce eoyburger or 1 egg-1 ox. of lean meat
2 tbs. of peanut butter or 1/3 cup of nuts*1 o? of lean 1

Fruit Group

= Percent
of total fat

QmIMi GmMb tp % pMiy V*km

1 medium apple, banana. orange or pear
1/2 cup of cooked, chopped or canned kult
3/4 cup of vegetable juice

*
Source: USDA

______
4

$% or Imb la tow
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Author to speak at graduation
Ann Pearson
Grand Valley lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn/ Melissa Deittbnyl

(From left to right) Freshmen Brandon Tripp and Chelsea Opdyke hike
through the ravines on a spring day.

James Cowan, author of
more than 20 books and 1998
recipient of the Australian
Literature Society’s Gold Medal,
will speak at the April 27 gradu
ation ceremony and will be pre
sented with a Doctor of Humane
Letters.
Cowan has written in a vari
ety of genres, including non-fic
tion, photography with essay,
poetry, children’s fiction and
autobiography. They have been
translated into 17 languages. His
newest book, Francis: A Saint’s
Way, was released in March
2001.
Many of Cowan’s books are
results of his studies of cultural
groups. He has lived among var
ious tribes. Some included the
Tuaregs of the Central Sahara,
the Toraja of Surawesi, the
Australian Aborigines and the
Berbers of Morocco.
“Cowan has a deep attach
ment to the land and to the
preservation and understanding
of the world’s indigenous cul
tures,” said Wendy Cavenett, a
Between the Lines reviewer.
The author was born in
Melbourne, Australia in 1942.
He and his wife Wendy estab
lished a major arts program at
Balgo Hills of Western Australia
for three years after traveling to
North America, Europe and
North Africa for a decade. They
have resided in many countries,
including France and Italy.

The Cowans also revived the
Native Elders’ art movement and
put together the Aboriginal art
exhibit that was premiered on
the Allendale Grand Valley State

University campus this year.
Half of the exhibit is still on dis
play at the Van Andel Art
Institute.
Dean Jon Jellema of arts and
humanities
and
Henry
Matthews, director of GVSU’s
art gallery, both recommended
Cowan as the graduation speak
er.
“He is a very interesting
man,” Matthews said, “and has
lived in wonderful strange
places.”
Matthews originally met
Cowan in Australia when he first
saw the Aboriginal art exhibit.
“I suspect he will speak
about the role of humanity in
college and in life around us,”

Matthews said.
Jellema
recommended
Cowan after a student responded
positively to his lecture in an art
class. When another speaker
candidate backed out, the presi
dent’s office saw the recommen
dation and asked Cowan to
speak. Cowan, though living in
Italy, agreed.
“He is the most liberally
educated person I’ve ever met,”
Jellema said after. “He’s very
broadly educated and knows a
lot about a lot of different
areas.”
Cowan never received a for
mal education or degree, but
said in an e-mail to Jellema that
“many of my teachers are
unknown to this world.” He’s
talked with village orators, tribe
leaders and monks to gain
knowledge on various subjects.
“I’m in love with thought,”
Cowan said.
Jellema hopes that the author
will discuss his travels to unusu
al places and emphasize to stu
dents that education does not
end after college.
“It should be the beginning
of learning,” Jellema said.
A Mapmaker’s Dream, pub
lished in November 1997,
earned Cowan Australia’s high
est literary award in 1998.
The book is about Fra
Mauro, a 16th century monk and
cartographer who resided in the
San Muchele di Murano
monastery. His goal was to make
the world’s most complete map.
“The map we draw becomes

a representation of these impres
sions, each one contributing to
that sublime image we believe
exists, but so far have not yet
discovered,” Cowan wrote.
The
book
confronted
Mauro’s discoveries, and his
transition from cartography to
questions about the life found
within the physical boundaries.
“Throughout his musings
may be found evidence that he
was seeking the existence of a
more intrinsic reality, one that
subsumed all others that the men
of his time had known,” Cowan
wrote. “Although he does not at
any time articulate what the
nature of this reality might be,
Mauro clearly believed in its
existence.”
Cowan believes in many of
the same philosophies that
Mauro held.
“That always seems to me
what our age is not about,” he
said. ‘The sense that there is this
largesse out there that you need
to take into yourself as a subjec
tive being, as a ‘Mauro.’”

GRADUATION
CEREMONIES
Where:

Van Andel
Arena, downtown
Grand Rapids
When: April 27,
10 a.m.

Fraternity takes annual fundraising trip
Marcie Westover
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Vail

Junior Glena Karst and senior Sam Kraut enjoi
between their classes.

fmWni/ Melissa Demlmi/

WPng weather in

The Grand Valley State
University fraternity Alpha
Sigma Phi plans to make a dif
ference during their summer
vacation by participating in the
seventh annual Cycling for
Independence.
The event is a week-long
trip that covers a 1,500 mile
course around Lake Michigan.
The money raised goes toward
the
organization
Canine
Companions for Independence.
“The bike trip has been tra
dition... since the first one in the
summer of 1996, we’ve gone
every year,” said Gerard Gole,
fraternity president.

Prior to the event, the broth
ers of Alpha Sigma Phi ready
themselves physically
and mentally.
“It all started out as a
joke then when those indi
viduals started talking
about how they
could do it, they
realized they
could actu
ally
pull
this thing
off,” Gole'
said. “It has
been going
ever since.”
Gole said that
each member is asked to raise a
minimum of $250 in donations
for the cause.

During the week-long trip
the brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi
share four bikes. Three vans
follow
the

riders

around
Lake
Michigan.
Gole notes that the brothers
stop at churches, schools, col

leges and family member’s
houses during the trip.
“Grand Valley plays a big
role in money donations by
funding the vehicles that follow
the riders,” Gole said.
The money raised goes to
CCI to help with the cost of rais
ing the special dogs. Gole notes
that each dog costs $10,000
even if they don’t complete their
training.
The tradition of the event is
a sense of pride and making in
impact in the community for the
fraternity brothers.
“Wa as brothers of Alpha
Sigma Rhr believ&’lhat this is a
very worthy cause that requires
all of the brothers blood, sweat
and tears,” Gole said.

Don t miss the Lanthorn s year in review next week!

Downtown Housing
Beekman Management
2,3,4,5, Bedrooms
Duplexes, Houses,
& Apartments

11 properties available
within 5 blocks of new
Devos Center.
Bob Beekman

Get more out of your summer
than tennis elbow, a sunburn
and sand up your bathing suit.
.

895-5866
/• - offer tteoppertonity to eam college credits
^ .while still having time to enjoy the summer.
•;
Sand and alt.

TY.

• Sommer cUmm start June 26,2002
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Campus
from prats reports

GVSU bands perform at Comstock
Eric Gallippo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Global Theatre Training
makes a stop at GVSU
The School of Communications
at GVSU and the Muskegon
Community College are hosting
theatre training from prestigious
theatre groups from around the
Globe. The training groups include:
Stella Adler, New York; Andamio
90, Buenos Aires; and London
Theatre Exchange, London. There
will also be a workshop session for
teachers.
The Student- Professionals
Workshop sessions start June 1728 for the Stella Adler Intensive
Theatre Training Program. Next is
July 8-19 with Andamio 90 and
Professional Development for
Teachers begins July 29-31. The
last Theatre Training group to visit
and educate is the London Theatre
Exchange, Aug 5-16.
To register or get more informa
tion about the world-class theatre
instruction, call the School of
Communications at 895-3668.

Jazz ensemble performs
this weekend
The GVSU jazz department will
host its last concert of the year
directed by head of jazz studies,
Kurt Ellenberger.
The award winning GVSU Large
Jazz Ensemble will follow in tradi
tion of
past
years
perform-

Grand Valley State University is all
set to host its first outdoor concert featur
ing only bands with GVSU students in
them, on Saturday, April 20.
This mini festival, aptly being dubbed
as Comstock, will take place in Robinson
Field from 1 p.m. until 7 p.m. during
which six different acts are scheduled to
perform.
The event is free to all Grand Valley
students, and will be $3 for visitors.
Bands slotted to perform at the con
cert include headliners and local
favorites. Slant, along with familiar
names such as Venkman and Joyride and
Formerly
Known,
newcomers
Walkabout, and Detained. Each band
will play for about 45 minutes each.
All of the bands seem excited to be
given the opportunity to perform for their
fellow students, and with other Grand
Valley bands.
“We’re excited to be playing with all
of our Grand Valley buddies,” said
Brenden Stark, drummer for Slant. “It’s
cool because every band playing has at
least one Grand Valley student in it.”
Jaymz Pyne, vocalist and guitarist of
Joyride, said his band is also glad to be a
part of it. “We get to share a stage with a
lot of our friends, which is always a
treat,” he said.
Venkman drummer Kyle Douglass
said he thinks this is a great opportunity
for all the kids on campus who have not
been able to make it to a show to get to
see them play.
Comstock is being put on by
Spotlight Productions, with the help of
local promotions group B & R Booking
and other local organizations. A lot of
planning, work and money have gone
into preparation for the event.
Corey
Lansing
of
Spotlight
Productions said that about 100 hours of

work and about $14,000 have gone into
the making of Comstock.
Ben Miller of B & R Booking and
Spotlight Productions said that the
process has been a difficult one for the
past few months, and that obstacles such
as budget cuts, location issues, and band
cancellations have been frustrating.
Both Lansing and Miller are opti
mistic as to the event’s success, as well as
the future of such events being sponsored
by Spotlight Productions.
Lansing said that he thinks this will be
a great time for students.
“It’s being held at Robinson Field, so
students can have a soft place to sit and
enjoy the concert, and the Delta Sigs are
grilling out, it should be a lot of fun,” he
said and that he expects between 300 and
600 students to be on hand for it.
“I know this will be huge and its
extremely important to Spotlight
(Productions),” Miller said. “Next year
we plan to host a monthly series called
‘In the Spotlight,’ where we bring talent
from all over the state as well as GVSU
bands, so that students can expect a qual
ity concert once a month.”
Miller, whose company works with
both Slant and Joyride, expects a crowd
close to 1,000, given the local fan base
some of the bands have developed. Slant
and Joyride have both been featured on
local radio station WGRD.
The schedule of performances for
Saturday as of right now looks like this:
Detained will open the show at 1 p.m.,
followed by Formerly Known at 2 p.m.,
Joyride at 3 p.m., Walkabout at 4 p.m.,
Venkman at 5 p.m., and finally, Slant will
close the show, playing the last slot from
6 p.m. until 7 p.m.
In case of bad weather, the concert
will be moved inside to the Grand River
Room of the Kirkhof Center.
As Jeremy Wesley, lead guitarist of
Walkabout said, “It’s a great thing that
Grand Valley is actually even having
these local bands play.”

Summer film festival

missioned by the ensemble.
Other featured guest will be local
composers Jeremy Ribando and
David Moreau. Also the premiere
of a new arrangement by Calgary
basted pianist/composer Brian
Shanon of a song by the British
cult band, XTC. In the song,
pianist Michael Sobie will back his
singing debut at GVSU.
Opening for the ensemble will be
the 5 O’Clock quartet, with the
show starting at 8 p.m. in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre, in the
Performing Arts Center.

comes to Grand Valley
Erin Klitzke
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valh

GR Jewish Theatre
performs play with GVSU
students in cast & crew
The Jewish Theatre of Grand
Rapids will be performing the play
“Nobody’s Gilgul” by Louis
Roisman starting this Thurs. April
18 and running until the 28th.
The show will be performed at
the Spectrum Theatre in Grand
Rapids and includes many cast and
crew members from GVSU.
The director of the play is Trinity
Bird, with stage manager Jeff
Williams, both theatre majors at
Grand Valley. ALso on the set
design team is scenic designer Paul
Collins, a GVSU professor and
properties design by Amanda
Seymour, a theatre student.
The cast include Katherine
Mayberry, who was a student direc
tor for the play “Antigone” this
past spring. Also in the cast were
Heather Hartnett and Forrest
Doublestein, who were both part of
the play “Antigone.”
Other actors from Grand Valley
include Teresa Okraszsewski, Scott
Rosendall, Chelsea Opdyke and
Peter Bisson.

One pound sculptures lay catch some rays on the window sill of the Student Services building,
were made by 375 students in the Art appreciation class.

Lanthorn / Luke Work

le clay figures

Clay figures make students ‘think as artists’
AJ Smuder
Grand Valley Lanthorn

While walking through the
west side of the Student Services
building, one can’t help but
notice the 400 miniature clay
sculptures that line the window
sills. The sculptures were made
as part of the Art 101 class. Art
Appreciation, taught by profes
sor Joyce DeVires.
The students in the general
education class are mostly non
art majors, but the sculpture
construction helped the students
learn more about art as well as
being an artist.
“Its [sculpture making] pur
pose was to give the students a
taste of working as an artist and
thinking as an artist,” art profes
sor Cedar Nordbye said about
the project.
Along with the one pound

terra cotta clay figure, the stu
dents had to write an artist state
ment to go along with their
form. The clay sculptures are
mostly of human figures whose
body is arranged in some sort of
emotion.
“They [the figures) are con
structed to show off some feel
ing by their gestures,” De Vires
said.
The figurines were supposed
to be installed in Kirkhof, but
with all the construction going
on, it would have been to crowd
ed, so the art department and
Nordbye approached Lynn Blue
in the Registrars Office and the
figures made their home in
Student Services.
“They [the sculptures] are
very clever,” Blue said, “ and I
am glad they are here.”
The figures got a lot of atten
tion last week as many students

came to Grand Valley State
University
for
Student
Scholarship week.
“The feedback has been very
positive,” DeVires said. “Its a
cool instillation. It has a power
ful impact.”
The figures have been sit
ting, standing, laying and what
ever other positions they have
constructed, for the past week.
Most of them are coming down.
The figures also helped students
on campus become more aware
of what goes on in the Calder
Art Center at the other end of
campus. The display also
showed that general education
classes can be very engaging.
The project gave the art class
students an opportunity to get
their hands dirty, Nordbye said
and it will help them appreciate
other sculptures when they see
it.

The time has come again
for the Grand Valley State
University Film and Video
show, which comes to
Loosemore Auditorium on
Grand Valley’s downtown
campus April 20.
The festival showcases
short videos and films by stu
dents in the Grand Valley
School of Communications,
as well as the debut of “The
Lucas Files,” last year’s win
ner of GVSU’s International
Film Competition.
“The Lucas Files” is one
young sleuth’s hunt for the
hit-and-run driver who killed
his dog.
The film is 30 minutes
long and begins at 8 p.m.
The script was written by
GVSU alumni Chris Randall,
who now lives in Los
Angeles, and was submitted
to 200l’s competition under
the pseudonym “Charles
Jones.”
Randall said that he wrote
the screenplay “for his young
nephews, who wanted a story
that they would be allowed to
watch.”
The competition Randall
won was the seventh annual
screenplay
competition
offered by the university as
part of their summer film
program.

Residents

Tryouts for Shakespeare
Fest held next weekend
GVSU’s Shakespeare Festival,
held in September and October is
looking for actors for the mainstage
production “The Merchant of
Venice” and other festival activi
ties.
Auditions will be held in room
1506 in the Performing Arts Center
on Friday, April 19, 6:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m. and Saturday April 20, 1
p.m. - 5 p.m. Participants should
prepare two one-minute mono
logues, one a Shakespeare piece
and the other a contemporary piece.
Students wishing to audition
should sign up in the School of
Communications office or call
(616) 895-3668. Call backs begin
April 21 and rehearsal starts in
August.

premier
artwork
The Student Housing
Office sponsored an exhibit
for
Calder
Residents
Saturday, April 13, at the
Grand River Room of
Kirkhof.
This was first
exhibit ever held For art stu
dents living at Calder.
Residents were excited for
the opportunity to show their
work. They held a reception
and had a band play during
the open exhibit. An array of
work was presented, includ
ing photography, drawing,
painting and sculpture.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Abbey Uettmanspergrr

Renaissance Festival 20(H

Every year, one screen
play is chosen from entries to
be produced by students and
faculty at Grand Valley that
summer.
This year’s winner was
author John Dufresne, author
and professor at Florida
International University, for
his screenplay “The Freezer
Jesus.”
This competition is open
to all potential screenwriters,
whether they be students,
faculty, professionals, ama
teurs, U.S., or international
writers.
The deadline for the
2003 competition will be
announced this fall.
Professor John Harper
Philbin is in charge of the
summer film program as well
as the festival.
Philbin is an assistant
professor of communications
here at Grand Valley and has
extensive training and pro
fessional experience in film
and video.
This event is located at
Loosemore Auditorium on
Grand Valley State’s Pew
campus
downtown.
Admission is $5, and bus fare
is free with a GVSU student
ID. This event is open to the
public, and all are encour
aged to attend.
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What once was tost: The grand finate
Erin Kutzke
Grand Valley Lanthom

Kittyhawk got us into the
t
city without much trouble - so
little trouble, I was surpris
)rised
that she hadn’t had to kill any
i
one to secure the route we used.
Craig’Ian’s execution was to be
a public ceremony at Trycoss
Citadel, Jude reminded me,
obviously understanding better
than the others that everything
was fuzzy. I wondered how she
understood.
A sluggish crowd was gath
ering before the citadel, waiting
to witness the execution of the
lord who dared to make war on
the Dan’ling - never mind that
the Dan’ling had started and
perpetuated the fighting. None
of that mattered to them. They
were going to watch someone
die. People make me shiver
sometimes.
Kittvhawk’s voice broke in
on my thoughts as I stared at the
crowd and the citadel. "Stay
low. I’ve taken care of the
uards, but it’s up to you and
le others to get to Crraig’Ian
before she kills him."
I smiled tightly at her.
"Thanks, Laina."
"See that he lives, Shai.
That’s all any of us can hope
for. Good luck and Godspeed."
She gripped my shoulders and
kissed me on both cheeks
before releasing me back into
the crowds.
Using every trick I knew
and inventing some I didn’t, I
crept toward the steps to
Trycoss Citadel, where the
headman waited, sharpening his
axe with a whetstone. Earth
give me strength, wind give me
speed, sun give me power,
moon give me stealth. I won
dered where that particular
prayer came from for a
moment, then ceased to question-despite how terrible
everything seemed to be here, it
was all so right in the end.
Silently, I crept around a comer
and slowly boosted myself up
onto a ledge where I would not
be seen by the headsman or
whoever walked out of the
keep, perhaps not even the peo
ple below. I was more than
ready to drop on whomever 1
had to, do whatever I had to, to
save Craig’Ian’s life.
Trumpets sounded, and I
slowly readied my sword, slid
ing it silently out of its scab
bard. I watched as three pairs
of guards marched out of the
Citadel, followed by Craig’Ian,
his hands tied and staring
straight ahead--he looked
strangely unafraid—followed by
another pair of guards and a

g

woman in a stylish black dress
and cloak. I waited until the
count of four before dropping
onto the woman - who I imme
diately recognized as looking
exactly like Shannon Tyree.
This had to be Sha’dan Tyree. I
owe you for that world and this.
No mercy.
I hit her square in the back,
knocking her down, then rolled
off and to my feet, already
ready to face the two guards
who had whirled. My sword
flashed, twice, and suddenly
both of them were dead at my
feet. It was as if I was operating
on some sort of strange autopi
lot, my moves deft and sure.
Maybe fight practice with the
Renaissance Festival had done
me some good. I.moved toward
Craig’Ian, pulling the dagger
from my belt ana severing nis
bonds in one smooth motion. It
took him only the barest instant
to dive toward the bodies of one
of the guards and take posses
sion of the dead man’s sword.
As for me, I continued forward,
my sword slicing through the
guards. The screams had oegun
when I dropped onto the
woman, and now the frightened
people were fleeing in droves
from the square-perhaps flee
ing from the wrath of their ruler,
perhaps fleeing from me—I
wasn’t sure.
"Shai! Behind you!" The
shout was from the crowd
below, and I whirled to see the
headsman bearing down on me.
Suddenly, he seemed to sprout a
sword through his chest, the tip
barely a handsbreadth away
from me. I jumped back as the
headsman slumped forward,
revealing Craig’Ian’s pale and
abused face. His hands hung
limply at his sides as he moved
toward me, his shoulders
already sagging.
"Thank the stars," he mur
mured before collapsing against
me. The others-Lance, Mir,
Jude, and Kittyhawk-were at
my side in a heartbeat. Lance
helped me shoulder Craig Tan’s
weight.
"We need to get out of here,
and fast. Laina, aid you arrange
the horses?"
"They’re waiting. Come on,
let’s move." She darted off
through the terrified crowds
toward the city’s edge, down a
back path that seemed to lead
toward the ravine. Not a quar
ter mile outside of the city wait
ed six horses. She motioned to
them. "There they are. Let’s
mount up and get out of here."
I couldn’t have agreed
more. All I wanted was to
escape that awful, dismal place
forever, if I could help it. We

decided it would be best that
someone rode with Craig’Ian,
to make sure he didn’t fall, and
it was also decided that I should
be the one to ride with him. We
were already a good three or
five miles out of the city before
he came around again, nis head
resting against my shoulder as
he rode in front of me on the
horse.
"Thank you, Shai," he mur
mured. "Thank you for coming

back to me. When you went
away, when they sent you
away...| didn’t know what to do.
1 didn’t think there was any
thing I could do, except pray...I
prayed.
Every day, I
prayed...and now you’re here."
He closed his eyes, his voice a
whisper, so sort that I could
barely hear it over the thunder
ing of the horses’ hooves. "1
know that you’ve been away
from this place, at least in your

mind. I pray you never leave
me again...never again...I thank
you for coming home to me,
beloved. 1 thank you..." His
voice trailed away and he
sighed, drifting back into
unconsciousness.
It was then, as we rode back
toward the safety of friendly
borders, that I realized I had
finally found the world that was
my home—after a lifetime of
searching elsewhere, I found

that once place where I was
needed, where I was loved. I
found my home, the world that
had truly given me life.
After that day, I never ques
tioned my puroose ever again,
and I never felt like I didn’t
belong. Sometimes, though, I
still wonder if the friends I’d
known in that other world were
truly real.
The End

NOW LEASING
Country Place Apts.
2 Story
1250 sq. ft.
4 Bedroom/2 Bath
Stove/Refrigerator
Laundry Facility on site

>

Central Air Conditioning
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Cable/Phone hook up in each apt.

Grand Valley s Only Sports Bar

Domestic and Imported Beers

Full Television Sports Package
Pool Tables, Darts, Golden Tee

•A menu like no other
Old M-45, on the Grand River

Prices fit for the college budget

Beer- food-Entertainment
What Did you Thini It Stood for ?
Opening Summer 2002
677-1390
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fc’SS life
CARE, and more than 400 GVSU volunteers raised $24,666for Cancer
research and awareness on April 13-14 at the Relay for Life event.
Dianne Christensen
Grand Valley Lanthorn
It was a night filled with emotion and remembrance of cancer victims as Grand Valley State University
students and other volunteers shed their tears as they walked the practice track April 13-14 to raise money
for cancer research.
Relay for Life was held April 13-14 and began at 9 p.m. with an opening ceremony at the tennis court.
The event then moved to the football practice track and lasted until 9 a.m. Sunday morning, where volun
teers walked the track in remembrance of cancer victims and in honor of survivors.
GVSU student volunteers organized teams to walk the football practice track for 12 hours. The volunbag«v which were white paper bags that contained candles with memorials of names of.
in ho«|£4a£l!Mflnes of cancer survivors- Volunteers also raised money from other donaceremony was very moving," Leanne Tibbe, of the Office of Student Life, said. “Every
body was hugging and crying."
The opening ceremony consisted of different speakers of cancer survivors and representatives from
cancer organizations.
At the ceremony Kyle Rattrey, a cancer survivor and M.I.T. research student, spoke about his experi
ence in fighting the illness.
"His speech was incredibly moving," Jenny Ventimiglia said, secretary of Cancer Awareness Research
Education and one of the main coordinators of the events.
Rattrey was inspired from the event to bring Relay for Life to his own school, Ventimiglia said.
The events were then moved to the practice track where cancer survivors ran a lap around the track and
then all volunteers ran a lap in a moment of silence for cancer victims.
"It was amazing. The event turned out perfect," Ventimiglia said. "I couldn’t believe that so many peo
ple were still on the track walking at 3 a.m. There were also people crouched down by memorial bags that
were crying."
GVSU volunteers still showed support until the very end.
"It was incredible. People were still out on the track walking even when all the tents were closing
down," Ventimiglia said.
Tents were set up containing many different events. The events enjoyed consisted of a pie eating con
test, a talent show, movies, bungy run, laser tag, and dodge ball. Pizza, popcorn, hot dogs and bottled water
were donated. Six different bands also entertained the crowd during the long evening.
Ventimiglia said that all 400 chairs that were set up were filled, in addition to many spectators stand
ing, which made it an excellent turn out.
The events planning began in September and were organized by CARE, along with the American
Cancer Society as an adviser. Ventimiglia and Kenny Riley, co-chair of the event, were the main coordi
nators along with other GVSU students.
The Delta Zeta organization raised the most, bringing in $2,074 in outside donations and giving $1,000
from their budget.
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(top) Luminaries outline the prac
tice field as participants walked
in honor of the names written on
the bags. The luminaries were lit
all night long and participants
walked around them for 12
hours, taking shifts.
(middle) Participants light their
candles in remembrance of those
who are both cancer survivors or
victims last Saturday.
(bottom) Mr. Relay contestants
strut their stuff as each relay
team sent forth their best man in
drag. The inner of the contest
was Kenny Riley, CARE presi
dent.
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(top left) The words "HOPE"
hung on three sides of the
tower all night long as stu
dents, staff and friends walked
to raise funds for cancer
research.
(top right) Amy Barash and
Wendi Hailey wake up from a
short nap at 6 a.m. People who
participated in the Relay for
Life stayed up for 12 hours
straight, from 9 p.m. to 9 a.m.
Sunday.
(top left) Tony Krese gets all
dolled up by his fellow relay
team, as he was a contestant
in the Mr. Relay pageant that
was held last Saturday as part
of the festivities.
(middle) Contestants take their
shot at eating a whole pie first.
The pie eating contest was one
of the many things that went on
during the wee hours of the
morning.
(bottom) At 8 a.m., many relay
participants took the last walk
around the luminaries that were
place around the practice field.
The luminaries were lit all night
with names of both cancer sur
vivors and victims that the stu
dents knew.
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Softball wins two against Mercyhurst
Maureen Notestine

The best of
my era

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Ryan Slocum
Columnist

9

All good things have to come
to an end I guess, and the same can
be said for Sloe’s Side. That’s
right, the Sloe is graduating so this
will be the last Sloe’s Side to ever
• appear in the Grand Valley
Lanthom. And for the last edition I
have decided to honor Grand
Valley’s athletes by listing my 10
most memorable moments from
Grand Valley athletic events that I
was in attendance for in my four
years at the school (1998-2002). So
here we go....
10. 2002 GL1AC Indoor
'IYack and Field Champioaships
(Feb. 22 2002: Hillsdale, Mich.)
The men’s indoor track and
field team was running neck and
neck with Ashland for the top spot
all day long, and in classic fashion,
the meet came down to the final
race. The Lakers needed a top fin
ish in the 1600-meter relay if they
wanted to bring home a third con
secutive title, and they got just that.
After being down for almost the
entire race, the Lakers roared back
in dramatic fashion as Patrick
Garrett caught Northwood’s anchor
and Yelled all the way to the finish
line. Grand Valley won the race by
just. 3 of a second, while setting
an arena record at 3:19:21.
9. Flynn breaks scoring
record (Feb. 2, 2002: Houghton,
Mich.)
Senior guard John Flynn came
into the game against Michigan
Tech needing just three points to
break the school’s all-time career
scoring record (2,038). Just min
utes into the game, Flynn hit a shot
and was fouled, setting up a threepoint opportunity. Flynn hit the
free-throw for his 2,039th point
and the school record. Coach Terry
Smith called a time out and Flynn
was honored with the game ball.
Flynn then went on to break the
GLIAC scoring record three weeks
later.
8. Boucher hits to win
GLIAC North ( Feb. 24 2001:
Marquette, Mich.)
After losing two nights earlier
to Michigan Tech, the Lakers need
ed to beat Northern Michigan to
win the GLIAC North and get the
number one seed in the GLIAC
Tournament. With just 11 seconds
left in the game, the Valley trailed
by two. Grand Valley inbounded
under their own basket and found,
then junior guard, Jason Boucher
wide open behind the three-point
line on the left wing. Bouch
canned the three with five seconds
left to put the Lakers up 79-78.
Northern got off one final prayer
but it was no good, and Coach
Smith literally skipped all over the
court.
7. Volleyball makes the Elite
Eight for the 1st time in history
(Nov. 18 2000: Allendale, Mich.)
The Lakers were already hav
ing a great season with a 30-3
record and the GLIAC Tournament
Title under their belt, but that was
not enough. After a tough five
game match with Northern
Kentucky, the Lakers met up with
conference foe Northwood in the
Regional Championship. The
match looked like it would be a
battle in the beginning with the
first game going to The Valley, 1614. But it was all Lakers from there
as the ladies took the next two
games 15-7, 15-5 to win the match
and advance to the Elite Eight for
the first time in school history.
6. Circus Kircus (2000-01:
Everywhere)
What did this guy do that was
n’t memorable? I began to notice
him in the 2000 Ferris State game
when he caught the game-winning
28-yard pass, but it wasn’t until the
last game of the 2000 season, vers
es Hillsdale, that I knew he was
going to be special. Kircus caught
11 passes for 209 yards, including
three diving efforts, one of which
he laid out so long for he needed
SPF 30. And did 1 mention this
was against an All-American
Comer? Then there was this year
and a book of accomplishments:
The 98-yard TD. blocking two
PAT’s by jumping over the line,
,
and of course, the Jerry Rice’s TD
record. Yeah, he’s good.
5. leakers win the GLIAC
Basketball Tournament (Mar. 3
2001: Grand Rapids, Mich.)
After manhandling Northern
Michigan, 91-70, in the semi
finals, the Lakers met up with
Gannon in the championship game.
The bailers picked up right where
they left off the night before, going
on a 26-2 run midway through the
first half to take a 55-37 half-time
lead. It was academic from there as
the Lakers came away with the
102-92 win and the championship
rings.
4. Volleyball hosts the
National Championship Tourney
(Nov. 29-31 2001: Allendale
Mich.)
This was truly an amazing
sight. Most Laker volleyball games
get anywhere from 150-300 in
attendance, but not on this night.
GVSU’s first-round match up with
Mercy drew a stunning 1850 fans,
and they weren’t silent fans, they
were rowdy. The noise was deafen
ing from the first serve to the final
kill, and it was the first time in my
life that I heard fans heckling girls
at a constant pace. It was a tight
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This Laker wants a jump start on Mercyhurst, the Lakers won a doubleheader against Mercyhurst Saturday.

The Grand Valley State
University softball team split a
doubleheader at home against
Gannon on Sunday.
The Lakers fell 2-0 in the
first game, but came out strong
in the second to win 3-0.
“Gannon is a good team,”
coach Doug Woods said. “They
also have a good pitcher.”
Grand Valley and Gannon
University held each other
scoreless until the sixth inning
of the first game. Gannon
scored two unearned runs to
pull ahead. The Lakers were
unable to rally.
Earning hits for Grand
Valley were Rachel Blain, Erin
Ballinger, Kelly Burt and Pam
Kaminski, each with one hit.
Amber Castongauy took the
mound for the Lakers, earning
her third consecutive shutout to
help her team to a 3-0 win.
The Lakers got ahead early,
scoring one in the top of the First
and holding Gannon scoreless.
The second inning was no
different, with Grand Valley
scoring two runs to pull ahead
3-0.
Grand Valley’s defense held
strong throughout the game to
keep the Lakers on top.
Gannon’s defense also held
strong, they were just a little late

in doing so.
“We thought we played well
against a really good team,”
Woods said.
Burt led the Lakers in the
hitting column, going 2-2 with
an RBI and one run scored. Also
hitting for Grand Valley were
Lindsay
Crawford
and
Ballinger, both with one hit.
Grand
Valley
played
Gannon after taking two games
from Mercyhurst the day before.
Grand Valley jumped ahead
of Mercyhurst 2-0 in the first
inning and widened their lead
by six in the bottom of the third
with the help of Roberts on
offense.
Roberts was 3-3 and had
two RBIs. Also hitting for the
Lakers
were
Sara
Vroegindewey, Kerri Jonmas,
Blain and Jen Goldschmeding.
Roberts led the offense
again for the second game of the
day, helping the Lakers to a 5-0
win over Mercyhurst. She had
three hits and three RBIs.
Not to be forgotten,
Vroegindewey finished the
game with two hits and one
RBI.
The Lakers are now 30-6-1
and 7-3 in the GLIAC.
The team will travel to
South Bend, Ind., to take on
GVLC on April 19. Game time
is to be announced.

Kelly, Anes receive recognition GV tennis teams wrap
Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

It’s always nice to be
rewarded for an outstanding job
done. It’s even better when Tom
Izzo is there to watch you get
rewarded. This was the case at
the fifth annual March of Dimes
West Michigan Sports Awards,
held at the Amway Grand in
downtown Grand Rapids on
April 10.
Awards were given out to
some of the best athletes and
coaches in West Michigan and
two of Grand Valley State
University's finest received
awards.
Coach Brian Kelly received
the award as West Michigan
Coach of the Year for his fabu
lous job of leading the Lakers to
the national championship
game.
Tim Swore of Channel 13
presented Coach Kelly and said,
“If it wasn’t for one bad break,
Grand Valley would have, with
no doubt in my mind, been
national champions.”
Coach Kelly thanked the
March of Dimes for the great
event and noted that he is
extremely lucky because the
players make the difference.
“Having Curt Anes on my
side, for one, makes me look
really smart,” he said.
He also congratulated his

coaching staff and said that “to
be successful, you need to sur
round yourself with great peo
ple, and this coaching staff
proves that.”
Curt Anes was also recog
nized on the night for his
extraordinary accomplishments
on the field. A radio talk show
host called Anes “the most
mature college athlete I have
ever met.”
Anes thanked the March of
Dimes and especially the Grand
Valley coaching staff for naming
him Male College Athlete of the
Year.
“I wouldn't be standing up
here tonight without my team
mates,” Anes said.
The ceremony also had
numerous inspirational awards,
such
as
the
Olympic
Achievement Award, which
honored Joe Burmania, who had
his leg amputated because doc
tors found a huge tumor near his
fibula which could not be oper
ated on. Joe turned his disabili
ty into the chance of becoming
one of the best wheelchair bas
ketball players in the state. He
competed
in
the junior
Paralympic team, and recently
received a full scholarship to the
University of Texas-Arlington to
play wheelchair basketball.
Former NFL and Michigan
State standout Mitch Lyons was
the co-host of the event and

reminded people about the
importance of the March of
Dimes. Lyons’ son was bom
with a heart defect, and he
thanked everyone who attended
for the support they have given
to the March of Dimes.
Finally, the highlight of the
evening was Michigan State
basketball coach Tom Izzo, who
continually joked around with
some of the athletes who were
going to the University of
Michigan.
Izzo to Chris DeJong, who
was the Male High School
Athlete of the Year: “You know
Chris, I saw you swim at the
Goodwill Games in Australia. If
I knew you were attending the
University of Michigan, 1 would
have drowned you right there!”
Izzo stressed the importance
of being a leader, and even men
tioned the achievements of
Grand Valley football and coach
Kelly.
‘The leaders are the ones
that usually drag people along to
help them accomplish their
goals,” he said.
He commended the people
that were honored and said he
was proud to be apart of the spe
cial event—especially since it
had to do with the March of
Dimes.
“I hope this event made you
feel as good as it made me feel,”
Izzo said.
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[Curt Anes (left) and Brian Kelly (right) received awards for Male College Athlete of the Year and Coach of the Year.

up their regular seasons
Huskie Sean Cafemeyer, 7-6
(6), 6-4.
“We looked pretty flat,”
Last weekend was a busy Mattson said. “ We just didn't
three days for the Grand seem overly ready. Tech came
Valley tennis program as the out more prepared and ready
men ended the regular season to play and we never really
with a trio of matches while recovered.”
All three doubles teams
the women picked up a pair of
wins to keep their national won with ease, but the same
could not be said about sin
qualifying chances alive.
The men battled it out at gles. Fairchild had his hands
home against three tough con full against Jordan Halsen,
ference foes, losing Thursday squeaking by the freshman 7to rival school Ferris State 7-2 6(3), 7-5. Bott had a horren
and to Michigan Tech 6-3 on dous first set at four singles,
losing 0-6.
Friday.
Luckily he was able to gain
Fortunately, the Lakers
were able to close the weekend his concentration, winning the
out on a positive note, ousting last two sets, 7-6(3), 6-4.
“Doubles definitely set the
Lake Superior State 9-0 on
tone
for the match,” Mattson
Saturday.
The men fmished the regu said. “ We were able to come
lar season 7-5 overall and 4-4 out focused, which helped us
in
the
Great
Lakes pull off some of the key wins.”
Intercollegiate
Athletic 15-11 tol 1-2 in first doubles.
The duo’s win against
Conference (GLIAC), putting
Northwood’s
top doubles tan
them in a three-way with MTU
and LSSU for fourth place. dem was the Timberwolves
The Lakers conclude their sea only league loss in singles or
son this weekend as they trav doubles play this season. As a
el to Midland on Friday for the whole, the team’s winning per
centage at doubles greatly
GLIAC Championships.
“I was pretty well pleased improved, shooting up to 71
with our overall performance percent compared to 49 per
this season, but our main focus cent last year. Early has also
now is on league (champi shown improvements in his
onships),” head coach Scott singles game. His 12-2 record
Mattson said. “We can defi in two singles is a far cry from
nitely fmish fourth, if not third his 12-13 mark last year.
“Desmond has made some
if we can work on being more
phenomenal
changes,”
mentally prepared. We got to
make a statement and come Mattson said. “He definitely
out of the gates swinging takes his game a lot more seri
ous.”
immediately.”
The women ended their
Signs of battle scars suf
fered by Ferris were evident season over the weekend as
on Friday, as Tech defeated the well, sweeping the last two
fatigued Lakers, 6-3. Fairchild matches of their extended
pulled off the win in first sin spring schedule.
The Lakers made their first
gles after being a set down.
stop
at the University of
Early knocked off his oppo
nent as well before teaming up Indianapolis, picking up the
with Fairchild for an easy vic victory before traveling to
tory
at
first
doubles. Evansville to face the
Southern
Sophomore Matt Young lost in University ' of
a very thrilling match to Indiana.

Tim carpenter
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Baseball team’s conference title chances take slight blow
Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

It looks like the race for the GLIAC
baseball crown will go right down to the
wire.
Since the standings are very close,
every game is a must-win situation.
Someone should have told this to the
Lakers on Sunday.
The Lakers faced the tough challenge
of facing Division I Michigan State on
Wednesday and then heading right back
into action against league favorite
Ashland during the weekend with heavy
hearts.
The results weren’t pretty.
The Lakers finished the five games
with a 1 -4 mark, including a 20-2 thrash
ing at the hands of the Spartans.
The trip to East Lansing turned into a
home-run derby for Michigan State. The
Spartans drilled seven homers in the
nine-inning affair and had 17 hits total.
Nathan Barden took his first loss of
the year after giving up six earned runs in
three innings of work.

Joe Brunink had two hits and drove in
a run, while pitch hitter Scott Allen had
the Lakers other RBI.
The Lakers faced the challenge of
playing a crucial doubleheader with their
thoughts not only on baseball, but also on
the tragic passing of Rob Odejewski.
Ashland’s pitching stud Ryan Hartzell
shut down the Lakers by only allowing
two hits during the contest.
He struck out 10 and walked only
three. The Eagles breezed to the 6-0
shutout.
The Laker’s own star pitcher, Jacob
Sponsler, turned the tables in the second
game on Saturday. Sponsler gave up only
one run on four hits, while striking out
five and walking none. He improved his
perfect record to 5-0 on the year.
‘Jacob has been really giving us
some dominating performances this
year," Laker’s coach Steve Lyon said.
The Lakers scored all four of their
runs in the fourth inning, on only three
hits as well. Gamin Teauge doubled
home DH Matt Grimm, while Matt
Wright and Scott Allen each drew bases

loaded walks.
Ashland drew close by scoring two
runs in the seventh, but the Lakers held
on for the 4-3 victory.
The Lakers dropped two more con
tests on Sunday, by scores of 9-6 and 8-3.
The losses drop the Lakers to 15-10 on
the year and 7-5 in GLIAC play.
The Lakers are ranked first in the

Northeast region, and tied for fifth place
in the GLIAC.
The Lakers still have a great chance
of taking the conference crown, but must
take care of business in their upcoming
contests.
Grand Valley will dive back into
action with a trip to Findlay for games on
Saturday and Sunday.

f

Track team still on pace
after weekend events
Staff Writer
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Laker track team split
up this weekend with some of
them heading to Tennessee for
the sea ray relays while others
stayed home at Grand Valley
State University and competed
in the GVSU Classic.
Those who traveled to
Tennessee came back with
impressive marks. Distance run
ner Lindsay Mills, who has been
unstoppable all season, ran in
the 10,000-meter race along
with Jeannie Seckinger.
The women’s distance med
ley relay in Tennessee also did
really well as Katie Willis ran in
the 100-meter and 200-meter
races.
At the sea ray relays the
men’s distance medley relay did
very well as did Kevin Blacquire
in the 1,500-meter race.
Blacquire posted a time of
3:55.93 in the finals as co-cap
tain Dave Ross posted a time of
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4:1.08 in the same race.
Back at home, Jason
VanElset and the rest of the men
throwers dominated the throw
ing competition. VanElst took
top seeds in all of the events
with a first-place finish in the
shot put with a toss of 54’8”.
Other events that dominated
the field were the runners in the
3,000-meter steeple chase. Jason
Prowant (9:27.3) led the pack
followed by second-place finish
er Juan Villarreal (9:59.2) and
third place Dan Brown (10:27).
The men hurdlers had a nice
meet going one, two, three again
in the 400-meter hurdles. This
week taking first was Jau
Nichols (55.05), second Paul
Whalen (55.17) and third John
Semeyn (56.70), along with pole
vaulter Brian Beach placing in
the race.
On the women’s side,
Christy Tedrow had a great 400meter race posting a time of
56.04. Tedrow also ran in the
200-meter dash.

Icis Charles took first in the
women’s 100-meter dash with a
time of 12.16 seconds. Charles
also competed in the long jump
taking second with an 18’03”
jump.
Women throwers Jenna
Shook and Becky Meyers had
impressive outings at home.
Shook took first in the shot put
(40’10”) and the hammer throw
(172’04”) and second in the dis
cus (129’06”). Meyers placed
second in the hammer with a
toss of 167’07”.
In the women’s pole vault,
freshmen Nikki Peck tied for
first clearing a height of 10’06”.
Distancers Julie Martin and
Leann Budde both finished in
the top four in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase. Martin took third
(11:27) and Budde took fourth
(11:36).
The track team will end its
outdoor season with the GLIAC
conference championships May
3-4 at Northwood in Midland,
Mich.

BEST
continued from page 12
match the whole way, but the
crowd wouldn’t let the Lakers lose,
as they advanced to the second
round in Five games.
3. The ultimate comeback
(Nov. 14,1998: Big Rapids,
Mich.)
To this day I say this is the
greatest football game 1 have ever
seen at any level. The Lakers need
ed to beat Ferris State to have any
chance to make the playoffs, but for
three quarters they did not play like
a team ready for the extra season.
The Lakers were down 47-28 with
7:48 to play, but then went on a
flurry, started by Billy Cook’s 92yard kick return. Grand Valley
scored 29 points in the fourth quar
ter alone to send it into overtime
knotted up at 50. Ferris got the ball
to start the extra period, and kicked

a field goal to go up 53-50. The
Valley came nght back and put six
on the board to win the game and
advance to the playoffs. Laker fans
then rushed the Bulldog’s field in
celebration.

2. The National
Championship (Dec. 8, 2001:
Florence, Ala.)
There isn’t much to say here
because everyone already knows
the story. Yeah we lost, but it was
still great to be on the sidelines for
the National Championship Game. I
will never forget Ryan Brady’s 12yard TD run, and then the jam pile
that occurred right in front of, and
almost on, my feet nght after. And
for those that didn’t make the trip,
I’m telling you now that watching
the game on TV is nothing like
being there, so you better make
your plans for next year’s game,
‘cause this time we’re gonna win it!

1. Why does this stadium only
have one goal post? (Dec. 1 2001:
Allendale, MI)
Yeah the national championship
was special, but that was nothing
compared to the celebration after
the Grand Valley Football Boys
beat Catawba, 34-16, to qualify for
the title game. Just the sight of see
ing the whole crowd rush the field
and meet in the center with the GV
flag was something special. 1 guess
I should say most of the crowd
because many of them worked over
the goal post. The whole scene was
something you think you would see
at Michigan or Notre Dame, not
Grand Valley. But it did and I am
glad it did, and I will never forget
it.
And with that, 1 will say good
bye. Thanks for reading and for the
feedback over the past three years, I
appreciate it. Peace, I’m outta here.

Congratulations art Qf^aur graduation

We are having a Party in Your honor...
When*. April 27, 2002
6:00 - 8:00 (closed Party) after 8:00 open
Where. HOA/T£'f

438Bridge St NW
Grand Rapids, Ml 49504
616-447-5969

Graduates bring in your tassel and ticket and receive
drtnk specials
This is a party for you so you choose your guests,
bring whomever you'd like at the party!
(21 and ovet only)..
Have a chance to win a Planner, Portfolio,
Ponopolous hairstyle, golf vouchers...
and much more.
Remember your graduation night forever!
This is your party!

Q+++JL

MONTE'S
St. NUT
Ml 44S04
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Jenna Shook winds up for her first place finish hammer throw at home last Saturday.
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You'll love living atr rr

Brookmeadow
Apartments
Summer Terms

Students and Cosigners are welcomel

May 15 - June 26

Returning home to Metro Detroit
for the summer?

May 15 - July 25
July 8 - August 17

If so, consider accelerating your academic progress by being a guest student in
summer classes at Lawrence Tech. Flexible day and evening classes, exposure to top
faculty, and high-tech facilities can make your summer most rewarding.

College of Architecture and Design
architecture
architectural imaging
interior architecture
College of Arts and Sciences
business management
chemistry
computer science
humanities
mathematics
physics
psychology
technical communication

College of Engineering
civil
computer
construction management
electrical
engineering technology
industrial management
mechanical
technological management
College of Management
information technology

1.800.CALL.LTU
www.ltu.edu

? f c»1111 s i e»i

UNIVERSITY

1

Office of Admissions
21000 W. Ten Mile Rd.
Southfield, MI 48075
admissions@ltu.edu

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Each Home Includes:
vGarage v Heat v Water*
vPowerhouse Gym Membership*
Conveniently Located
* 15 minutes from campus 4 downtown
*Near Rivertown Crossings Mall & restaurants
*20 minutes from Lake Michigan
vClose to 1-196 Expressway

NOW LEASING!! *******
******* GREAT SPECIALS!!
CALL FOR bETAILS

457-8988
Bring this ad in for FREE application
processing) Save up to $120111
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GVSU hosts prostitution roundtable
Angie Woodke
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Dr. Gregg Dimkoff
Finance Department
Seidman School of Business

My financial
advisor told me that my
Roth IRA is risky. How
come?

• You misunderstood
your advisor’s explanation.
Roth IRAs can be set up to be
extremely safe or extremely
risky, or anywhere in between
- the choice is yours.
For example, you can open
an IRA at a bank and fund it
with an FDIC insured
certificate of deposit. That’s
safe. In fact, it’s probably too
safe for anyone except
grandpa and grandma.
At the other extreme, you
can open an IRA and fund it
with shares of stock or mutual
funds.
Again, you get to choose.
You could buy shares of highrisk companies, or you could
buy widely diversified mutual
funds.
I’m guessing that your
financial advisor suggested a
high-tech or high growth
mutual fund for your IRA,
you agreed, and now you have
a relatively high-risk IRA.
For a young person with
decades to go before
retirement, that’s a reasonable
ride to take. The hope is that,
as the years pass, the value of
your mutual fund will rise
faster than average.
You did the right thing in
setting up a Roth IRA. First,
you are preparing for your
retirement, and toe earlier you
start, toe lower toe odds are

lotos make more
sense than regular IRAs.
With a Roto, you can pull
out your principal after five
years without penalty.
While no one would suggest
that you should plan to do so,
the option gives you financial
flexibility. Perhaps toe best
advantage of a Roto, however,
is that you never have to pay
income taxes on any of toe
money you pull out, not even
on toe income earnings or
capital gains.
Finally, when it comes to
estate planning, Roth balances
can be transferred to children,
grandchildren, or anyone else
much easier than can regular
IRAs.
Social Security
won1! be around when I
retire, or am I being too
pessimistic?

Way too pessimistic!
The way I see it, Social
Security will outlast all of us,
though changes in the
program will occur every few
years.
We went through the
bankruptcy scenario in toe
1970s. Just about everyone
back then was convinced that
the System was near death.
But several fixes were made
that decade, culminating in a
major fix just as toe 1980s
were beginning.
That fix worked, and will
continue to work for another
20-30 years (depending on
which estimates you believe).
It’s now time for another fix,
and it will happen, and toe
System will be fixed for
another few decades.
Our country absolutely will
not stand for anything less.
Tens of millions of retirees,
and about 77 million Baby
Boomers will see to that.
Pity the poor senator or
representative who dares to
vote away benefits!
Remember, old people like to
vote, and the November
elections are just about the
social highlight of toe year for
many of them.
A bigger concern for all of
us is Social Security will
provide 25% or less of toe
income we will need to retire.
The rest will have to come
from 401k plans, personal
investments, and part-time
jobs.
Send your questions to
Professor Dimkoff, 444 DEV,
or dimkoffg<& gvsu.edu.

Kathy Bourdon, Downtown editor
downtown @la n thorn cofn
____________

The School of Social Work
here at Grand Valley State
University has teamed up with
the Nokomis Foundation, an
organization that attempts to
create a stronger voice for
women and girls, to effectively
address the issues related to
prostitution.
The Prostitution Round
Table, a project of the Nokomis
Foundation and the School of
Social Work, held a conference
entitled
“Prostitution:
Reframing Issues, Making
Connections” on Friday at the
Loosemore Auditorium on the
downtown campus.
“The conference offers the
opportunity to listen to the
strong voices of prostitution
survivors who are recognized
leaders in the field, to rethink
issues, and to consider the many
ways we can respond more
effectively as a community,”
said President and CEO of the
Nokomis Foundation Kym
Mulhem in a press release.
Presenters at the conference
included Norma Hotaling,
founder and director of Standing
Against Global Exploitation in

San Francisco and former
prostitute and heroin addict;
Olivia Howard, coordinator of
professional
services
at
Haymarket Center in Chicago;
Claudine O’Leary, founder and
youth work coordinator for the
Young Women’s Empowerment
Project in Chicago; and Vednita
Carter, founder and executive
director of Breaking Free in St.
Paul/Minneapolis, Minn.

Hotaling, as well as other
prostitution survivors, talked
about
their
experiences,
including
factors
that
contributed to their involvement
and helped them to escape.
“It was definitely a highlight
of the conference,” said project
consultant Jeannie Hosey about
Hotaling’s speech.
Hosey thought it was
especially effective
when

Hotaling wove in her own
personal experiences with
prostitution.
Some other conference
presentations addressed why
men buy sex and ways to reduce
demand, opportunities for police
and social workers to work
together to address prostitution
issues, and the role of peerbased programming in recovery
programs.
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Local area law enforcement officials and community leaders formed the panel for the conference on
prostitution held in the Loosemore auditorium last week.

Lois. Smith Owens, a
professor in the School of Social
Work and coordinator of the
conference, felt the highlights ot
the conference were the
discussions
on
the
decriminalization of prostitution
and how former prostitutes
moved from one phase of
prostitution to another.
“Overall, we think this
conference was well received
and well attended,” Owens said,
although she does feel that the
issues could
have
been
examined more fully in a twoday conference opposed to one.
Hosey was very happy with
the turnout at the conference.
About 200 people attended,
which was “pretty much our
goal,” she said.
“The conference helped
spread the
word
(about
prostitution] to a larger group
of people,” Hosey said.
Grand Valley will continue
to work with the Nokomis
Foundation and the Grand
Rapids Police Department and
eventually hopes to send social
workers to the street with local
police officers to offer services
to those in need.
For more information about
the Nokomis Foundation, visit
www.nokomisfoundation.org.

Security increases after
Secchia lot car break-ins
Kathy Bourdon
Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Former President Arend D. Lubbers and President Mark M jrray converse Friday in the DeVos
Center at the Grand Rapids Pew campus.

Ethnic Festival cancelled
Pawl Murray
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The spring Ethnic Festival
that was originally scheduled
for the DeVos Center on
Thtireday, April 11, was at first
transferred to the Kirkhof
Center and then simply
/Canceled.
|H "April in Michigan” was the
original explanation given by
u* Robel, graduate assistant
tat Cultural Programming at
toe Office of Student Life, for
transfer of the Ethnic
rai from the Pew Campus
Kirkhof Center.
'On Monday (April 8) toe
for toe whole week
i for rain," Robel said, "so a
i was made to move the
Festival from the Pew
(plaza) to the Kirkhof
Robel lamented the
for toe move, since
f*o was to have helped
toe two campuses."
mm* ring event was to have
t a follow-up to the
lally-scbedi ed
Ethnic
ival held at the Grand
State
University
last November.
’%‘A£ of Wednesday, April 10,

ANGRY

though, only 10 vendors were
scheduled to participate in the
follow-up
festival,
as
compared with 30-35 vendors
who normally set up booths
during
the
November
gathering. Vendors typically
are members of the different
ethnic cultural groups at
GVSU.
"It’s near the end of the
school year and peoples’
schedules are hectic," Robel
said in explanation of the small
number of scheduled vendors.
The Ethnic Festival was to
have been held from 10 a.m. 2 p.m. on April 11, but was
apparently canceled just prior
to its scheduled start, as
Kirkhof Center was nearly
devoid of culture group
vendors during the noon hour.
A lone table selling Mexican
food was the only evidence
that the Ethnic Festival was to
have taken place.
Attempts to reach Robel for
information regarding the
reasons for the cancellation of
the Ethnic Festival were
unsuccessful as of press time.
Other Office of Student Life
personnel were unable to
comment.
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at> out
on
campus?
editorial@lanthorn.conn

A total of five cars, on two
different weekends, were broken
into at Secchia Hall’s student
resident parking lot, directly
behind the dormitory.
On Saturday, March 30, one
car was reported broken into and
four more on Saturday, April 1.
"The first one was at 2 a.m.
and the next four at 4:45 a.m.,"
said Page Neve, manager of
security and safety for Pew
Campus.
A
.inalc 111 a
was uledtapra by
cameras leaving the lot on both
occasions, and is presumed to
the suspect.
Security cameras also revealed
the suspect walking around the
parking lot looking into cars.
The camera, which is focused
on the whole lot, was unable to
determine the make of vehicle
the suspect left in or a more
concrete description of the
suspect.
"You can see the suspect going

from car to car looking for
items," Neve said.
Cameras, CD players and CDs
were reported missing from the
vehicles.
Security that patrols the lots
on campus have been increased
from 6 p.m. Friday night to 8
a.m. on Monday morning, but
request students help on
avoiding more break-ins in the
future.
"Hopefully that’s going to stop
the break-ins by having more
people on patrol," Neve said.
"But we request that people
using the lot cover their stuff or
leave valuabjps in. the
vehicles," she said. *
*f
Access to the student resident
lot is by permit sticker and .no
card access is needed to erlter.
The lot also backs up to a
student parking lot, which is
used mainly during class hours
and also does not need card
access to enter.
If you have any information
regarding these break-ins please
call campus security at 771 6677.

Conference held to ‘digitize’ media
Kathy Bourdon
Grand Valley Lanthorn

In the name of media
democracy, "Digitize This"!
Grand
Valley
State
University, along with the Grand
Rapids Community Media
Center and the Alliance for
Community Media, last week
sponsored this year's regional
"Digitize This" conference held
a the Eberhard Center, which not
only presented a conference
packed full of the top of the line
media information, they also
received a proclamation from
Mayor John Logie declaring the
week of April 7-13, Media
Democracy week.
The proclamation, which
was issued to the Community
Media Center at the welcoming
ceremony of the conference on
Thursday, April 11, states,
"Whereas, democracy is the
foundation of our society and to
flourish, people must be able to
communicate ideas, share
opinions
and
get
information...," the main goals
of conference.
Broken into three main
"track headings": access issues,
social applications, and new
technology, the conference was
geared towards strengthening all
levels of community media use.
"Often time people get
caught up in the machines and
the tools, but this is all really the
soft media discussion," said
Dirk Koning, executive director
of the Community Media
Center, about the social
applications track, "people
talking about the social change
that’s occurred because of it
(community media)."
A mixture of all three tracks
that parallel each other is
something you don't see at
every conference, said Koning
and that’s why the media center
wanted to offer the social
application track to this year’s
conference.

"The media democracy side
of things, we really pushed that
and they really haven’t done that
at the other conferences. The
media center has an affiliate, the
Institute for Media Democracy,
and we bring to bear on the
conferences the connections and
activities that we promote day in
and day out at the center,"
Koning said.
Any one of the tracks could
have been a stand alone
conference said Koning. "You
could of just come for that, the

access issue, and been a happy
camper."
Jason Crow, a Grand Valley
graduate and special projects
coordinator of media support for
the Community Media Center
built a Web site allowing
conference goers to vote on
what topics they would like to
see at this year’s conference.
"This was a way for us to get
people involved and find
possible speakers for the
conference," Crow said. "It
worked well for us."
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Media representatives from all over the state gathered in the
Eberhard Center to discuss digitizing traditional media.
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Directors, Jim Vander Mass and Phil Lane work behind the scenes in the control room while the show is being shot in the
studio. The Directors have control over what the viewer will see as far as timing and camera angles.

WGMTs biggestfundraiser, its art auction, is underway
and rum until Saturday. The money raised will go to help
with the cost ofoperation at WGVU. Many community
members uork and volunteer at WGVU during this event

Chuck Furman keeps the viewers updated on the overall progression of the auction while encouraging viewers to call in as well. Chuck Furman has been involved since before the station went on the air. He is the most senior
employee working for WGVU

jirT^ademakeMia^e^) and Jack Misner (far right) prepare their upcoming lines while John Peter Jeffreis at board C updates the viewer on the progression
of certain auctions.

Les Morril,
who has
worked for 23
years, hands
down a bid
which was just
received from
a caller. The
bid were trans
ported over to
the appropri
ate board then
marked up, so
viewers were
always updat
ed on how the
auction was
progressing.
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In the master control room, the television engineer. Teresa Wolaast,
observes the monitor, which presents the final picture. This is th e picture
that is displayed by viewers at home.
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Broadway Theatre Guild gives discounts to students, faculty
Kathy Bourdon
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Broadway Theatre Guild of
Grand Rapids is now offering advanced
ticket discounts to Grand Valley State
University students and faculty for sea
son shows at the DeVos Center located
in the Grand Center downtown Grand
Rapids.
Blast, a drum and bugle core pro
duction with over 60 brass and percus
sion performers, is the Broadway’s final

to encourage them to go to these shows
and form an appreciation for the theatre
arts."
Students or faculty interested in pur
chasing tickets for the show can do so at
the 2020 information desk in the
Kirkhof Center on Allendale campus or
at the Student Services office on Pew
Campus at 50 percent off the regular
price.
Students and faculty will pay for the
tickets there and then pick up their tick
ets the day of the show at the "will call"

window at the Grand Center. Tickets
can be purchased up to 24 hours before
the show.
Tibbe said even though the semester
is ending, many students will still be
able to benefit from the discount.
"A large portion of our students are
from the area and will still be able to
purchase tickets and use them for the
May show, but if you’re dead set on
seeing Blast and want to be in the front
row, you’ll want to go down and buy
your tickets now."

Magnum Tattooing Inc
Super-Store

Fong delivers
original
performance

7450 Union Ave.
Jenison. Ml 49428

-Tattoo Related Clothing-Largest Body Jewelry Selection In GR- Quality Custom Tattooing-Professional Body piercingTheSuttOf
All In The Family Til cooing
Can Be Found Here. At Our New Superstore!11

Thomas Skuzinski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Strobe lights. Amplifiers. Violin?
These are not three words nor
mally seen together, but last
Monday evening at the Loosemore
Auditorium, pre-conceived notions
were not on the agenda. The afore
mentioned “strobe lights and high
volume amplification’’ were men
tioned on a thin yellow strip insert
ed into each program, and were the
first sign that this would not be a
typical violin recital.
The second clue was a bowl of
M&M snack-size packages placed
just inside the doors, while the
third was a movie screen set
behind the performers that would
indeed be used later.
So when the room darkened and
Fong strode on to stage wearing all
black, including a pair of high top
black sneakers, it almost was
expected.
However, the atmosphere that
had been set seemed to fit rather
well with the high-energy program.
Two of the pieces were North
American premieres (Michael
Nyman’s 2 Violins, performed with
Christopher Martin, and Maria De
Alvear’s Energia Redonda) and the
other two compositions were both
from the 1990’s (Marc Mellits’
Jaana and Michael Gordon’s
Industry).
Much of the music had a rather
frenetic pace, with a repetitive
rhythmic pulse that sounded folklike at times.
On the other end of the spec
trum. there was moments of ftfofre
subdued introspection, which were
almost haunting. At times, the
music was more traditional, and
therefore more acceptable to the
Western-trained ear.
At other times, though, there was
an asymmetrical and disjointed
feeling, achieved through harsh
dissonance and unusual modula
tions. In both cases, the listener
was never left with the feeling that
things were settled and emotionally
intact.

be bored," Lane said.
LeaAnn Tibbe, special events coor
dinator at GVSU’s Student Life Office,
who worked with the theatre guild hop
ing to create a stronger relationship, is
glad to see the discount expanded from
the day of the show purchases limited to
availability, to advance purchases for
any seat in the house.
"We’ve always had the option to
purchase tickets the day of the show
depending on availability," Tibbe said,
"but we wanted to do more for students

season performance. The show starts
May 28 and runs through June 2.
"It’s a high energy show," said Jack
Lane, vice president of sales and pro
duction for the guild.
The production, which originated
out of marching band competitions, has
formulated into a performance compa
rable to Stomp.
"It’s more than just marching
around a football field. It’s a highly
choreographed, structured performance
using standardized music, you will not
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Christina Fong prepares to play a
piece during her concert Monday
night at the Loosemore Auditorium.

Fong, however, made more sense
of the music than many performers
could, and has to be given credit
for being a little daring. She exhib
ited a confidence and passion for
modem music that was genuine,
unlike other musicians who play
the music but fail to interpret it.
Being a professional musician —
currently Fong is associate concertmaster with the Grand Rapids
Symphony and serves as an
adjunct faculty member at Grand
Valley State University among
other activities — affords her a
readily apparent technical ability,
and gave the performance a wide
emotional range.
The one criticism that can be
made of the music was that quite
often it seemed too jamng and “inyour-face”(i.e. very, very loud),
especially for such an intimate
space. Perhaps this was part of
some composer’s instructions or
was just a way to enhance the
mood, but it took more away than
it added.
Surprisingly, there was quite a
mix of people attending the con
cert. Though the room was by no
means full, their ages ranged from
late teens to late 70 s and beyond.
Some looked perplexed, as if
they were trying to explain a piece
of abstract art. while others nodded
and smiled as though everything
made perfect sense.
In any case, it was an evening of
something different, and your best
bet is to go to a future engagement
and draw your own conclusions.

(

www.ubs.gvsu.edu
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FOUR LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU.
Kirkhof Student Center.......................................... Mon. -Fri. 8:30am-6pm
Kleiner Commons..................................................... Mon.-Thurs. ioam-5pm
Holland Meijer Campus......................... ...................Mon.-Thurs. 4pm-7pm
DeVos Center...........................Mon .-Thurs. 8:30am-7pm & Fri. 8:30am-4pm
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continued from page 1

director of the Business Ethics
Center, said Murray and Dixon
will work well together.
“I think there is a potential

Monday to discuss details of her
appointment with Murray.
“I’m very honored to be
offered this position and in my
conversation with President
Murray reaffirmed my strong

for a really powerful, comple
mentary relationship between
the two,” he said. ‘Together
they make a powerful leadership
team.”
Davis was on campus

interest in it,” Davis said. “The
prospects for the university’s
advancement are excellent, and
it would be a fulfilling challenge
to participate in that bright
future.”

he said.
The recycling process for miner
al spirits is simple. After a stu
dent has dirtied the paint thinner,
the student takes it to an appro
priate container. When a con
tainer fills- up the contents go
into a 30- gallon barrel, which
are used pickle buckets from the
university. After letting, the min
erals sit for two to eight weeks.
Afterward the now distilled min
erals go into containers for the

students to use or take with
them.
Cox said this is just one example
of how the GVSU is recycling.
The university has also started
using ‘green tubes,’ which are
low level mercury lamps.
As Earth Day approaches on
April 22, Cox insures the stu
dent body that both faculty and
staff are committed to reducing
hazardous waste on the campus.

dents) drink more than they do.
The survey showed that students
thought that their friends drank
around four drinks, while they
thought college students in gen
eral and men drank in excess of
up to five to six drinks. This is
just not the case, according to
Harper, which is often why
binge drinking can come into
affect.
Harper added that no group
as a whole averages six and a
half drinks or more, and that
three is a moderate level com
pared to six.
"Once a student reaches five
drinks, that’s when the problems

occur. This is when violence,
sexual assault, and rape often
occur," Harper said.
Harper noted that 90 percent
of sexual assault and rapes on
campuses across the nation are
because of alcohol.
While the numbers have
increased, Harper said that their
still has not been an alcoholrelated death at Grand Valley,
but there have been cases of
alcohol poisoning and even stu
dents getting their stomachs
pumped because of excess alco
hol consumption.
"Students need to realize that
it’s OK to be satisfied with stop-

ping at two drinks. It’s when
they start drinking more than
that and start drinking faster,
that is when the trouble starts."
Junior Crystal Gibbs agrees
with idea that students some
times might have a wrong idea
on how much their peers might
be drinking.
"I really believe students
need to set a limit for themselves
and not worry about anyone else
around them. Sometimes people
lie about how much they drink,
just to sound cool. If people
don’t try to match other around
them, then I think their would be
a lot less problems," Gibbs said.

next week when the voting will
occur. So far all of the nominees
continued from page 3
are returning senators except for
take the fall and the responsibil Michael Jackson, who will be
ity for the outcome,” Klotz running for the vice president of
wrote.
the political actions.
‘‘It is time to stop pointing
The current president seems
fingers and move on to new pleased with the incoming
issues.”
group.
Klotz continued her resigna
“I think that it's a pretty good
tion letter by calling for election group,” Witt said. “We have
reform. She also wrote words of some really good returning sen
wisdom to future senators about ators that I think will really step
academic life and ties with up and fill in the leadership posi
administration.
tions on the cabinet. As for the
The current student senate brand new senators, I think that
next stepped aside as the senate- many of them have a lot to learn
elect came to the table for their about how senate works; but I
meeting. The 2002-2003 senate feel that they are all very enthu
is coming in with 17 new mem siastic and will learn the ropes
bers. During the senate-elect and make tremendous contribu
meeting incoming senators were tions.”
briefly addressed on parliamen
As the current senate
tary procedure and given words stepped back to the table, after
of wisdom from outgoing sena the senate-elect adjourned, they
tors who were in the gallery.
set their sights on ending the
Also on the senate-elect’s FMB process. The senate lis
agenda was open nominations tened to appeals from the Black
for the next year’s president, Student Union, Otaku No Anime
executive vice president and and the shooting team. After a
other
cabinet
posUmgg swealNnvely lengthy discussion on
Nominations can also be placed each issue, the senate approved

a $150 addition to the BSU’s
account and denied the $880
addition to the Otaku No Anime
budget.
The shooting team’s appeal
was also denied by senate. The
shooting team’s appeal was for
$4,000, which would have been
for their entire budget. They
made the appeal based on the
reason that they had missed the
FMB process because of a lapse
of communication on the meet
ing times between the senate
and their organization.
“The FMB process is one
which allows student organiza
tions to have say in their budget
for the upcoming year,” said
Rachael Voorhees, vice presi
dent of public relations. “The
process and procedure for allo
cating money is one which
allows for fair distribution of
funding per rules of the particu
lar FMBs. The shooting team
did not conform to the proce
dures established by the Sports
and
Recreation
Fund
Management Board. They were
allowed an appeal, and did pres
ent one to the general assembly.

The general assembly did not
feel that this appeal justified
changing the proposed 20022003 budget. The 2002-2003
budget passed in general assem
bly last Thursday.”
“Each senate has their own
specific trials facing the institu
tion yearly,” Voorhees said.
“The goals and trials will be
determined by the 2002-2003
senate as the next fiscal year
approaches. Issues such as fiscal
responsibility, follow-through
on passed resolutions and com
munication with administration
and students will certainly
arise.”
“I feel that this past school
year has been one where the sen
ate has really stepped up its
efforts on this campus...,” Witt
said. “We played a big part in
President Murray's inaugura
tion, the campus events for Sept.
11, the provost search, the
NCAA football and volleyball
playoffs, the president’s ball,
and various other events and co
sponsorships. I don't think that I
could have asked for much more
out of this past year’s senate.”

continued from page 3

things. Among them is the recy
cling of batteries, oil, electric
lamps, and heavy metals.
One of the examples that
Cox gave of how Grand Valley
is recycling its materials is at the
Calder Art Center. James Vissar
3D Technical Supervisor at
Grand Valley helped develop a
program to recycle mineral spir-

INCREASE
continued from page 3

for the increase in deaths is a
students general misconception
on the amount they can drink,
and the amount that people
around them are drinking,"
Harper said.
Harper said that a study of
Grand Valley students showed
that the majority of students
drink an average of three drinks
during a single outing at a party
or a bar. What leads to the prob
lems however, is students often
think that the people around
them (friends, other college stu-

Family Planning
Hudsonvllle:
669-0040

We Offer:
its or paint thinner.
Vissar explains that the program
was put in place a year and half
ago, because of the large
amounts of mineral spirits the
center was throwing out. By
recycling the spirits, the center
began to produce less waste, and
save
money.
As
Vissar
explained.
"By recycling, it saves costs for
not only Grand Valley but also
the Calder Center and students,"
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OTTAWA CREEK
APARTMENTS
Near GVSU, spacious 1&2 bedroom apts,
special low rates, 9 month lease, central air,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, coin-op
laundry, new basketball court.

11127 52nd Ave., (corner of M45)
Call; 616-892-6837 or 616-949-5646
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CONGRATULATIONS!
From the Division of Academic Resources and Special Programs
& the Division of Student Services

Sherri L. Reap
Matthew Scott Reidsma
Christin Marie Rivard
Justin Rodriguez
Erica L. Roggenbuck
Peter C. Rom
Michael R. Russ
Karen M. Seymour
Rachael Lynn Silbar-Voorhees
Cheryl S. Simon
Thomas Stefan Skuzinski
Kimberly A. Slupe
Michelle S. Smith
Rachel D. Smits
Sherie Ann Sobek
Jessica Sue Sowles
Michelle Lynn Strong
Robert J. Sullivan
Sallyann M. Tarmnel
Heather Ann Taylor
Candice S. Tease
Amber L. Tiller
Amy Jo L. Timm
Yvette Ann VandenBosch
Mary C. VanderWal
Kelli L. VanDussen
Jennifer Marie Weisler
Nicki Williams
Carrie Renee Wilson
Dawn J. Witherell
Margie Ann Zylstra

To the new members of the Honor
Society of Phi Kappa Phi, initiated
March 13,2002
Junior/Senior Initiates
Pennie Suellen Alger
Jennifer Alman
Melanie J. Anderson
Karen Elizabeth Armantrout
Kay A. Avery-Lee
Karen Bakale
Mindy Joy Bakale
J. Christopher Beckering
Carrie Ann Betts
Jared Aaron Bier-Hobbs
Holly Lynn Bliese
Kimberly Ann Borgeson
Kathryn Kristine Bosch
Stephanie Marie Bouwman
Lindsey M. Brashler
Danielle Marie Bronkema
Amelia Louise Bueche
Jennifer Dawn Busman
Jessica Lynn Busman
Amy D. Chaperon
Zacnary J. Christian
Amy L. Clough
%
^
Joshua E. Courtade
Amanda Bree Curly
Marguerite E. Curran-Gawron
Nicole J. Dafoe
y'P'
Derek Andrew DeKam
Jennifer Rose DeRuiter
Brian Patrick DutkiewiCZ
Heather E1H»
Shannon Marie Finn
Christopher Steven Frayar
Lianna Kathleen Fusko
Michael C. Ceiafd Sr. \
Angela Gomefy
Jeanne M. Gosaett
Jennifer Ann Graboavski
Deanna Renee Hamilton ^
Shelley A. Houseman
'*9*O
Christine A. Johnson
Kristin Kammeraad
Amy Lynne Kauffman
Laurie Michelle Kellams
Molly Elizabeth Ketchum
Barbara Knauf
Amy T. Krans
Michael Charles Kress
Amanda Jo Kusebuski
Michael Lichterman
Jie Ma
Kimberly Michelle Main
Sarah Kimberly Matthews
Codi M. Maycroft
Michael L. McConnon
Sarah Michele McLouth
Natalia Mee
Irene L. Middleton
Tressa L. Newell
Rebecca M. Noechel
Mary L. Ogden
Jonathan James Oleszkiewicz
Nichole R. Olivier
Randall R Osborne
Corina M. Quinn

Graduate Initiates
Patricia D. McCrea
Izabela Malgorzata Portka
Kevin John Schwemmtn
Ashley B. Snstae
Melodee L. Vanden Bosch

'
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Phi Kappa Phi Graduate
Fellowship Nominee
■*<# C. Parker
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Freshmen Hanarees

Jamie Deleeuw
Jessica Easterday
Brians Erickson
Kimberly Goddard
Krista Hermann
Kylee Hinton
Marjory Hool
Tony Kamerschen
James Lanning
Megan Llamas
Richard Markiewicz
Kelly Martin
Heidi Michels
Kristen Plaunt
Sumayah Qureshi
Jacqueline Robach
Peter Schwaltier
Lisa Schwartzenberger
Olga Vezikov
Cameron Wame
Amber Wood

To the Outstanding Seniors
Honored April 8, 2002
Arts and Humanities Division
Erika L. Vogelheim, Advertising St Public Relations
Jeremy R. Brooks, Art St Design
Melissa K. Culver, Broadcasting
Joshua J. Congrove, Classics
Derek A. DeKam, Communications
Julia Payne, English
Jonathan J. Flis, Film & Video
Catherine Menyhart, French
Christopher L. Penzien, German
Christy L. Tedrow, Health Communication
Timothy M. Kratt, History
April M. Kuiper, Journalism
Justin D. Pettibone, Liberal Studies
Crista L. Slopsema, Music
Matthew S. Reidsma, Philosophy
Holly C. Nelson, Photography
Sara L. Slotman, Social Studies: Group Major
Jenny A. Verfaillie, Spanish
Jennifer L. Rashleigh, Theatre
Jodi L. Deur, Writing

Seidman School of Business
Kyle D. Crockett, Accounting
Jennifer L. Behrens, Business-General
David R. Walters, Business-General (M.B.A.)
Kristin J. Kooiman, Business Economics
Keeley D. Heath, Economics
Christopher J. Schlehuber, Finance
Dana M. Warszona, International Business
Melanie J. Anderson, Management
Stacy L. VanStee, Marketing
Christopher R. Uzpen, Taxation (M.S.T.)

Science and Mathematics Division
Heather M. Bill, Biology
Zaal H. Paymaster, Biomedical Sdences
Julie A. Nicol, Chemistry
David M. Cherba, Computer Information Systems (M.S.)
Jonathan J. Oleszkiewicz, Computer Science
Jonathon P. Miller, Earth Science
Maria L. Gutierrez, Engineering
Susan L. Swiger, Geology
Rebecca S. Zerial, Health Sciences
Jennifer E. Dau, Hospitality St Tourism Management
Adam W. Nantz, Information Systems
Leah L. Schmuker, Mathematics
Steven J. Hallock, Natural Resources Management
Megan A. Stewart, Occupational Safety
and Health Management
Susan M. Cleghom, Occupational Therapy (M.S.)
Theresa L. Klein, Physical Education
Teresa A. Okraszewski, Physical Therapy (M.S.)
Dennis C. Gregory, Physician Assistant Studies (M.P.A.S.)
Thomas J. Ellis, Physics
Jennifer L. Rutgers, Science: Group Major
Bonnie M. Motyka, Statistics
Thea C. Lugo, Therapeutic Recreation

Social Sciences Division
Melissa T. Harrington, Anthropology
Patricia A. DeYoung, Behavioral Science
Amanda M. Woodworth, Biopsychology
Mindy J. Bakale, Criminal Justice
Peggy I. Hamstra, Criminal Justice (M.S.)
Timothy R. Zeeb, International Relations
Amanda L. Stauffer, Legal Studies
Gregory A. Robinson, Political Science

Amy L. Kauffman, Psychology
Kasen L. Bartels, Public and Non-Profit Administration
Izabela Portka, Public and Non-Profit
Administration (M.P.A.)
Jacquelyn K. DeGroot, Sociology

Kirkhof School of Nursing
Dena M. Marrison, Nursing
Melodee L. VandenBosch, Nursing (M.S.N.)

School of Social Work
Karen Sorden, Social Work
Kathy Miller, Social Work (M.S.W.)

School of Education
Craig Hoekstra, Education-Elementary General
Janna L. Helder, Education-Secondary General
Linda E. Klein, General Education (M.Ed.)
Richard T. Goszkowicz, Psychology-Special Education
Kristin J. Bauer, Psychology-Special Education (M.Ed.)
Kimberly J. DeWeerd, Reading/Language Arts (M.Ed.)

Student Services Division
2002 Kenneth R. Venderbush Award
Ebony C. Parker, Health Science

2002 Thomas M. Seykora Award
For Outstanding Contribution
Shannon N. Cross, Public Administration
William W. Dlugokienski, Management/Marketing
Robert C. Freidhoff, Biomedical Science
Thea C. Lugo, Therapeutic Recreation/Spanish
Nicole A. Notario, Public Administration
Katie L Ovlasuk, Marketing
Matthew A. Quick, Legal Studies
Natalie J. Selmon, English Language and Literature
Lisa G. Svejcar, Finance/Management
Christopher C. Trigger, Biomedical Science

Outstanding Graduate of Honors Program
John P. Sniadecki, Philosophy

Michigan Campus Compact
Sara L. Kennedy, Psychology

Pew Teaching Excellence Awards
Rosa B. Femandez-Levin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of
Modem Languages St Literature
Nancy M. Levenburg, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
of Marketing
Stephen R. Mattox, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
of Geology
Deborah A. Orth, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
of Political Science
Linda D. McCrea, Ed.D., Associate Professor
of Education
Linda D. Scott, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Nursing
Patricia S. Stow Bolea, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
of Social Work
Kathryn L. Waggoner, M.L.S, M.A.T., Senior Librarian

Glenn A. Niemeyer Awards

Outstanding Undergraduate Students:
Gail S. Matesich, English
Justin D. Pettibone, Liberal Studies

Outstanding Graduate Student:
David M. Cherba, Computer Science

Outstanding Faculty:
Emily Jean McFadden, M.S.W., Professor of Social Work
Peimin Ni, Ph.D, Associate Professor of Philosophy
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Live Recordings were made from these drum circles at the pow-pow last Saturday.

Pow Wow
Katie Van Loo
Grand Valin/ Lanthorn
Chris Trigger, president of
Grand Valley State University's
Native
American
Student
Association, is a member of the
Chippewa tribe from Sioux Saint
Marie. His great grandmother, a
full-blooded Native American from
Cheboygan, taught him about who
he is and where his family came
from.
As a student at Grand Valley,
he’s been able to celebrate and
leant even more about his culture
and family history.
Trigger’s brother, a former vice
president of NASA, introduced him
to the group and he eventually
became president. Trigger was inte
gral in the organization of Grand
Valley’s fourth annual Pow Wow,
which took place this past Saturday
in the Ficldhouse.
The event began at Ip.m. with a
grand entry, during which dancers
entered the arena from the eastern
direction, single File. This entrance
signifies the beginning of the Pow
Wow. The dancers then formed a
circle around the arena, represent
ing the Sacred Circle.
Each year’s Pow Wow has a
head male and head female dancer.

cultures together
At this year's Pow Wow, the head
male dancer was Timothy Derwin
Sr., and the head female dancer was
Nicole Sheperd. These dancers par
ticipated in every dance and are
specially invited by NASA to par
ticipate.
Pow Wow dancers undergo sig
nificant training in order to partici
pate. Trigger said that the dancers
must request that someone train
them and that the entire process,
including the time spent readying
their regalia (or outfit), can take up
to a year. The regalia for the
dancers are made entirely of things
from the earth, such as animal
skins, feathers, and turtle shells.
At Grand Valley's Pow Wow,
dances such as the intertribal dance,
the grass dance, and the fancy
dance were performed. The inter
tribal dance, or friendship dance,
can be performed by anyone and is
a means of bringing together the
community. The grass dance is an
ancient dance that was once used to
stomp down tall grass, preparing it
for a ceremony. The fancy dance is
performed by single Native
Americans and is used to display
the intricate footwork and colorful
regalia of its dancers.
This year’s Pow Wow featured
the Medicine Lodge drum as the
host drum. The host drum, also spe
cially invited to the Pow Wow by

NASA, is a group ot five to 10
drummers who drum and sing tradi
tional songs and songs of honor.
The drummers are important
because they keep alive the songs
and history of their people.
The songs performed at the Pow
Wow are a form of oral history and
were sung in the group's native lan
guage. Like the dancer’s regalia,
the drums are also made from prod
ucts of the earth, such as animal
hides, wood, and clay. These mate
rials are used because they honor
the life forces.
Eduardo Sanchez, the faculty
advisor for NASA, explained that
the history of the Native American
Pow Wow is very deep rooted. For
many years. Native Americans
have traveled to different parts of
the country to gather and celebrate,
visit with family and friends, make
new acquaintances, and trade arts
and crafts. Pow Wows provide an
opportunity for Native Americans
to perform honoring ceremonies
and to pass wisdom from elders to
children. ,
Trigger stated that this event is a
wonderful opportunity for Grand
Valley students to learn more about
Native American culture, and he
encouraged greater participation
from the student community for
next year’s Pow Wow and for fur
ther NASA events.

Grand l alley Lantheni / Will llarrah

Above: Along with dinner, booths, and lofs of. music, the American Indians at the
powpow performed rhan^'^rh^'^fW*
tWlt cultuVe.Him'Derwin
(front mifldte Irt th£ dance) was one of the head male dancers in the festival.
Below: Gary Markowski occupied a booth at the pow wow protesting against bad
stereotypes on Native American people. He is especially against how Indians are
used as mascots, for example the Cleveland Indians.

Grand Valley l anthorn / Will llarrah
and Patrick Millard

Direct Left: During the cere
monies, the Native American
people honored the United
States and Canada veterans
who have served these coun
tries in Korea and Vietnam and
the people who are serving in
Afganistan.
Far Left: Food was graciously
given out to all attendants of the
pow wow last Saturday by the
hosts. Turkey, Sweet Potatoes,
Buffalo, mixed Fruit, and salad
were some of the choices to
eat.
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FOR SALE

1978 Mobile Home For Sale 3 br, 1
bath, spacious living room located
in Allendale Meadows. Asking
$5000 o.b.o. Call 231-6524155 and
leave a message for Randi.(4/18)
AUTOMOTIVE
Business

Opportunities/Project Car
1967 Cadillac Fleetwood 4 door
white Limo, 427 engine, 92,400
miles, needs flywheels, running
1998, interior fabric sun dam
aged, solid exterior. Great for
rental/group trips to parties, con
certs, beach. Must spll a.s.a.p.
Any offer considered. Chip
454-6946, leave message.
(4/18)
2000 Yamaha YZF-R6 Motorcycle,
Mint Condition, 5500 miles, $6,800
Call Craig (616) 435-2519
1995 Kawasaki Ninja - 600R perfect
condition, never been down, 12K
miles, all factory parts except new
tires. $3,500 (4/25)
BIRTHDAYS

Birthday Notices
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week’s issue, (tf)
EMPLOYMENT

Energetic/Self-Motivated
Looking for outgoing individuals
with good people skills. High $,
rapid advancement! (1099) Call
301-2005 ask for Melissa. (05/02)
New company looking for leader.
Promotions and rapid advance
ment. Must like to have fun, work
hard, and make great summer cash.
($10.99) Call 464-1900 (4/25)
$250 A NIGHT POTENTIAL
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 636 (4/25)
Employment
Earn above average income setting
appointments from our Lake
Michigan Dr. office. Full or part time
available. Call Tim 677-3750.
Multi-billion dollar, international well
ness giant seeks people who wish
to help bring this mega-company to
West Michigan. Call (616) 8133734. (4/18)
A leader in Health and Wellness is
looking for people with drive, ambi
tion and a desire to get ahead. Call
(616) 299-3734 (4/18)
Summer
Employment
$8/hr
40hrs/wk. Work outside, fun envi
ronment, if interested call Nate at
(616) 862-9600 (4/18)
Summer $
Have fun in the sun and earn
between $3,000 - $5,000. Hiring
house painters/foremen. 888-2779787. Collegepro.com (4/25)

Servers Needed
Damons in Grand Haven
1506 South Beacon Blvd.
(616) 296-0255
Come in, fill out an application
(Mon-Fri from 24 pm). (4/25)
CHEERLEADING
Coaching
Position available at Jenison Junior
High (6 miles from campus). Must
have references and experience in
working with junior high girls. If
interested call Donna Berjeon,
assistant principle at 667-3248.
(4/25)
Dillenbeck’s Coffeehouse - Part
time employment 1059 W. Fulton -less than a mile from downtown
GVSU campus. Open seven days a
week. All hours available. 10 a.m. 3 p.m. time availability a plus.
Strong customer service orientation.Shift leader potential. Stop by
for application or call Barbara
Francis at 616458-5716. (tf)
NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
Positions available:
Downtown Distribution Assistant
Needed ASAP, work 2 hours
Thursday morning, before 10 am
and make $30. Must have own
transportation.
Circulation Manager (Allendale
Campus)
For next year, work 3 hours,
Thursday morning before 10am and
make $50.
Allendale Distribution Assistant
For next year, work 3 hours
Thursday morning before 10 am
and make $30.
Applications available at 100
Commons, just stop by and ask!
Writers get published and get paid.
The Lanthorn is seeking essays,
very short stories, poetry and opin
ion columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthom.com (tf)
Internships openings for GVSU
Students with Retail Commercial
Trade Exchange. Marketing Broker
positions in Lansing and Grand
Rapids/Lakeshore
locations.
Possible course credit options. For
further information phone Mr. Kay,
Trade Network, Inc. 447-8181.(4/25

Summer Camp for Children and
Adults with Special Need*
June 10 - August 16
■Wr Applicants Far.

C a fialrs
Outdoor Educattf
Bara A Organic Garden
Equestrian last rector
Creartre Arts
Sperta St Recreedea
Lifeguard*

Oetdoer Living

Lootlj
Miscafianeous
9t>i>
IT ‘
N0Q0M

Dillenbeck’s Coffeehouse serves sandwiches, soups, and
desserts. 10% off coffee drinks
with GVSU I.D., Quiet place to
study, smoke free, and free
parking. GRATA Bus stop
across the street. Open
Monday - Thursday 6:30am9pm, Friday-Saturday 6:30am11pm, and Sunday 9:30am4pm. “Best coffee in Grand
Rapids." - Grand Rapids Press.
(All Year)

Apartment for Rent
1 Bedroom upper, off street parking,
15 min. from camnus (Fairview NE).
$360 plus utilities. (616) 878-0642
(4/18)
FOR RENT
2 Bedroom Suites neighboring
downtown campus. Newly remod
eled and spacious. 1000 square
feet per suite! $600/mo. Call Tim @
889-5151
Roommate Needed
Looking for Roommate to take over
lease, 5 bedroom duplex.
$210/month. Great Deal, call Mike,
617-0401 (4/25)

Needed: Someone to sublease for
spring/summer
semester.
$265/month. Call Tim or Cory for
info. 667-0125 (4/25)
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FREE GEMSTONE. Win a 3.35 ct.
heart shaped amethyst.
Visit our Web site to win. www.professionalgems.net
Fine
jewelry.
Diamonds.
Gemstones. Jewelry repair.
Appraisals by GIA Gemologist,
Jerry Wilder.
Professional Gem Services 9421775. (4/25)
NOTICES
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Wanted: One
or two gradua
tion tickets.
Willing to pay.
Contact
by
email: anderskm@student.gvsu.edu
or call Kristin.
(616)
8622867. (4/25)
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IN NEED OF
GRADUATION
TICKETS!
Please
call
Kelly at
677-9969.
(4/25)

^

TRArJStaTtO

1 need extra
for
tickets
graduation!
Please call
Mandi at 616745-0907

Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthom offers
student organizations to promote
themselves through free announce
ments published as Club Notes in
the Laker Life section. E-mail your
information, 150-word limit, to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)
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UNITS!
NOW AVAILABLE!

Apartments
• Three floor plans are offered:
studio, one bedroom and
two bedroom
• Fully-furnished apartments
• Modem kitchens and appliances
• Laundry facilities in each
building
• Air conditioning
• Indoor swimming pool
and recreation room with
billiard tables

Townhomes

• Full bath and shower

* TJ'ree flo?r P1™ « offcred:

• Cable service available

three or four bedroom
................................
• Spacious living with over
1200 square feet

• Quiet buildings offered

3 • 9 * 12

Month Leases
Available

• Washer and dryer

I® I

• Central air and gas beat

GmmkMllby
SwilMviMnY

• Kitchens with modem
appliances & dishwasher

• 2 bathrooms
• Unfurnished with window
treatments

Email
Write 2315 Harmon Lake Rd
Mayville. Ml 48744

"We work with major national companies and charities."
Call Brandi at 616-261 -5100 for an interview

1

AMisff

NOW
LEASING

• Phone and cable in every room

Customer Service
Campaign Coordinators
Customer Aquasition

face!

■fr (7)
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Serving GVSU Students...

Male or female roommate needed
for 4 bed 2 bath 64th Ave.
Townhome. 5-02/8-02 minimum.
$243/mo. + shared utilities. Call
Craig (h)892-5300 (w)249-0660
x409

Net-Corn USA, a Grand
Rapids promotoins
firm, is looking for 50
FT/PT people for
summer 18yrs plus.
Areas to be filled:

TTROli

newly built

Call 989-673-2030

l
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Shannon. 8131015. (4/18)
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Student Scholarship

Tales From Transy^ama

ATTENTION
GRADUATING
SENIORS!!!
Everyone gets
six tickets to
the ceremony.
If all your tick
ets will not be
used please
call ASAP. I
need
some

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card
applications.
Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so
call
today!
Contact
Campustfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com (8/02)

fine it 10 a.m. Monday. Bring or
send your copy to the Grand Vallay
Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established.

to powiece, essaze or cepnanze
words in your dwsified, add 10
cants par word. 1b box an ad:
$2.00 extra. CUttinf dbptoy rats
ia $8.50 per column inch.
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Personals
Roommates
Sentoes

Automotive
Birthdays

Advertising Deadllnos

wessmeo wore aos.rirst zv The copy deadline for classified
woids, $i mWnwm charge, then edvertWnQ Is at noon on Monday;

HOUSING

Female roommate wanted to share
house. Available 05/01/02. Own
room, $315/month & 1/4 utilities.
Call Melissa @ 475-7545 or 2991805 (4/18)
The Fowler Center

Commtrcial Rsttt

OwKnrQ or Acctpnncv
Tht Grand Wtoy Lanthom ;
Sv- 'TMMPfiM w ngnt to eoi or rapa
sny wvpuwfnsiH at wry wrw vo
to piece afl advertisements under
proper classification.
hour* *£ Advertising Classifications:

• Indoor swimming pool
and recreation room with
billiard tables

616-895-6678
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Book Buy Back Week

APRIL 22 -

Allendale Campus
(BEHIND OLD STORE)
4282 Pierce St.
Allendale, Ml 49401
892-4170
Mon-Thurs 9-7
Fri 9 - 5
(Allendale only)

DOWNTOWN
120 East Fulton
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503
454-2665

Free Hot Dog w/ Book Return
Clearance on GV Merchandise

New Drive Thru Window
(Allendale Only)
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SPECIAL EDITION

www.lanthom.com

putting the pieces
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Thursday, April 25, 2002

A piece of history

Sept. 11 will forever live in the
memories of all Americans, but the
events gave our country a new
reason to show our unity.
m

Melissa Dembny
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The events that occurred throughout our nation on
September 11, 2001 are events that will change the history
of this country, change our views on safety and forever
leave sunken hearts for everyone.
On that clear, sunny Tuesday morning the world was
clipping at its normal pace, who would have known that day
would change so much in our country.
Over 3,(XX) people are reporting missing or dead from
the four airplanes that crashed, the Pentagon or the World
Trade Center. These people had no idea they were going to
be victims of a terrorist attack that day, many were just at
work or flying to a destination.
Here at Grand Valley State University students, faculty
and staff all gathered around televisions, radios and com
puters to get the latest information. Many people tried to
call friends or family who lived in the areas of the attacks.
It seemed on that Tuesday morning everyone was holding
their breath.
Our new president Mark Murray and his staff quickly
organized a debriefing for the GVSU community. As the
nation stood silent, so did our university to hear our presi
dent speak.
‘Today a great tragedy has occurred in New York,
Washington, Pennsylvania and possibly elsewhere,”
Murray said. “The details of these brutal acts will be known
in the days, ahead. We are the United States of America, a
beacon of freedom for the world and we will remain so at
this hour despite the tragedy that has occurred.”
In the afternoon hours the nation literally shut down.
The Federal Aviation Administration grounded all planes
and a no-fly zone was issued over the entire U.S. The
World Trade Center’s twin towers had collapsed and
Manhattan looked like a war zone. Offices, schools and
other public buildings all closed for the day and some for
many days after. America was weakened, but the strength
of freedom and democracy was not shaken.

“Tears and mourning are rising with the smoke and
ashes in New York, Washington and Pennsylvania,” Murray
said in his address to the GVSU community on that Tuesday
morning.
In a panel discussion the day after the attacks, James
Goode, chair of Middle Eastern studies at GVSU said, “I
think this tragedy yesterday, more defiantly than anything
that has happened in the last ten years or so, has signaled the
end of disillusion. It is not longer going to be possible for
us to sit back and enjoy the good life while allowing gov
ernment policy to take place in other parts of the world in
our name.”
The GVSU counseling office and campus ministry held
many events to help students and others to deal with the
uncertainty and stress of the situation.
More than anything the campus community and the
nation slowly banned together and became strong as a
nation together. Immediately organizations and individuals
began collecting money, giving blood and praying.
President George W. Bush declared Sept. 14 a National
Day of Prayer. The GVSU community once again gathered
around the Cook Carillon Tower to show their support for
the victims, their families and the unity of a nation shaken
by terrorism.
“I think things will try to get back to normal,” said
Christy Brower a junior at GVSU. “I think as a lot of peo
ple do that it will still be in the hearts and minds of every
body. I think it is a hard thing to forget about.”
Now almost nine months after people are still trying to
clean up the crash sites and people are still trying to get on
with their lives. The U.S. government has made many
changes to better protect its citizens, however Sept. 11 will
linger in the minds of Americans for some time.
Reflecting on that day president Murray said Sept. 11
has become a symbol, but is was very real. Many members
of the campus community experienced great pain. For a
few it was the death of a family member or friend. For the
rest, it was the pain of lost safety and security as the world
order changed so quickly.
“The events following Sept. 11 also brought moments of
redemption on our campus and throughout the country,”
Murray said. “The eagerness to understand more about
world cultures,, the solidarity shown with the victims of the
attacks, the outreach to Muslims and Arabs here on campus
and in the community and a recommitment to the core
ideals of the country were all salutary effects in reaction to
the diabolic event.”

t

(clockwise-top left) Students and
administrators sat together and
made ribbons for the community to
wear showing their support of Sept.
11 victims.
(top right) Students sign a banner
to be sent to New York.
(clock tower) Flags were lower to
half mast Tuesday at the De Vos
center on the Pew Campus,
(middle) Students were glued to
televisions around campus trying to
find the latest information about the
events.
(bottom) Members of the GVSU
community gathered at 4 p.m. that
Tuesday to pray.
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This past season for the Laker football team was a sea
son of destiny. But destiny came up short as the Lakers
lost 17-14 to the University of North Dakota in the final
seconds of the Division-11 national title game.
Grand Valley fans started their celebration and cheer
ing a little too soon, and then the Fighting Sioux marched
down the field. North Dakota brought Grand Valley’s
Cinderella season to a halt with 29 seconds left on the
clock. Wide receiver Luke Schleusner, of UND, found a
way to steal what looked to be a sure victory from Grand
Valley. Schleusner grabbed a short pass in the attempt to
get a first down, but ended up taking the ball down to the
Laker one yard line. Jed Perkerewicz then took the handoff in for UND’s winning one-yard touchdown run.
"We’re obviously disappointed in not winning the
game," said Laker head coach Brian Kelly. "But I’m so
proud of our team in the way it battled. I’ll lose with this
team any day. From the Grand Valley perspective, we left
it all out there. We fought our butts off."
North Dakota traveled 1,294 miles to play in the game,
and Grand Valley traveled half the distance at 660 miles.
Even though the distances of travel are greatly different
for each team, fan attendance was unaffected as both
teams had a fairly equal amount of fans on both sides of
the stands.
On the rainy and overcast day, the gloom hung over the
stadium and stuck with the Laker fans and players as they
left feeling the game slip through their hands. The field
soaked up the rain like a sponge and every step taken sank
into the sod.
The Fighting Sioux marched down the field on their
first possession for the games first score. Three straight
pass attempts from Kelby Klosterman fell incomplete and
UND’s All-American kicker Cameron Peterka came in
and nailed a 36-yard field goal. The Sioux moved into
position to attack the end zone, but Grand Valley’s defense
challenged them and started getting stronger. The GVSU
defense forced Peterka to attempt a 47-yard field goal,
which sailed wide left.
This break gave the Lakers a chance to gather their
thoughts and to get the ball into UND territory. GVSU
found their way to the end zone after quarterback Todd
Wojciechowski started an 11 -play drive for their first score
on the day. On the drive wide receiver David Kircus
grabbed catches of 19 and 20-yards. He finished the day
with four catches totaling 58-yards. Terrance Banks,
Tyrone Hibbler, and Brent Lesniak each finished with
three catches. Quarterback Ryan Brady came in and fin
ished it with a two-yard carry up the middle for a 7-3 lead.
UND picked off Wojciechowski at the end of the first
quarter and started their drive at the GVSU 33-yard line.
Klosterman couldn’t find his target and was unable com
plete two consecutive passes to his receivers. Grand Valley
dodged another bullet, when Peterka’s 38-yard field goal
fell short and wjde right.
The Lakers escaped the half with the lead and held the
best place kicker in the nation to just one of four field
goals. The defenses took their turns displaying their
toughness as they battled and held each other for the next
quarter. In their final season linebackers Clarence Lindsey
and Terry Foster ended with 11 and ten tackles to lead the
Lakers.
The Fighting Sioux kept the ball on the ground for
seven straight plays, topping it off with a nine-yard touch
down run by Klosterman. This touchdown put North
Dakota up 10-7 with 6:20 left in the game.
With a mixture of rushing and passing, Grand Valley
forged down field to try to regain the lead. Wojciechowski
completed a crucial third and-10 pass to Banks for 14yards. Wojciechowski completed 11 of 22 passes for 128
yards, and his two interceptions resulted in two missed
field goals.
A few plays later, Brady would put the ball under his
arm and dash 12-yards for a touchdown. Brady finished
the day with 83 yards and two touchdowns on the ground.
In the air Brady threw just five passes and completed two
of them.
Grand Valley looked to have the game under control
with a 14-10 lead, but things would soon change. Over
excited fans found out that anything can happen whenev
er there is time left on the clock. Klosterman completed
the biggest pass of his life when he connected on a 58-yard
toss to Schleusner.
Schleusner broke free of a Laker tackier and gained
more yards than usual on this fourth-and-four play.
"A Grand Valley guy missed the tackle after I caught it
(at the 50). I looked up, saw green and ran as fast as I
could. I couldn’t believe it," Schleusner said.
The final game was the only blemish on the Lakers’
otherwise stellar season. The team set more than a dozen
NCAA records, including the most points per game, aver
aging 58.4.
The Lakers have still proved to be winners on the sea
son and will hope to continue to overcome adversity in the
2002 season.
"We’re on the map now and we will be back here,"
Kelly said.
With the majority of the players coming back next sea
son, along with a rehabilitated Curt Ancs at quarterback,
next year’s team has a good chance of making the trip
down to Florence, Ala. to play in their second Division-II
Title game.
This time they will have more of an incentive to make
it back, to get the title that slipped away this past season
and to win one for former assistant athletic director Rob
Odejewski.
“We expect a lot from ourselves. We made a promise
to get back and win it this coming season,” quarterback
Curt Anes said. “Some things good happened and were
followed by the bad. We just have try to overcome them
the best we can.”

LAKER FOOTBALL
SEASON RECAP
Minnesota-Crookston

56-0
38-7

Saginaw Valley

jj

63-19
64-14

mb' i \ v.

63-17

Ashl
Nort

Michigan

Wj.R)

63-27

Mercyhurst
Michigan Tech
Bloomsburg*

59-3
44-34

Saginaw Valley*

33-30

Catawba*
University of North Dakota*

34-16

43-14

14-17
'playoff games
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(Far above) Lakers jump on the pile as they battle Saginaw Valley during the regular season; (above)
Corner back James Barnes feels the loss of the championship game; (below) GVSU fans tear down the
goalpost at Lubbers Stadium after beating Catawba and advancing to the final round of NCAA playoffs.

Grand Valley IMnthorn / Josh Fedoruk, Adatn Bird, AJ Smaller

(left) Head coach Brian Kelly shares some advice with one of
his players during their trip to the national championship
game; (above) The Lakers return home after losing the final
game; (right) Wide receiver David Kircus tumbles over
Bloomington defensemen during a playoff win at home.
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LEGACY
■ Though only in office a few months, President
Mark Murray has led Grand Valley through many
memorable events.
Wendi Hailey
Grand Valley Lanthorti

■ Arend Lubbers retired from
his presidency during the
summer, but vows to stay
involved in campus affairs.
Staff Writer
Grand Valley Lan thorn

After steering Grand Valley State University
for 32 years, President Emeritus Arend Don
Lubbers’ mark on the university is indelible.
Lubbers retired last June, but has stayed
active at GVSU as a special consultant.
The new position is taking up less time and
allows him to visit with students more often.
"They stop me and talk and introduce them
selves," he said. "That’s always nice and I have
time to talk. 1 find that enjoyable."
Lubbers also keeps his life involved with the
university through President Mark Murray.
Murray keeps Lubbers and his wife, Nancy, busy
by inviting them to university social events such
as football games, events and lectures.
"We are invited to keep our lives involved
with the university;" Lubbers said. "The presi
dent is the one who sets that tone and is respon
sible for that and I really appreciate that."
Lubbers has been commended for his
achievements while president from numerous
people, including President George W. Bush.
“During your 32-year tenure as president,
Grand Valley has developed into one of
Michigan's finest universities,” Bush wrote in a
letter to Lubbers. “Linder your leadership, by
demanding excellence, Grand Valley State
University has seen many fine accomplishments
and high enrollment growth.”
Lubbers became the second president of
Grand Valley in 1969. At the age of 38, He was
of the youngest college presidents in the nation.
Lubbers announced his retirement in
September 2()0() in front of a large crowd in the
Cook-DeWitt Center.
“I don’t know when l will run out of steam,
but I will be 70 three weeks after we leave the
presidency,” he said in his address. “That's as
good an age as any to admit your mortality. With
the steam that is left in me, I will always be ready
to use it for Grand Valley.”
Lubbers said that he still enjoys being
involved in the university but does not miss
being president.
"I really don’t miss it because I did it for so
long," Lubbers said. "Though there were some
challenges I could see in the future that intrigued
me. at 70 years of age. that's a good time to stop.
We had completed certain significant projects,
we had financed some that you now see under
construction, and the projects of the future arc
going to take a little more time."
A new scholarship fund was created to honor
Lubbers, and a black-tie dinner last summer
raised $500,0(X) dollars for it.
The former president now splits his time
between his newly-built home in Plainfield
Township and a condominium in Naples, Fla.

Grand Valley Lanlhorn / Aditin Bird, Melissa Dembny

{Clockwise, from top left) Former President
Arend Lubbers and his wife, Nancy; President
Mark Murray delivers his fall convocation
speech in the Fieldhouse; Presidents Lubbers
and Murray converse after Murray’s November
inauguration; Murray, his wife, Elizabeth, and
daughters, Laura and Ellen, get settled into
their new home in East Grand Rapids; Murray
delivers a speech; Lubbers and Murray meet
on Grand Valley’s Pew Campus in early April.

As his first academic year as president is drawing to a close, Mark Murray is
feeling much more at home at Grand Valley State University.
“I certainly am settling in,” Murray said, “fve felt a warm reception here and 1
appreciate the sense of community. Grand Valley has turned out to be very much as
I expected.”
Since July 1, Murray has been juggling a schedule of settling into his new home,
spending time with his family, and meeting GVSU faculty, staff, students, and com
munity members.
“The presidency is a six day a week job, and sometimes a seven day a week job,”
he said. “Most evenings we are doing something, whether it’s dinner with commu
nity people or cultural events or sports events or seminars or other forms of meet
ings. I often have breakfast meetings, so it’s a long day - but they’re enjoyable
days.
‘They are a nice combination of internal meetings and being out around the state
and around the community telling the story and selling the message of Grand
Valley.”
Joan VanTimmeren, executive secretary to the president, said Murray has been
making students a priority.
“1 think that’s a part that he really enjoys, the interaction with students,” she said.
“He’s very attentive to students and their needs. I think the university’s lucky to
have him.”
He often chats with students as he walks across campus and stands in line at the
food court.
“I’m eager to make sure that that’s a structured part of my schedule,” he said.
“I’ve gotten to know many faculty - not as many as I’d like. I’ve gotten to know
many students, but not as many as I’d like.
“But I will continue as I did this year in the years ahead to make a particular
point to spend time with gatherings of students and gatherings of faculty through the
course of the academic year, simply to talk about how we, together, continue to
build Grand Valley.”
Interim Provost John Gracki said Murray seems very committed to the universi
ty“Mark started working on this job several months before it was official,” Gracki
said. “I believe he has an outstanding vision for Grand Valley. He has the highest
degree of integrity. I believe it’s what Grand Valley needs right now.”
Murray has attended a variety of campus events to integrate himself into the uni
versity, and he said he enjoys the college atmosphere.
“People thought my primary focus would be on finance,” he said. “But my pas
sion’s for education. What I love about the university environment is the cultural
and intellectual environment.”
Murray said part of the reason he entered the presidential search was because he
wanted to be involved in Grand Valley’s growth.
“I wanted to be president because I have such a high regard for the university,
and I thought I would be able to contribute to its continued development,” he said.
Murray has been involved in a number of significant choices and events, includ
ing the decision not to implement domestic partner benefits, picking the first new
provost in three decades, the first inauguration in 32 years, and his first commence
ment.
“This year, as I said when I came, the selection of the provost would be the sin
gle most important decision that I would make,” he said. “Together we’ll help this
university grow in quality and reputation.”
The most memorable part of the year for Murray, however, was Sept. 11.
“The highlight of the year was the extraordinary way this community came
together after Sept. 11,” he said. ‘That was very heartening and was uplifting to see
the way all parts of the community came together.”
Since 1978, Murray has worked mostly for the state of Michigan. He worked in
various departments, including social services, commerce, and management and
budget. Most recently, he was the state treasurer and special policy adviser to Gov.
John Engler.
Murray received his bachelor of arts degree in economics from Michigan State
University. He went on to obtain a master degree of labor and industrial relations
from MSU.
“I worked my way through college as a school bus driver,” he said. “It was the
perfect job, because I worked before and after classes and it paid better than most
part-time jobs. Pretty early in my college career 1 had to change my late night
habits, though, as I had to be up around 5:30 a.m. most mornings.”
Murray’s days are still long as he tries to juggle his schedule, often mixing busi
ness with pleasure. But he looks forward to next steps as president.
“I think the year went really well,” he said, “b’m very much looking forward to
starting again next year. It’s part of the fun of university life - how intense the expe
rience is and how fast it goes.”
The president also has some words of advice for students whose college experi
ences are almost over.
“For those graduating this year, this marks a very important event,” Murray said.
“The greatest satisfaction they will find is using the skills they learn here to contin
ue to build their skills and knowledge and understanding to solve and address the
issues around them. Continue to learn and grow throughout your life. That's the
fun ahead.
“Grand Valley is a very young institution. And the brand-name value of the
institution - the inherent value is already there - the brand name value is built by you
yourselves. You're going to make the reputation of this university. And we’re very
optimistic that the reputation will continue to grow, because we know how good our
graduates are.”

■ GVSUis currently
working on many
construction projects
totaling over $ 100
million.
Melissa Dembny
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Some joke that incoming freshman
should he required to wear hard hats at
Grand Valley State University, hut
things are coming together and new and
old buildings are taking shape.
Currently there is over 543,000
square feet of new buildings under con
struction. This summer the finishing
touches will be made on new housing on
the Allendale campus, the Kirkhof cen
ter, Mackinac Hall, the indtxir recre
ation center and the multi-purpose facil
ity. Also, work is being done on a sea
wall at the Lake Michigan Center in
Muskegon and in the summer of 2003
the Center for Health Professions build
ing and new Pew Campus housing will
be completed.
“We are working on numerous proj
ects that will improve life on campus,”
said James Moyer, director of facilities
planning. “The university has made a
commitment to maintain its buildings.”
The Kirkhof Center’s 43,(XX) sq. ft.
addition and renovations are 85 percent
complete.
“Spaces for students to conduct
business and be social will be complete
ly finished June or July of 2(X)2,” said
Moyer. Right now crews are working
on new ceilings, finishes, flooring and
lighting. Also, the dining areas will be
remodeled and food service space will
be larger for the fall semester.
Moyer said this summer GVSU is
making over $1.8 million in classroom
renovations. AuSable Hall, Lake Huron
Hall, Lake Michigan Hall, Mackinac
Hall, and the Eberhard Center will all
face lifts. Many rooms will receive new
furniture, paint and up graded technolo

gy-

Mackinac Hall's 55,(XX) sq. ft. addi
tion is 90 percent complete and will
open at the end of May.
“This summer we will be moving
230 staff members into Mackinac Hall,”
Moyer said.
The new facility will add 12 class
rooms, two computer labs and two lan
guage labs. Currently, contractors are
finishing the new entrance on the on the
northwest corner of the building. The
entrance will feature a yellow sculpture
by Dutch artist, Cyril Lixenberg.
In February, 17,000 sq. ft. addition
to the existing recreation center began
and is currently 20 percent complete.
The addition will include a 850 sq. ft.
space for a spinning/rowing room, a
3,800 sq. ft. area for cardio fitness
machines, and a 2,500 sq. ft. weight
room. The expansion will also include a
8.1 (X) sq. ft. gymnasium that will hold a
high school-sized basketball court, two
recreational basketball courts, two vol
leyball courts, three badminton courts
and room for classes and storage space.
The space will be completed in August.

“We are adding on to the existing
recreation center to accommodate the
number of students on campus,” Moyer
said.
A multi-purpose facility will start
construction this summer. This 5,200
sq. ft. building will be located north of
the Football Center. It will include a
weight training area for use by all ath
letic teams, a meeting space, equipment
storage and additional public restrooms.
Laker Drive will be extended behind
the Fieldhouse this summer. The road
way will extend west of the Fieldhouse
along the edges of parking lots F and G
to Ravine Drive.
“This road will provide another
route to go through campus, avoiding
many of the crosswalks,” said Tim
Thimmesch, director of facilities servic
es.
Thimmesch said that crosswalk
improvements will be made this sum
mer. Increased lighting and signage will
total $80,(XX) this summer on the
Allendale campus.
“We are also improving many side
walks for students who use bikes or
walk,” Thimmesch said.
The projects involving housing will
all be completed this summer and resi
dents will move in this fall.
“With the renovations of the old
dorms and the new housing most of the
university’s housing is relatively new,”
Moyer said.
The new housing on the Allendale
campus is now being detailed on the
inside. There are four, two-story living
centers which will house 568 students.
Each two-person unit will have a private
bathroom, kitchenette and two private
bedrooms.
“The focus of GVSU being a com
muter campus is changing into a resi
dential campus,” Moyer said.
With the opening of these living cen
ters the number of residential students
will be around 5,(XX).
Other projects on the Allendale cam
pus include the finished dance studio
added to the Performing Arts building
and the purchase of the old Brian’s
Books store.
“Junior and senior art students will
use the old Brian's space,” Moyer said.
“This is space that is needed for the stu
dent to do their projects because they
cannot do them in the library or their
dorms.”
New and continuing projects are
new Pew Campus housing and the
Center for Health Professions in Grand
Rapids.
The Pew Campus housing will start
this spring. The building will be 84,000
sq. ft. and will consist of 170 units hold
ing a total of 226 students. The new
building will be architecturally similar
to Secchia Hall. This project will be
competed in August 2003.
Finally, the Center for Health
Professions project started in May 2001
and is 23 percent completed. This $53
million project is a five story building
which will include classrooms, offices
and laboratories for students in various
health professions programs.
In addition to the major projects
going on there are many ongoing reno
vations and improvements happening to
make the “Next Grand Valley” the best
Grand Valley.

• VS

(clockwise-top) The Center for Health Professions building downtown frame is erected and
currently the heating and cooling system is being in stalled.
(middle right) The copper arch at the Allendale campus entrance was finished in the early
fall.
(bottom right) With the addition of these living centers on the Allendale campus GVSU turns
in to a residential campus, rather than a commuter campus having almost 5.000 residents
for fall of 2002.
(bottom left) The expansion of the recreation center will be done this summer. The expan
sion will accommodate the larger number of students at GVSU.
(left) The Kirkhof Center’s addition will house the student organization center and new food
courts to better accommodate students who live on and off campus.
(middle) Mackinac Hall’s completion will give students two new computer labs and two lan
guage lab facilities.
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Grand Valley, will have no
growth will stabilize in the years
ahead between 20,000 and
25,000 students.
“As the university continues
When
President
Mark
to
improve,
the overall enroll
Murray took over last June he
was faced with the impending ment will naturally grow even if
problem of Grand Valley State the new classes aren’t larger
University’s quick growth. each year,” he said. “That is
Grand Valley was growing by because we also expect retention
about 1,000 students each year to improve in the years ahead. 1
and the idea of capping enroll would guess this will stabilize
ment was one of the most promi somewhere between 20,000 and
25,000 students.”
nent issues he was faced with.
GVSU welcomed 19,762
Murray said that there will
students
to the 2001-2002
not be a “hard cap” in place next
fall, but the university is current school year, making it the largest
ly taking steps to slow enroll population the university, which
was founded in 1960, has ever
ment.
seen.
“We are trying to manage so
Last fall Jodi Chycinski,
that the new class of freshmen
director
of admissions at Grand
next year is the same, or a little
smaller than last year’s,” he Valley, pointed out reasons why
said. “We are not intending to she believes GVSU has been so
have a hard cap that will lead us successful.
"I think the reason is the
to a waiting list.”
Murray said that the main focus on undergraduate stu
reason for slowing growth of the dents," she said. "We have avail
student body at Grand Valley is able to students the opportunity
to ensure that a strong sense of to do research as an undergradu
personal relationships is main ate student. It really makes for a
tained. He thinks that GVSU’s different environment. The fact

Rachel izzo
Grand Valley Lanthorti

enrollment

that classes here are taught by make the transition from
faculty and not graduate stu GRCC."
dents or teaching assistants is an
The number of graduate
important feature. When you students was down by 1.4 per
combine those two academic cent this year and the number
features with the fact that it is a ol out of state students is also
beautiful campus, our state of down this year by 2.3 percent.
the art facilities, as well as the Meanwhile the number of in
focus on technology, I think it is state students has remained rel
a pretty attractive choice for stu atively the same, hovering
dents."
around 96.5 percent.
The fall 2001 freshman class
Also remaining relatively
increased 5.2 percent from 20(H). the same was this year’s male
However, transfer student to lemale ratio. Out of this
enrollment decreased from last year's student body, 39.2 per
year's 1,516 to the current total cent are male and 60.8 percent
of 1,340 transfer students. The are female. This ratio has
bulk of transfer students came remained almost the same for
from Grand Rapids Community the last five years.
College
and
Muskegon
"To my understanding that
Community College. Earlier this just reflects the population,"
year Stephen Ward, director of said Ward. "I don't think there
the
University
of is anything going on that makes
Communications, said that this campus more appealing to
GRCC and GVSU just seem to females than to males."
go hand in hand.
The numbers for all ethnic
"I think because of our groups went up this year with
agreement with GRCC, classes the Asian population increasing
are virtually interchangeable," the most at 18.9 percent.
Ward said. "It is very easy to However, enrollment among
make their start there and then African Americans is the high-
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est.
The breakdown of total stu
dents, full time and part time, for
the 2001-2002 school year was
as follows:

Grand Valley Lanihom Graphic

Freshman-4,153
Sophomore- 3,718
Junior- 3,498
Senior- 5,016
Graduate- 3,377

Many universities accept Engler’s budget proposal
Wendi Hailey
Grand Valley Lanthorn
With budget deficits in 37
states, lawmakers are looking to
trim several areas, often includ
ing higher education. Grand
Valley State University and the
14 other Michigan universities
will remain untouched.
Gov. John Engler announced
while on campus in February
that the state’s education budget
will not be cut. That will leave
public universities with the same
amount of funding as they
received last year, provided they
keep tuition increases below 8.5
percent or $425 a year, whichev
er i£ greater.
“This agreement is great
news for over 275,000 Michigan
students and their parents, and
it’s good news for universities
that keep tuition increase afford
able,” Engler said at the confer
ence in Loosemore Auditorium.
“This agreement maintains
my commitment to a world-class
higher education system in

Michigan and recognizes the
budget challenges universities
face due to rising costs.”
Grand Valley President Mark
Murray led the negotiations with
legislators, and all 15 state uni
versity leaders accepted the final
agreement.
"President Murray had a lot
to do with this agreement,” said
Matt McLogan, GVSU vice
president for university rela
tions. “I think we should be
very pleased and quite proud of
our new president.”
Murray said he, along with
other university officials, was
concerned about the growing
possibility of getting the budget
reduced, and they wanted to cre
ate a plan that would allow
appropriations to be frozen.
“Compared to other states,
we should be very grateful for
the fact that the state has contin
ued to support higher educa
tion,” Murray said.
“Many
states have seen significant cuts.
Michigan has held the universi
ties harmless. That’s very good
news.”

Glenn Stevens, executive
director of the Presidents
Council, a group consisting of
all 15 presidents and chancellors
of the state’s public universities,
called Engler’s announcement
"unprecedented.”
“I’ve never seen anything
that comes close to this,” he

said. "It is a very, very positive
development for the universities
and the students attending the
universities. President Murray
clearly played a key role in a lot
of the discussions that went on.
His knowledge of government
was very helpful.”
University leaders were

Gov. Engler at Grand Valley State University announcing his plans for the
budget.

bracing for a 5 percent reduction
in the base budget for the next
fiscal year, beginning Nov. 1.
“If universities would get a 5
percent reduction in appropria
tions, that would translate to $4
million a year. That’s an enor
mous amount of money,”
McLogan said. “It’s not possi
ble to overstate how important
this is.
“It will enable us to continue
with our quality initiatives and
other important items that the
president has identified, despite
the fact that around the country,
many universities are experienc
ing significant budget reduc
tions.”
Grand Valley received $60
million in state funding this year
after lawmakers approved a 1.5
percent budget increase, ranking
Michigan 42nd in funding
increases.
Tuition for the 2001-2002
academic year was $4,660, a 9
percent increase from 20002001. Tuition for next year will
likely be set at the Board of
j Trustees meeting in June.

McLogan expects that the rate
will be less than the 8.5 percent
maximum allowed by Engler.
Education also dodged budg
et cuts in late October when the
state was setting its fiscal year
budget, which was over by a
projected $514 million.
“I think that shows the
importance that Engler and the
legislature has placed on educa
tion at all levels,” said Senator
John Schwarz, chair of the high
er education committee and vice
chair of appropriations.
McLogan also said the
announcement verifies Engler’s
commitment to higher educa
tion.
“Clearly he’s saying that
education remains his first prior
ity,” he said. “1 think that’s just
great news.”
Engler, however, gave the
credit to the presidents and leg
islators who helped reach the
agreement.
“I commend the leadership
of the legislators and presidents
involved,” Engler said. “I think
it’s a fair resolution.”
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Coach leaves legacy
with track and field
Staff Writer
Grand Valley Lanthorn

that to happen.”
Head coach Jerry Baltes and
the team made an award in
honor of Lints, naming it the
“Blood, Sweat and Tears”
award. The award will go to a
male and female team member
who goes above the call of duty
on the track. The first award
—
__went to track
alumni Brandy
’B,
tB Benard,
a
9 javelin thrower who
vs ith the tram
both
when
BBHB^^ Lints was
coach and an
athlete.
hBBBBHB|
I mis also

Oct. 23, 2001 is a day many
track athletes at Grand Valley
State will remember for a life
time. They didn’t win a national
competition and they didn't win
a conference title. Instead they
lost a dear friend, L— JJjy!
their coach, Mike t
A
Lints.
■
“He was every- jP?
I
thing,”
Christy
Tedrow, co-captain ^B^^B
and senior on the
track team said
when the accident
happened. “He was
who we worked
taught
at
with every single BBBB
Kenowa Hills
day.
Middle School
He was the con- I
•' ’ '
and coached
stant person in this BBBB
the Mh glade
whole program ever
football team.
since I’ve been [Mik^Unts
____________ I As a runner he
here,” she said. “He 1-----------was known for
was the only thing
his relentless work ethic and
that hadn't fluctuated or drive everyday.
changed.”
“He was more then just a
Now things have changed coach,” said Pat Garrett, a co
for Tedrow and the GVSU track captain on the track team, “he
and field team.
was a good friend.”
Lints, 25, was a Grand
Garrett also went on to say
Valley graduate and a former that he would miss his “special
Laker trackster, was hit by a bond” that he shared with Lints,
sports utility vehicle in October and that Lints had that “special
while he was on 1-96 retrieving bond” with everyone.
furniture that had fallen off the
“I can’t imagine anyone who
back of his truck. He had just could love this team as much as
!bought a new house in he did,” Dombroski said.
Coopersville and was moving
Jerry Baltes said that Lints
furniture from his home in spent much of his time teaching
Lapeer, Mich.
students not only about track
“The best way to describe and field, but also about life in
Mike is that he was bom to general.
teach and bom to coach,”
“He was just proud to be a
Athletic Director Tim Selgo Laker,” Baltes said. “He never
said. “He was always upbeat, left anyone behind.”
positive and energetic.”
Jordon Lake, a senior on the
The tracksters held a meet track team said that Lints was a
this indoor season in honor of great motivator and personal
Coach Lints on Feb. 8. Even friend.
with the loss of their coach, the
“At first it was a shock,” he
men’s and women’s teams went said. “I just pictured all these
on to win the indoor GLIAC memories with Mike. He
.conference championship again seemed so...like he was invinci
this year.
ble.”
“After his death, the team
“He was so young,” Tedrow
could have died, too,” said Julia said. “He is pretty much our
Dombroski, a junior track run age, maybe just a couple of
ner who trained with Lints, “but years older. You just don’t
his spirit was too strong to allow expect it."

Rachel Izzo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

While choking back tears
last Wednesday afternoon, Tim
Selgo, director of athletics at
Grand Valley State University,
planted himself at a podium set
in the Fieldhouse and talked
about his good friend Rob
Odejewski, or Odie.
• On April 17, Grand Valley
had a memorial service in the
Fieldhouse area for Odejewski,
32. Odejewski died the previ
ous Friday from carbon monox
ide fumes while working in his
basement with a gas-powered
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saw.
The man who touched so
many with his contagious smile
and constant energy was over
come by the deadly fumes and
declared dead at the scene when
lire lighters and American
Medical Response workers
arrived.
His wife, Amanda, was in
Maryland visiting relatives at
the time of his death.
Odejewski was the assistant
director of marketing and pro
motions for GVSU and an
assistant football coach. He was
a Laker at heart, having attend
ed Grand Valley and graduating

in 1993. His death has affected
many members of the Grand
Valley family.
Through his tears and pain,
Selgo explained how Odie
could just make things happen,
and about the love he had for
Grand Valley.
“Odie could talk me into
just about anything,” he said.
“He would just find a way to
get things done. He was fierce
ly loyal to Grand Valley. Odie
was a gift from God. A special
gift to Grand Valley who had a
huge heart.”
Brian Kelley, GVSU head
football coach, said Odie was
one of those
people
who
changes you for
the better.

/

Grand Valley Lmtltorn / Wendi Hailey

Many members of Grand Valley State University came out to Rob Odejewski’s memorial
service held in the GVSU Fieldhouse to pay their respects to assistant athletic director.

Get more out of your summer
than tennis elbow, a sunburn
and sand up your bathing suit

“Some peo
ple come into
your life and
touch you in a
want
peoway“Ithat
makes
pie tobetter
know for
he
you
was
the
most
it,” Kelly said.
student-friendly
“He
was one of
them. His life
has left foot
prints on our
hearts and we
will never be
the same.”
Aside from
his marketing
and promotion
duties,
Odejewski also
taught a class
and
worked
closely with the
student senate
to accomplish
goals
for
GVSU.
Ben Witt,
president of stu
dent senate, had
been trying to
get a hold of
Odejewski the
night of his
death to go over
information
about a resolu
tion they had
been working
on.

administrator on campus,” W itt
said.
Odejewski worked with
senate on a number of issues

lob Odejewski

over the years including getting
Grand Valley stadium lights for
the football field, re-working
Louie the Laker from the “old
man in the sea look” to the cut
rent look and, most recently,
helping senate to purchase free
tickets for the student body
before the football playoits
began in the fall.
“His personality was capti
vating,” said Angie Vena, a stu
dent in Odejewski’s sport pro
motion class. “It was just his
energy and his spirit when y«>u
were around him. Whethci it
was in the classroom or out on
the football field, you could just
feel his energy and everything
he brought to working w ith him
and interacting with him.
“He knew what it was like
to be a student here, and he
wanted to do the most for stu
dents,” Vena said. “He really
cared about what was best lot
the students and that's what
made a difference. He loved
this university and his students
here. He just loved every
minute and everything he did '
Vena is also the president of
Spotlight Productions, and she
had worked with Odejewski on
coordinating events before foot
ball games. When she heard he
was gone she did not believe it.
“I was fine at first and then !
think it kinda set in and I was a
mess. I cried for about two
days...and a half,” she said. I
just couldn’t believe it was real
ly true.”
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New Laker logo ‘should make everyone proud’
Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

One of the most unexpected contro
versies during the school year was the
accusation of copyright infringements
of Grand Valley’s Louie the Laker
logo, made by the Peoria Rivermen, a
minor league hockey team that plays in
the East Coast Hockey League.
The grandson of the president of
the Rivermen saw Grand Valley’s
Louie the Laker logo on the side of
their helmets during the Lakers’ nation
al championship football game that

was nationally televised on ESPN.
The Rivermen believed that Louie
closely resembled the sailor character
that is featured on their logo—enough
so that they believed Grand Valley
State copied their logo.
The issue was taken to court, where
Grand Valley State was forced to
change the look of the logo, enough so,
that "it would be pleasing to the
Rivermen, but at the same time, pleas
ing for the Grand Valley community as
well," said GVSU Athletic Director
Tim Selgo.
The late Rob Odejewski was the
man behind creating the new logo, and

many believe the new look will be a
symbol to them in remembrance of
Odie.
The new logo, which is "can now
be considered official," according to
Grand Valley’s legal consultant Pat
Smith, is almost a side-version of the
original Louie the Laker.
It features most of the same charac
teristics, such as alike facial expres
sions and the same sailor hat with the
‘GV’ logo in the middle.
As for the fate of the old Louie the
Lake logo, Smith said that the Grand
Valley will not face any legal troubles.
“The old logo is a dead deal,”

The new Louie the Laker logo now fea
tures a side-version of the character
with the same familiar facial features.

*

Saga continues for benefits
RachelIzzo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The faculty senate at Grand
Valley State University has
decided to look at the issue of
domestic partner benefits again
in the future, and President Mark
Murray said he will look at their
findings about the issue.
“I think most of the facts and
concerns related to this issue
have been presented and
reviewed, but l will consider
their information when it is pro
vided,” Murray said.
The domestic partner bene
fits issue has plagued Grand
Valley for almost two years. In
the fall of 2000, GVSU
President Arend D. Lubbers was
considering the implementation
of domestic partner benefits;
however, the story was leaked to
The Grand Rapids Press before
he could publicly announce it,
and several donors of the univer
sity became angry.
Lubbers then decided not to
extend domestic partner bene
fits, which would have granted
same-sex partners of GVSU
staff and faculty members the
same benefits given to married
spouses of employees, stating
that there was not a consensus in
the community on the matter.
During the fall of 2001,
Murray promised a decision on
this issue again, and just before
winter break he decided not to
extend domestic partner benefits
that would allow same sex cou
ples to receive insurance at
GVSU.
The benefits package was
very popular among most of the
members of the university. It
was supported by the student
senate, the faculty senate and
GVSU’s chapter of American
Association of University
Professors.
The long awaited decision
was met with disapproval by the
faculty senate and students at
Grand Valley.
Patrick Thorpe, chair of the
faculty senate, addressed the
Board of Trustee’s on Feb. 15 on
behalf of the senate to state their

disagreement Murray’s decision
not to extend benefits to domes
tic partners and to announce fur
ther action.
“We wish to make sure that
we have clearly communicated
to the board the importance of
this issue to the faculty, our
regret over this decision and a
plan to move forward with this
issue,” the prepared faculty
statement read. “It is very
important for the board to under
stand the deep regret the faculty
feel over this decision and the
importance this issue has for us.
The discussion about domestic
partner benefits has been the
most serious and considered dis
cussion all of us remember from
our time in academic gover
nance.”
The faculty senate does not
approve of Murray’s decision
for two main reasons. One is
that it does not promote the uni
versity’s mission of diversity,
according to the statement.
“First, we believe that the
denial of these benefits is incon
sistent with the mission of
GVSU,” the statement read. “In
the great tradition of liberal and
general education we value the
exposure of our students to
diversity. We not only insist on
the tolerance of diversity, but on
the respect for diversity.
“...The decision not to offer
domestic partner benefits stands
in stark contrast to this value of
diversity. Not only does it con
tradict the values we are articu
lating, but it does so in a very
direct way by affecting employ
ees and their treatment.”
The other reason is that fac
ulty senate members think not
offering the benefits will affect
recruitment.
“Second, we believe that this
decision will have a negative
effect on our ability to attract
and retain high quality faculty,”
the statement read. “To attract
and retain good faculty we must
be competitive, not only with
respect to economic benefits,
but also with respect to the cli
mate and atmosphere portrayed
by our institution.
“...We know that this deci
sion will affect recruitment not
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only because of the economic
benefit, but because candidates
will view this decision as a state
ment about the nature and quali
ty of the university.”
Some Grand Valley students
were also dismayed by Murray’s
decision about the benefits
About two weeks ago several
student organizations staged a
silent protest outside Murray’s
office to let him know that the
issue was still at the forefront of
Grand Valley’s problems.
“At Grand Valley gays and
lesbians are not being recog
nized as individuals when they
are not being given benefits,”
said Jessie Yedinak, the presi
dent of Focus On Rethinking
Gender and Education.
Nicole Skylis is a senior at
GVSU and former member of
the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and
Transsexual Task Force created
by GVSU to ensure equality for
those individuals. She believes
that the university administra
tion is just not listening to the
university community.
“Same-sex benefits is a
human rights issue and an equal
ity issue, and the university is
not listening,” Skylis said.
“They seem to be listening to
only a few select people in
power. I think especially consid
ering the university has a certain
statement that says that they
believe people that work for
them and go to school here
deserve equal rights. I think gen
erally, seeing as how we are
implementing that, we are going
against our own set standards.”
However, not all of Grand
Valley’s community is in agree
ment about the domestic partner
benefits.
Earlier this semester, Eric
Tuinstra, a member of the 20012002 student senate, said that he
believes Murray made the right
decision.
“It was the correct decision,
a common sense decision and
the only decision he could have
appropriately made,” he said.
“It’s rare these days that you
ever see anyone stand up to the
relentless, and sometimes ruth
less, pressure of special interest
groups in America.”
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Dr. Gayle Davis meets with a GVSU professor while spendig a day on campus earlier this month.

Murray picks new provost
Nate Thompson
Grand Valley Lanthorn

When Grand Valley State
University’s faculty and staff
members recommended Gayle
Davis for the open provost posi
tion, they knew they would be
getting a leader that was wellexperienced, possessed many
quality administration skills, but
at the same time, loved the state
of Michigan, as well as the bud
ding opportunities to enhance
Grand Valley State.
President Mark Murray
agreed with the recommendation
and Davis was on campus last
Monday to negotiate a contract.
The deal became official last
Thursday, and Dr. Gayle Davis
is Grand Valley's newest
provost.
Before being hired at Grand
Valley, Davis, 55, was the asso
ciate vice president for academ
ic affairs at Wichita State
University in Kansas, and also
the associate professor of the
Center for Women’s Studies.
She has held the positions since
1994.
As the associate vice presi
dent, she conducted such activi
ties as tracking and planning the
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Smith said.
This should bring some relief to the
athletic department which has had to
fret over changing a supposed “copied”
logo.
"We now have a logo that should
make everyone proud. Now when we
see the Louie the Laker logo, we will
know that Odie had his hand in creat
ing it," Selgo said at Odie’s tribute in
the Grand Valley Fieldhouse on April
17.
"And if the Rivermen don't like it,
they can shove it!" Selgo joked, which
caused a huge applause from the
crowd.

academic affairs and research
budgets, while also continually
evaluating faculty and unclassi
fied professional staff.
She has received many fac
ulty awards in her years at
Wichita State also, including the
Outstanding Faculty Member in
1993
and
the
Regents
Excellence in Teaching Award in
1987.
Davis first received her
bachelor’s
degree
from
Muskingum College, which is
located in New Concord, Ohio
in 1968. She then received her
master’s and Ph.D from
Michigan State University.
"I was very aware of Grand
Valley 20 years ago," Davis said.
"Michigan is still my favorite
state, and my family vacations
there often."
Davis added that the overall
image she has come to under
stand about Grand Valley has
been very positive.
"I have known many col
leagues that have gone to Grand
Valley in the past, and the reac
tion I have gotten from them is
that it is a very positive, growing
university and that the moral is
very strong."
Besides being impressed
with the university as a whole.

she has also been enthusiastic
about the welcoming, smart and
energetic faculty and adminis
tration at Grand Valley.
"Along with the welcoming,
everyone has just really tried to
make me feel at home, and real
ly helped me become more com
fortable with the position,"
Davis said.
Davis knows that Grand
Valley has many current issues
that need to be addressed such as
the increase in student popula
tion and other academic and stu
dent issues. This is another
aspect that GVSU community
members were impressed by —
her passion for knowledge of
Grand Valley.
"As of right now, I haven't
been on campus long enough to
know if I want to make any
immediate changes,” she said. “
With any decision that I want to
make for this university, howev
er, I want to make sure that we
are going in the right direction."
Davis is extremely excited to
get started, and is thrilled with
the opportunity provided to her.
"It seems like I’ve been
floating up in the clouds the past
couple days, because l have
been so excited. I really can’t
wait to get started."
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GVSU Graduate Purchase/Lease Plan
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Lakers win third
Presidents’ Trophy
Maureen Notestine
Grand Valley Lanthom

It has been said that the third time is the
charm. The Grand Valley State University’s
athletic department might agree with this
statement.
For the third year in a row the Lakers
received the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference Presidents’ Trophy in
2001.
This award is given annually to the
institution within the GLIAC that has the
best overall performance in the league’s
championship sponsored sports. This
includes nine men’s and nine women’s
sports.
GVSU’s Athletic Director Tim Selgo
said that he is proud of the school’s athletic
programs and pointed out that over the last
two semesters a little over 50 percent of
student athletes maintained a 3-point grade
average.

The Lakers are not far behind with
GLIAC Championships in football and
women’s cross country. They have also
taken the men’s indoor and women’s indoor
track and field, which will be combined
with their finishes in the men’s and
women’s outdoor track and field champi
onships at the end of the spring sports sea
son.
The Lakers have also taken third place
finishes in men’s golf, men’s cross country
and women’s swimming and diving.
Ryan Kelly, a freshman at Grand Valley
State University, thinks that the Lakers will
have no problem pulling ahead of Ahsland
to take the President’s Trophy for a fourth
time.
”1 think that all of our athletic teams are
very good,” Kelly said. ‘‘I think that we can
take the President’s Trophy for a fourth
time. I also think that this shows that Grand
Valley athletics has what it takes to move
up to a Division one level.”

Wrestlers takes back-to-back
national championships
. Ryan Slocum
Grand Valley Lanthom

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley athletic director Tim Selgo presents former president Arend D. Lubbers with the
Lakers 3rd consecutive GLIAC President's trophy.

Grand Valley won eight championships
in 2000-2001 season that include women’s
volleyball, men’s basketball, men’s indoor
and outdoor track and field, women’s
indoor and outdoor track and field, softball
and women’s golf.
The Lakers finished second in women’s
cross country and baseball and look third in
football and women’s tennis to edge out
Ashland by a 140-106 margin.
Ferris State finished third last year with
GLIAC titles in men’s golf and women’s
tennis. Ferris also placed second in
women’s golf and men’s tennis.
Findlay, which was the only GLIAC
member that participated in all 20 sports,
placed fourth overall with 87.5 points.
Hillsdale finished fifth with 87 points,
Saginaw Valley State University was sixth
with 84.5 points, Northwood placed sev
enth with 81 points, and Wayne State fin
ished eighth while 80 points while North
Michigan University was ninth with 76.5
points and Gannon was tenth with 71
points.
Ashland will not give up, however, and
looks to take the trophy from the Lakers.
Ashland leads in the 2001-02 race by an
86-84.5 margin. Northern Michigan is at
third place in the competition with 70
points.
Ashland has won championships in
women’s soccer and men’s swimming
while taking second place in men’s cross
country and women’s golf to earn them the
86 points.

Kelly thinks that Grand Valley could be
a small Division one school.
“I think that we could compete against
teams such as Western Michigan University
and Central Michigan University.”
Kelly also believes that Grand Valley’s
performance in the GLIAC the past four
years shows that the Lakers are already at
the Division one level.
“1 don’t think Grand Valley would even
need some building seasons. Their hold on
the President’s Trophy
proves that they are ready to compete at a
higher level,” Kelly said.
The Lakers will continue to strive for
their fourth GLIAC President’s Trophy at
the Division II level this year.,
The men’s baseball team is currently
ranked No. 1 in the latest NCAA Division
II North Central Regional Rankings. The
top four teams in each of the eight regions
advance to the NCAA finals. Ashland is
currently ranked No. 2 in the region behind
the Lakers.
The women’s softball team was ranked
No. 11 in a USA Today/National Fastpitch
Coaches Division II Top 25 poll earlier in
the year.
Men’s golf finished third out of 17
teams to qualify for the NCAA tournament
while the women’s golf team took second
at the GLIAC tournament.
The men’s tennis team finished fifth at
the GLIAC tournament while the women’s
team started the season at a No. 7 ranking.

Many teams in the Grand Valley
State University athletic family had
great seasons this year, but perhaps
the best came from the Laker
wrestling team. Once again, the
Lakers proved to be the dominant
force in the NCWA, winning the
national championship for the sec
ond time in as many years.
The Lakers controlled the tour
nament, scoring a team total of
199.5 points; 33.5 points ahead of
second-place University of NevadaReno. The apprentice school fin
ished third with 140 team points.
Although the Lakers seemed to run
away with the tournament, the
wrestlers say this year's competi
tion was no cake walk.
“The tournament was a lot
tougher this year than it was last
year,” senior A.J. Cook said. “We
raised the bar for everyone last year.
“I think Reno thought they

would do what we did last year,
but...we showed them who’s boss,”
he said.
Cook won his second straight
individual national title in the 235
weight class after pinning Joseph
Axtell four minutes into the cham
pionship match. Grand Valley State
also had two other individual cham
pions,
including
sophomore
Jeremiah Gitchel at 165 and senior
Kelly Krepps, who successfully
defended his title at 197.
In addition to the three national
champions, seven others were
named All-Americans, they are Eric
Gervais at 125, Vince Gervais at
133, Alan Smith at 141, Eric Smith
at 149, Jesse Hale at 165, Matt
Stepanovich at 174 and Rick
Bolhuis at 184.
“These guys put in a tremendous
amount of time,” co-coach Dave
Mills said. “We were in better con
dition than the other teams and it
showed.”
But the national championship
was just one of the many accom

plishments the Laker wrestling
team had this season.
The year started with a bang
when the team hosted the largest
wrestling clinic in the history of the
world, headlined by 2CKK) Olympic
Gold Medalist Rulon Gardener. The
team went on to compete against
NCAA Division I schools like
Michigan and Central Michigan,
and even got to compete against the
most storied school in the history of
collegiate wrestling when they trav
eled to Carver-Hawkeyc Arena to
grapple with Iowa.
“If you ask anyone where they
would want to wrestle, they would
say Carver-Hawkeye Arena,” Eric
Smith said. “It’s an incredible feel
ing that a program two years in the
making got to wrestle in Iowa.”
Cook said he came to Grand
Valley because he wanted to go out
on top. And after seeing the impact
the Laker wrestling team made in
the wrestling world this season, it
looks like he made the right deci
sion.

*
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(Clockwise, from top left) Steve Frasier, 1984’s U.S. gold medalist in wrestling talks to area high school wrestlers about his experi
ences at the GVSU Fieldhouse; Wrestling coach Dave Mills introduces Olympic wrestler Rulon Gardner to fans; With a pin against
Olivet College, Jeremiah Gitchel helped Grand Valley to win the Wrestling Program's first match of the season in January.
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Volleyball makes it to semifinals in award-winning season
Lanthorn Staff
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The fall sports season was a
high point for women’s sports.
Not only did Grand Valley
host the NCAA Division II
National
Championship
Tournament for volleyball, the
Lakers were also contenders.
Grand Valley made it to the
Final Four as the Great Lakes
Regional Champions and quar
terfinal champions against
Mercyhurst.
“It was amazing,’’ AVCA
First-Team All-American and
All-Tournament Team Member
Carly Miller said about the fan

support at the quarterfinals.
“Everyone was standing and
screaming. It gave everyone
goosebumps.’’
Coach Deanne Scanlon
agreed with Miller.
“I am usually totally oblivi
ous that anyone is even there. It
was awesome, the people that
were there were getting into it
and were great.”
With the win Grand Valley
advanced to the National
Semifinals. The Lakers were
paired off against tenth ranked
South Dakota State who had
upset No. 2 Truman State in the
Quarterfinals.
Despite first-team AllAmerican Miller’s outstanding

efforts, the Lakers lost in three
game (26-30, 20-30, 19-30).
“It didn’t matter what we
did, it just wasn’t going to go our
way,” Scanlon said.
South Dakota State was
defeated by Barry in the finals
(30-19, 30-21, 30-25).
Even though the Lakers did
n’t win the national title,
Scanlon says the Lakers have
nothing to hang their heads
about.
“I’m not disappointed. We
lost to a very good team. We did
a lot of great things this year;
winning 22 straight matches,
going 17-1 in the GLLAC, host
ing the National Championships
and making the final four.”

Miller received GLIAC
Player of the Year as she led the
league in both kills and attack
percentage. She was named AllGLIAC her previous two sea
sons for Grand Valley.
Traci Skrzypek and Chara
Fehs^nfeld were also named to
the AU-GLIAC fist team while
Nicole Bayle earned Second
Team A11-GL1AC and Sabrina
Bird received an honorable men
tion.
Deanne Scanlon led the
Laker’s to the GLlAC’s best
record during the regular season
to be named the GLIAC Coach
of the Year.

Grand Valley Lmthorn / Luke Wark

Lakers girts volleyball team celebrating their victory against Mercy college,
which put them in the quarterfinals.

CROSS COUNTRY AND TRACK TEAMS HAVE OUTSTANDING SEASONS
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Soaring high. Travis Taylor gives his all
as he long jumps during Grand Valley’s
meet against Ferris State.

Conference champions, national
qualifiers, regional champions, AllAmericans, National champion all
combined to make the Grand Valley
State Cross country and track and
field teams have a successful season.
The cross country led off the sea
son with the women taking first place
in the GLIAC conference earlier this
fall. The men took 3rd, the highest
they had finished in a long time.
The women went on to take first
in the Regional competition with the
men placing third again. Receiving
all-American honors were freshman
Natalie Ewing and Shannon
Antvelink. Both Ewing and Antvelink
went on to the national meet in
Slippery Rock, Pa., where the Laker
women finished up in 5th place in
NCAA National Championship.
Ewing took 22nd and Antvelink came
in right behind her in 23rd. Also run
ning in the national meet were Diana
Martin and Jeannie Seckinger.
Aaron Rogers received the AUAmerican for his 17th place finish in
the men’s race at the national meet.

When Hie indoor track
came around, not one persotti
slowed down or took a step bi .
indoor men’s and women’s teams
both won the GLIAC conference
championship and sent a couple hand
fuls of members to the NCAA nation
al meet in Boston, Mass., over spring
break.
Of those who participated in the
national meet, the most impressive
er Jason VanElst VanElst took the
national title in the 35 pound weight
throw with a toss of 69 feet, 9.5 inch
es, in his last throw of the night.
“What an outstanding accom
plishment for Jason in his senior
y&tf” said Head Coach Jerry Baltes
after the competition. “Jason is such a
competitor and he knew he had a big
throw left.”
VanElst was also named the 200102 Great Lakes Region male athlete
of the year
Earning an All-American title was
pole-vaulter Ben Hirdes when he
cleared a height of 16’4.75” and Scott
Mackey in the 60-meter dash (6.98).
The women’s track team picked
up All-American honors with Icis
Charles in the long jump (19’6”) and

fig

the 60-meter dash (7.59). Lindsey
Mills, Christy Tedrow, Krista O’Dell
and Shannon Antvelink also received
the honor. Mills took it in the 5,000meter race with a time of 17:31.13.
Tedrow took seventh in the national
meet in the 400-meter dash clocking
in at 56.39. O’Dell and Antvelink
place in the mile run, O’Dell taking a
time of 4:55.21 and Antvelink,
5:06.21.
* Women thrower Becky Meyers
was also an All-American with her
eighth place weight toss of 54*4”.
Both men and women’s teams fin
ished the highest they ever had in the
national meet with the men landing a
The cross country and indoor
track teams had so many personal
best and standout performances that it
would take a 14-page dissertation to
write about all of them. The talent and
attitude of the team continues to stay
positive and focused, and there isn’t
anything this team hasn’t done or
can’t do. The team continues to
another conference win this May as
they finish up their outdoor season
competition.
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Left to right Umteay Mills, Shannon
Antvelink and Krista O'Dell set the pace
for me mKe run.
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Student Scholarship
Summer l ime Help

———*• —

m

Net-Com USA, a Grand
Rapids promotoins
firm, is looking for 50
FT/PT people for
summer 18yrs plus.
Areas to be filled:
Customer Service
Campaign Coordinators
Customer Aquasition

"We work with major national companies and charities."
Call Brandi at 616-261-5100 for an interview

Country Place Apts.
2 Story
1250 sq. ft.
4 Bedroom/2 Bath

c5pccia/ty

Stove/Refrigerator

Pizza

Complimentary soft drink with a
purchase and student or faculty/staff I.D.

Laundry Facility on site
Central Air Conditioning

Phone: 453-0200

2844 Lake Michigan Dr.

Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Cable/Phone hook up in each apt.

DlLLENBECK'S
Coffeehouse
It

SXNDWICHCS • SOUPS • DCSSCPJS
10% Discount to all Students w/ GVSU I.D.

Leasing Office:
10507 48th. Ave
across from the
Meadows golf course

(616)

895-6060

Quiet Place to Study
Smoke Free Environment
6/10 of a Mile from Downtown Campus
Grata Bus Stop Across the Street
Free Parking

Monday - Thursday

"Best coffee in Grand Rapids"

6:30am-9:00pm

-Grand Rapids Press

Friday - Saturday
6:30am-11:00pm

Sunday
8 00am-3:00pm

1059 W Fulton
Grand Rapids
458-5716

Anes receives leadership awards throughout year
IBrandon Avery
<Crand Valley Lanthorn

Throughout the season Curt
Anes achieved many accom
plishments and won many
When people look back in awards. He earned a 221.6 pass
Retrospect at the season that the ing efficiency rating and 48
<5rand Valley State University touchdown passes which is the
akers football team, people third highest in history. He
ften ask themselves what was earned the Division II player of
jjie catalyst that led to such a the week three times and the
tremendous team. There seems offensive player of the week
to be three major aspects to their four times. The quarterback
success: a dream, hard work and also led Division 11 with 58.4
points per game. He averaged
leadership.
The Lakers had a dream of 600.8 yards per game and 3,086
being one of the dominant teams total passing yards. He came in
in Division II of the NCAA. second for the Harlon Hill
They all worked hard to achieve Trophy, and was named Allthis goal, and in the end they American for his amazing per
achieved their goal and came formances on the field. Topping
seconds short of achieving the off all of these feats he was
ultimate feat, being NCAA named the Free Press’ 16th
Annual Michigan’s Best.
Division II champions.
When Anes was injured in
The leadership, though,
seemed to come from two peo the first playoff game against
ple. Coach Brian Kelly and, on Bloomsberg everyone wondered
the field, Quarterback Curt if the fire was extinguished. The
truth is that there was still
Anes.
embers
smoldering that caught
* People seemed to recognize
the
rest
of
the Lakers on fire and
this early in the season.
ignited
them
into the NCAA
“Curt is an outstanding quar
Division
II
championship
game.
terback,”
Freshman
Nate
Anes is hoping to return next
watson said.
year to possibly lead his Lakers
When the season premiered to a championship.
•it was evident that Anes was
“1 do rehab for two-and-acoming with a fire and determi
half hours each day. I am push
nation that has not graced ing it really hard and just trying
Lubber’s Field before.
He
brought a combination of pass to get back for next season,”
Anes said.
ing and running that few, if any
Through the awards and
one, could totally adapt to. The pomp and circumstance the
♦people who watched Anes week
io week knew this as the Lakers courage, determination and
leadership of Anes will continue
t>egan to continuously win, but to make him a champion in
■soon the country would be made years to come.
'aware of this young gladiator.

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Archives
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Left: QB Curt Anes lis
tens to coach Brian
Kelly after getting
injured at the end of the
second quarter against
Bloomsburg.
Right: Anes at the
Harlon Awards
ceremony.

Help Save A Life
Donate Plasma Today.
AIGH i

1 H I NO

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Archives

Left: Anes throwing a
pass during a practice
earlier this year.
Below: Anes watches
fellow teammates play.
He is undergoing 2.5
hours of physical thera
py daily and hopes to
play for the Lakers
again next season.
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Variety of famous faces hosted on campus
Tom Fleischmann
Grand Valley Lanthorn

ti

Black history. Feminism.
Classical piano. Hit pop rock.
; Irreverent humor.
Topics such as these rarely
find occasion to he lumped
together. Yet
celebrities

prisoner, law
touching on all of
student
and
these topics (and
eventual
many
more)
national
visited
Grand
celebrity.
Valley through
The speech
the past school
was not only
year.
engaging, but
Some came
also
very
for
pure
inspirational
entertainment.
Some came for
for all who
education. Many
were able to
mixed
both
attend.
purposes. AH of
On a much
more
light
the
visitors,
however, made
hearted note,
comedienne
their
trips
Margaret Cho
worthwhile.
came
to
Judge Greg
in
Mathis,
most ___________ _____________ campus
honor of the
popularly known
for his daytime television formation of the West Michigan
program, spoke to Grand Valley Women’s Studies Council.
Cho gained public notoriety
on behalf of the Black Student
Union. His speech, “From Gang through her own ABC sitcom,
to Gavel,” told the story of his several movie roles and an offlife as a high school dropout. Broadway smash success. Her

visit to Grand Valley was a
perfect
example of her
trademark humor, but also
helped to shed light on the issue
of women’s rights and feminism.
Perhaps the most publicly
known of all the celebrities,
American Hi-Fi, played to a
packed' Fieldhouse in midSeptember. The pop-rock band,
who burst on to the radio with

OTTAWA CREEK
APARTMENTS

Near GVSU, spacious 1&2 bedroom apts, central air,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, coin-op laundry, new
basketball court.

r
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competition to campus, and as in
the past, Philippov delivered an
unforgettable performance.
Joe Riola is not necessarily
famous by name, but his
magazine, MAD, certainly is.
The satirical humor publication
has developed a cult-like
following over the years.
Riola used his unique sense
of humor in his speech ‘The Joy
of Censorship,” which attacks
political tendencies to quiet
disagreeable messages. His
lecture was followed by a
question and answer section,
which
showed
off
his
improvisational talents as well.
Perhaps one of the most
moving speakers came as a part
of peace week. Arun Gandhi, the
grandson of the Mahatma
Ghandi, lectured on peace,
nonviolence and the work of his
grandfather.
Gandhi offered students a
direct link to an important and
well-known historical figure.
The variety of celebrities
that came to Grand Valley
offered students a chance to
learn, a chance to be entertained
and a chance to grow.
While separately they were
individual acts with individual
message, combined they offered
a glimpse into the issues and
cultures most important to the
students of Grand Valley.

Gram! Valley Lanthorn Archives

Comedian Margaret Cho (left)
visited Grand Valley, performing
humor along with a talk on
women’s rights and feminism.
American Hi-Fi, with lead
singer Stacy Jones (below),
performed in the Fieldhouse
mid-September to a packed
house.

2 bedroom starting at $700 (up to 4 people)

y <■>} *<.
joy

their chart-topping “Flavor of
the Weak,” was . called on to
stage for three additional songs
by a screaming audience.
Between songs, lead singer
Stacy Jones often noted what a
great audience Grand Valley
students were.
Roscoe Orman, who is more
commonly known as Gordon
from Sesame Street, appeared to
celebrate the start of Black
History
Month.
Orman
incorporated the music of
composer Oscar Brown with the
poetry of Langston Hughes to
present his message.
The
Grand
Valley
performance was the debut for
Orman, who said the point of the
performance was to stress
“...understanding the past,
understanding the history, (and)
understanding the culture” to
students.
Although not as much of a
household name, the talent
behind pianist Maxim Philippov
is as great as any of the other
celebrities. The musician, who
performed in the Loosemore
Auditorium, is a silver medallist
in the Van Cliburn International
Piano Competition.
Philippov played pieces by
Schumann,
Liszt
and
Rachmaninoff, among others,
during the performance.
Grand
Valley
has
consistently brought the winners
from the prestigious piano
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Magnum Tattooing Inc.
Super-Store

bsit.

7450 Union Ave.
Jenlson, Ml 49428

-Tattoo Related Clothing -Largest Body Jewelry Selection In GR-Quality Custom Tattooing-Professional Body piercingThe Staff Of
All InThe FamilyTattooing
Can Be Found Here; At Our New Superstore*!!

616-457-

Peppinc’s
Pizza
895-4308

Brian's Books

/

DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

| $1 for each
. additional
topping

10" PIZZA

$65p|i=-$399i

Peppro^PtmCajpon_ e*pjr«M1/02 ^

i

Hcur: Mm-Thur$ 4pT-lipr
F*i -Sa* 4prr-l2arr
Sun 4 3Corr-11 prr
Lunrh Thurs Fr 11arM 30r.rr.

BIGGER SIZE, BETTER PIZZA

f16" CHEESE PIZZA1 f

i

AUTHENTIC
ITALIAN STYLE
CUISINE
4647 Uke MI Drive

Peppnoj_Piz£a_Coj£or_

_e*p*e»5/314)2 ^
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Theater season produces good variety
Eric Byville
Grand Valleu Lanthorn
Grand Valley’s 2001-2002
theater season offered students a
compelling variety of plays to go
see and hear. We were presented
with old masters like Sophocles
and Shakespeare, twentieth-cen
tury modernists like Jean Paul
Sartre and Burtolt Brecht, con
temporary drama by GVSU
playwright Bob Mayberry, and
family favorites Lerner and

Loewe.
Whether you wanted to
laugh or cry, tap your foot or knit
your brow, bring your date or
bring your social conscience,
you could have found the right
play at the Louis Armstrong
Theatre this year.
The season’s productions
also explored the wide variety of
staging possibilities available
for a play nowadays. We had a
minimum of bodies on-stage in
Sartre’s “No Exit,” and a starkly
minimalist set with the
audience sitting only inch
es from the actors in
Sophocles’ “Antigone.” A
battered Ford Falcon dom
inated center stage in
Mayberry’s “A Single
Numberless Death,” and a
large 3-D house set turned
360 degrees for the audi
ence of Lerner and

Loewe’s “My Fair Lady.”
Masks, television screens, live
musicians, big signboards and a
microphoned announcer shared
the spotlight with the "real"
actors in Brecht’s “Mother
Courage.”
In golden September GVSU
was blessed with the warm glow
of the Bard’s twilight years. The
2002-2002 Grand Valley Theatre
season
began
with
Shakespeare’s final play.
This
version
of
the
‘Tempest” was "a Shakespeare
Festival production featuring
professional, community, facul
ty, and student artists, staged by
guest director Bob Hall." A clas
sic is always a classic.
November brought
“A
Single Numberless Death,” a
real-life drama by GVSU play
wright-in-residence
Bob
Mayberry. Basing his work on
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Two of this year’s theatrical productions
included March’s “Antigone” by Sophocles
(above) and September’s version of
Shakespeare’s “The Tempest” (right). •

the recent autobiography of
Argentina
native
Nora
Strejilevich, "Mayberry brings
her compelling story to life in a
stunning experimental stage set
ting."
The play received two
Meritorious
Achievement
awards from the Kennedy
Center/American
College
Theater Festival.
In December Grand Valley
put on the first of this year’s stu
dent-directed plays, Jean Paul
Sartre’s “No Exit,” "the classic
existentialist play of three peo
ple trapped together in ‘hell’ for
all eternity."
Damnation may last forever,
but the excellent performances
by Scott Lange, Chris S. Teller,
Melissa Fortino and Sheila
Williams made the time fly by.
And although there are only four
characters in tlfe play, as Joel L.
Schindlbeck, the
director,
says,
"what one person
does opens a mil
lion
pathways."
(None of them are
a way out, howev
er.)
One "little bit
o’ bloomin’ luck"
that came our way
in January was the
chance to attend
the Grand Valley
State University
Opera Theatre pro
duction of “My
Fair Lady.” This
Lemer and Loewe
classic
pleased
crowds with its
memorable collec

tion of characters and the wealth
of traditional favorites offered in
the score such as "I Could Have
Danced All Night." The wide
variety of British accents obliga
tory for any staging of “My Fair
Lady” were put to good use in
this production—they were suf
ficiently lively and convincing
to be great fun while still
remaining recognizable.
The Lemer and Loewe adap
tation of George Bernard Shaw’s
“Pygmalion” cleverly portrayed
class differences in speech and
manners while at the same time
exploiting the foibles of penni
less Cockney drunkards and
upper-crust aristocrats alike for
their comic value.
The play explored the ways .
in which synthetic judgments
about moral character and intel
ligence, and other artificial divi
sions among people, are made
on the basis of such arbitrary dif
ferences as word pronunciation.
Sophocles’ “Antigone” was
the March installment of
GVSU’s Student Director’s
Series and performed to a num
ber of sold-out audiences. The
ancient Greek play was given
mostly traditional treatment,
with a few exceptions—the most
noticeable being that the audi
ence was brought out from the
darkness of their usual seating
area and placed on stage within
arm’s reach of the actors. In her •
Directors Notes,
Katherine Mayberry called
this decision part of an "explo
ration of the tension between
conventions of classical theater
and the psychology of contem
porary actors and audiences."

Her production was a suc
cessful illustration of this inten
tion—this staging brought the
audience into the midst of the
action and removed the insula
tion that being detached
observers normally affords us.
Being spectators of this play also
meant
being
participants,
whether we liked it or not.
The tragedy in Antigone car
ried more weight because there
were more shoulders bearing its
guilt—everyone on
stage,
including the audience, shared
the pain of responsibility.
April’s “Mother Courage
And Her Children” was the sea
son’s final effort, and they saved
one of the best for last. The play
was stylistically and ethically
challenging as well as extremely
entertaining.
Flesh and blood actors
shared the stage with live televi
sion and projected images, and
the dramatic spectacle was com
bined with written and spoken
narration. The actors broke out
of character to move props, and
scenes were summarized in
advance with the help of giant
placards, which were paraded
about on-stage while being read
aloud by an anonymous man
with a microphone, as would
happen between the rounds of a
prizefight.
For all of its masks and
flaunted artificiality, though.
Mother Courage has the courage
to draw back the veil of modesty
from the face of human history'
and see what she looks like with
out her makeup. That’s not a
pretty sight, of course, but the
play itself was a beautiful thing.

Full year of concerts wrap up at Grand Valley
Eric Gallippo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Like Alice Cooper says,
“School’s out for the summer”
(unless you’re taking summer
classes).
Time to hang out and be, as
Johnny Rotten would put it, “a
lazy soda” for the next 4 months.
But don’t forget, there are
still plenty of good shows going
on this summer and bands to
support right here from GVSU,
as well as music to play and
bands to start and practices to be
had, etc. But before we get
there, let’s take a look at what’s
been going on this past year in
the world of music here in our
little comer of the world.
First off, to continue with
this
ridiculous
quotations
theme/gimmick, in the words of
legendary AC/DC front man
Bon Scott, “it’s a long way to the
top if you want to rock.” For
many of Grand Valley's bands,
this past year has been all about

getting just a little bit closer to
the top, or at least approaching
the bottom (of what we’re not
sure, perhaps some sort of magi
cal music mountain or some
thing? Sounds more like a
Zeppelin tune to me).
Many bands put out CC^’s
this year, including Venkm^n,
Joyride and Slant, the latter of
these two received airtime on
local radio station WGRD.
Slant also got some airplay on
WSNX, and a station out in
Texas back in February, where it
had to be retired from one of
those radio call-in shows
because it won so many times.
Current GVSU bands are not
the only ones rocking steady.
Grand Valley alumnus 19
Wheels and the Icicles also put
out discs this year, back in
October and this past month
respectively, both of which were
national releases.
The rock does not stop there
though. Oh no, recorded music’s
only half the story; these bands
all play live, too. Did you stop

in at Stooges any night this past
year? Or how about the
Intersection? Skelletones? Pop
Cafe? The Liquid Room? Club
Soda down in Kalamazoo?
Chances are you might have
seen a Grand Valley band.
Venkman played down at
Stooges with fellow locals Trip
Ziggler, or at the Field House
with 19 Wheels. Slant’s CD
release bash at the Intersection,
with Joyride. Plus new bands
like
D-Sypher,
Formerly
Known, Walkabout, the Nastys:
all of them played around town
sometime this past year, plus
many more talented acts played
the coffee shops and open mic
nights.
Afterwards Cafe saw some
solid performances from local
indie/folkie Shuler, as well as
the three-guitar ensemble of
Mantra. Under Construction
front man Jesse Young played an
acoustic set as well. If you did
n’t see one good show this past
school year, you didn’t look hard
enough. They were out there.

On a more serious and
rewarding note, Grand Valley
actually hosted a concert that’s
purpose was to create some
social/political change. Back in
January, Students for a Free
Tibet and the philosophy depart
ment hosted a Tibetan Benefit
Concert, featuring local bands
Formerly Known, Molly and
punk/ska kings Mustard Plug.
The concert actually raised
about $2,000, and informed stu
dents about the horrors of the

Chinese occupation of Tibet.
And finally, to end it all,
GVSU had its first ever local
music festival, Comstock, where
for absolutely free students got
to see some their own local cam
pus bands play and take a break
from studying. Hopefully it
won’t be the last of these types
of Grand Valley shows on cam
pus.
So all in all, it was a pretty
solid year in music for Grand
Valley, although some might say

that a wider range of acts and
diversity of styles and artists
would make things a lot better.
But it seems James Pyne, vocal
ist and guitarist for Joyride, has
got it right when he says that
here at GVSU and in Grand
Rapids “things are getting better,
there is potential to build a real
music scene again, to build our
own small, city-state. “
In parting we say, “For those
about to rock, we salute you.”

‘Vagina Monologues’ receives huge praise
AJ Smuder
Grand Valley Lanthorn

In celebration of women
and girls, “The Vagina
Monologues” was performed at
Grand Valley State University
at part of the College V-Day
Campaign in February.
The Broadway show, writ
ten by Eve Ensler, was 18 short
monologues that included
many women from many dif
ferent walks of life. Ensler
interviewed many women and
combined her interviews to
assemble the play.
The cast and crew for the
show was made up of women
both from GVSU and the com
munity. Women and girls
ranged from ages 12-60 and
were either acting or directing
in the show. Not only were
GVSU students involved, but
so were many faculty members.
“It [the monologues] was
awesome,” said Karen Libman,
a theater professor at GVSU.

“It was just fantastic and the
response was incredible.”
The show was set for two
dates back in February, one on
the Allendale campus and one
downtown at the Wealthy
Street Theatre. But after an
overwhelming performance
and audience feedback, the
“Monologues” added another
performance.
The show raised over
$14,000 at its three sold out
performances. The proceeds
went to groups like the YWCA
Sexual Assault Program of
Grand Rapids, the GVSU
Women’s Center and the
RAWA, which supports Afghan
women.
The play made audience
members both laugh and cry as
well as reflect on what its like
to be a women. One of the
shows ran 20 minutes longer
then it was supposed to because
the audience couldn’t stop
laughing. Not only were they
laughing at what was being said
on stage, but brought along to

the show was a * hearing
impaired and deaf interpreter.
The interpreters themselves put
on a funny show, due to the dif
ferent signs they had to use.
Libman also commented on
what the play helped bring to
the Grand Valley community
by saying it helped show the
“spectacle of diversity,” in
women participated in the
show. There were just about
every type of women, size and
race you could imagine in the
play.
Right after the shows,
Libman already had people
coming up to her to ask if they
could get involved next year in
the monologues. Libman hopes
to get even more people
involved next year.
“The play really hit what it
means to be a women,” she
said, “and it gave us an oppor
tunity to reflect on the fact that
there doesn't have to be vio
lence against women. There
doesn’t have to be violence
against anyone.”
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Chris Johnston and Tim Morzoroti of 19 Wheels were just one of the bands that visited Grand Valley in the past
academic year.
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Have a smooth summer with these non
alcoholic smoothie recipes:
M«ngo Tango:
•
1/2 fro— banana chnnks
I cap pineapple sborbert

Downtown Housing
Beekman Management

11 properties available
within 5 blocks of new
Devos Center.

2,3,4,5, Bedrooms
Duplexes, Houses,
& Apartments _
Bob Beekman

895-5866

4 1/2 tops ft—a mango

slices

•
•
•
•

2 cap* peach nectar
or apple jalea
1 cap vaailla frozen
yogart
1/lbaaaaa
1 cap patch yogart
I 1/2 cape frozen
peach aiices

'or all drinks, add all frozen ingredients. Blend at MIX setting for 30 seconds then
3lend at SMOOTH setting until smooth. While the machine is running, move the
stir stick around counter-clockwise to aid mixing. Serve immediately. Each recipe
serves 3-5.
Remember; 2 out of 3 GVSU students drink 3 or fewer alcoholic beverages per occasion and I out of
4 does not drink at all!!!
ALcohol Education, Research, and Training
I—ER.T) Labs

We got the steats from YOU!
(616)895-2537 Alert@gvsu.edu
Sponsored by ALERT Labs and the Lanthorn

GVL

Lights added to
Lubbers Stadium
Last summer lights were
added to Lubbers Stadium.
The athletic department
brought this idea to reality
after a large crowd attend
ed a night game played at
Houseman Field almost
four years ago.
At the beginning of the
2001 football season per

manent lights were put on
the field. The cost was a
little over $200,000.
Athletic director, Tim
Selgo said that the great
student attendance at the
night games, as well as, the
attendance of families was
key in the decision.

Plans for new communications
building in the works
When
President
Lubbers
assed the torch to Mark Murray,
e left requests for three major
facilities.
One of these requests was for
a communications facility. As of
this year the building is still under
consideration, but the artist’s
sketch to the left is a rough design
of what the building would look
like.
The new building would most

likely be constructed on a plot
near the Cook Carillon Tower.
The building would include gen
eral classroom spaces, faculty
offices and a space for the School
of Communications offices.
Communications professors
and students would also like to
see features such as multi-media
rooms and new photo and film
facilities.

Passport housing unique to
Grand Valley
In the fall of 2001 Grand
Valley
State
University
became one of the first univer
sities in the nation to offer sub
stance-free housing to its stu
dents.
The Kirkpatrick living cen
ter or the Passport House hous
es about 165 students who all
pledged to not drink, smoke or
use other drugs while in the
house.
Funding for this program
came from a $40 thousand
grant from the state of
Michigan.

Because of the success of
the
program
this
year.
President Murray and the
housing office is allowing
another living center to be
deemed “substance-free” for
the
2002-03
semesters.
Freshman and sophomores will
live in each of these living cen
ters and be part of the Passport
Program.
The Passport Program pro
motes healthy living and gives
students alternative activities
besides drinking.

Large crowd enjoys 15th
annual President’s Ball
More than 3,000 faculty and
students attended the 15th annual
President’s Ball dance.
This year’s theme was ‘A new
beginning’ marking the changing
of the guard at GVSU with the
third president Mark Murray.
The student senate recognized
a distinguished member of the
community, someone who has had
a positive impact on campus, Don
Williams, Sr.

Williams has served GVSU for
over 16 years and most noted for
his leadership as the Dean of
Minority Affairs.
Brian Phillips of the sociology
department was also honored with
the Student Award for Faculty
Excellence. Phillips has only
been at GVSU for two years, but
the nomination forms filled out by
students told the tale of his devo
tion to the campus.

